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CORONER'S JURY
TAKES THE CASE
Forty-Sine Bodies Have Been
Fully Identified.
Several More Diecovered Buried la
Mud Under Second Car in
Wreck.
eteliDEN"T IS NOT EXPLAINED.
Atlantis City, Oct. 30.— Several
additions kria of victims of the
railway sr were discovered to-
day burl lee mud under the
trueke o econd car which has
not yet ed. Efforts are now
directed tO satessing these corpses to
th.s surface.
A special ear °metalling the hod-
lee of the Philadelphiavictims, left
for that cite.
Interest now centers in the work
of the coronae* Jury, which today
made cereful inspection of the scene
of the wreck and the drawbredge at
which the train /eft the rails.
Manager Atterbury had been
the sera* since Sunday 'night.
On retaining from the drawbridge
Mr. Atterbury discussed the accident
freely, but when asked to give his
theory lie to the crusts, he replied that
It still is a mystery to him.
011
COURT 1.11.-rs "LID" OFF CITY
Decision Mears of St. Joseph Only
"Wet" Town la eillesiouri.
St Louis, Oct. 30 --The "lid" has
been taken off St. Joseph, Mo., and
the so-called Folk law rendered void
so far as it concerns the thriving
city In the northwestern part of the
state by a decision of the court of
appeals. The decision, rendered in
the case of William T. Kessle, ar-
rested on a charge of selling liquor
In violation of the Sunday closing
ordinance. Will make St. Joseph the
only "wet" town in the state unless
the city chooses to pass laws compel]
hag Sunday closing and to elect oil-
cers to enforce the laws. The court
of appeals upheld St. Joseph in its
contention that Its charter as a - sec-
ond-class city entitles it to govern
its own dramshops •
RACE FOR GOLD
OVER HILLS NEVADA MAD
MEN ARE stCRAMBLING.
Big Charge of Dynamite Servers as
Pistol Shot to Het Them in
Motion.
Thorne, Nev., Oct. 30.----Early
this morning thousaods of men were
prepared for the dash into the Walker
lake Indian reservation, although
die sigisal for the start was not to be
given until noon. Promptly at 12
List of the Deed. I o'clock a big charge of dynantite was
The idehLtned deed are; Emmen- exploded and the race for gold was
uel Freed, Now York, an actor known on. Launches, towboats, aureole-
s@ "Manny Bernrd," nephew of Dam biles, horses and burros w re used
Bernard; Men Mary Benakert, Phil" to -speed the prospectors to the place
adelPhia: Clarence Benckert, 12 Years Where the mineral deposits of the
lipid. a son; W. L. Carter, Phillasiel-treeervation are located.
plea; Mrs. W. L. Carter. his wife; Charges have been freely made
Jame* Paul Dentiner. Camden; lde !that favoritism is being shown in al-
Denalway• his wile; Mrs. Walter Bea" kering certain prospectors to enter
Oak. illiallPert. Me.: Mrs. Cora Bib- I the forbidden ground and stake out
bar alingin• Keellext. 3de.; Mrs. Se.411311 I their claims before the signal is
Womder, Camden; lames Began, At- given Owing to the extent of the
laotic City; Mien Lauri' Laweruse.: territory to be guarded, the smell
Phildelphia; Samuel Del" German- force of Indian police have found It
town. PA.; liachael, lteU, his wife imporaible to km" the thousand* of
Walter Zoete Affrettlie City; D. Al proispectors in cheek. Many of think
Mn C. Rudders, Roxborough. have evaded the (Nerds and are
(WA'S; D. Paul Felabeeg, Philadel-
phia; Wit Prances Feleburg, his
wife; Freak Monroe, Atlantic Cite;
Eddie Nieto 5 years old, Philadel-
phia; Gertrude Hayes. colored, Cam-
den; Mrs. Evelyn McElroy, Philadel-
phia; Olivia McElroy, 5 years old, a
daughter; John ZI in merman . Phea-
de4phia ; B. Finkelstein, Reading. P..,
Mrs Ella Ritteehouse, eit
t /Philadeiplitee Ella Mary Ritten-
house, 19 years Old, a daughter; Al-
bert L. Getman, Philadelphia; Albert
Keseel, Camden; Charles Kassel, a
brother; Mrs. W. H. Stewart, Keno-
nah, N. J.; Wild-eta Stewart KISIm.
adopted son of alre Stewart; Martha
lief sch , Philadelphia.; Wm. FIfivrardg,
Woodbury, N. J.; Freak Merward.
Philadelphia; Joeepli Merwrd, a
brother; Constantine Vorado, Pella-
delphia; Vitteenso Diamable. Ades lc
City; George Turner, colored, Atlan-
tic City; Thomas Cuivence, PhLadel-
phia; Clifford Herds, 17 years old,
colored, Philadelphia; Sinclair Har-
ris, 15 years old, a brother; John
Kober, Philadelphia; Robert Brower,
Philadelphia; George Womfer, Cam-
den; Mrs. Annie Miller,- Pbiladee
Plea; Lester. her FOIE Samuel Klyn-
berger, Atlantic City.
- - - - -
' NINETY DOLLARS
CONTAINED IN ROLL MST BY
- GEORGE 0. INGRAM.
Drew Money From Blink in Morning
and Misaed the Money Late in
the Afternoon.
Mr. George 0. Ingram, the con-
tractor, lost $90 in bills and several
cheeks yesterday between 10 o'clock
In the morning and 4:30 o'clock in
the afternoon. At 10 o'clock he at-
tended to some business in a hank
and placed the bills and checks in a
note book, and the note book hi his
tar aocket. He thinks he may have
loot i. from his pocket while riding
his wheel.
Schooner Blown to Pieces.
Duluth, Minn., Oct. 34).— The
schooner Elgin was blown to pieces
by a northeaster on Lake Superior
today. After battling with the storm
for 35 Miles, the schooner ossified on
a *hallow 'pot just as she was enter-
ing the harbor et Grand Meese.
Simla after elm was -broken up bv the
heavy sees. The crew narrowly et-
calked death.
of road.,
out
Royal Areaniun Secretary Dies,
Boston, Oct. 3e 0. Rob-
Woe, supreme secretary of the Royal
Arcanum, died of pneumonia today,
aged 73 years. He was elected su-
preme secretary i• 1977 and has held
the °Moe ever since.
HIS HEART
FAILED HIM %ND BOWMAN SANK
TO THE 4110:WALK.
Fisherman Atmore Succumbs, but
Prompt Medical Attendance
SIATell His Life.
Seized with an attack of his heart,
Ed Bowman, a fishertnan, sank to the
heck pavement at Fifth and Moaroe
streets at 6 o'clock last evenint be-
fore his companion could catch him.
He WA on his fare but sustained only
scratches.
Bowman is subject to heart trou-
ble, and keeps a supply of bromides
on hand. He generally feels the on-
coming attacke, but in thls Instance
was not warmed.auMciently,
"I ern gone this time sure," he
groaned as he sank to the pavement.
A little girl heard his words and ran
to Mrs. Rehkopf who frantically
waved down the delver of a passing
vehicle. He Proved to be Dr. J. B.
Acree,
Bowman's companion, William
Morgan, a fishermen also, *misted
the physician and Bowman was
brought around. He was taken
home near the Illinois Central ins-
chine shops, in a buggy and Drs.
Mese and R. E. Hearne attended
him
Mob Member Is Fined.
Atlanta, Ga„ Oct. 30.— T. F. Mo-
menta, white, pleaded guilty today
to charge Of assault and battery in
connection with recent riots and was
fined $300, or six months In jail.
It is the daily average circa-
tattoo of a newspaper that the
shrewd advertiser Investigate.—
"High Water" days don't
The Sun's daily average lest
meads was 80110.
WILL PROSECUTE
ALL VIOLATORS
Who Traffic in Registration
Certificates of Voters.
Not Generally Known That the Pur-
chase of Certiticates Is a Grave
Felony.
TO BE CONSTRUED LIBERALLY
Vigorous prosecution prohabe
wet follow attempts being made by
some local politicians to purchase
registration certificates from voters.
Both parties to such transaction,
may and themselves In the hands of
the grand jury.
It is not generally
that the registration
criminal penalty for
known,it seems,
law provides a
any interfer-
ence with the election, among them
being, porisibly the most grave, the
purviews) of a, registration certificate
These certificates are as preciont; In WILL EXIihME BODYthe eyes of the law as the ballot it-
self, and it is a felony or high grade
to trallitlein them
A *pedal committee has in charge
the matter of looking after this par
titular abuse of the franchise and
those, who are beeeved to be en- Co-ro- ner Faker Will 1:o
gaged in it, are ends'. surveillance
The purpose is to catch some of Tomorrow Morning.
them and make examples of them
The law on the subjectes plain and
unmistakable in its terms, and it Reputed te Have Died Snatkiy Mors.
provides that it shall be construed Mg of Paralysis, sag Buried
liberally to protect the purity of the l'esiterdsiy.
ballot.
ALIBI
IS DEFK.NSE OF WILLIAM LIGHT.
FOOT TO MURDER CHARGE.
Paducah Negro en Stand in Rh OWIS
Behalf in Memphis criminal
Court.
•`*--i'N''''"ebmw-iN,'WHEELS OF WAGON
PARK BOND, ISSUE
WILL BR EXPLAINED GRAZED HIS BODYiN eleRLIC SPEle'llEs. •
Hon. Hid tewbett, an en-
thuaiastic supporter or the perk
construction bond issue, and
members of the hoard of park
c ttttt missionere will speak at the
market house Saturday night on
the park bond proposition. The
plant of the park board for im-
proving the city and also Maim-
ing the project will be explained
In detail by die conenhotioners,
while Mr. Corbett will discuss
the pithier< of parks met their
effect on A city, morally, refined.
cally and indliarially. At this
meeting- the retuntiaidoners will
he prepared to meet any argu-
ments against the Iniip4mitka
and they creme to make the
whole acheme plain to the voters.
For that reaeosi it it hoped that
AS many yeas
tend And go
questions on
as can, ell lat.-
pet-pared to ask
fats ahout Mini)
they are in ht. They will he
answered courileouely end fairly,
OF MRS. BUD ELROD
Out
SON TAKES MATTER IN COURT
Coroner James Eaker will go to
the Elrod' s family burying ground,
southwest of Paducah, tomorrow
morning at 10 oegock, when the
body of Mrs. Manliest-Menage Elmd
will be exhumed. Her children wish
to ascertain the cause of her degth
and have an itiquesr She died sud-
denly Sunday morning, esteneblv of
paralysis. She was buried yesterday
morning. Yesterday her son. G. r.Memphis, Oct, 30.—The whole of
Humphreys, applied to the countyyesterday was taken up with the di-
court to refuse letters of administra-rect croaA examinations of Weliam
eon to her husband, his stepfather.Lightfoot and the reading of deposi-
tions supporting his claim to an allet •
In the murder trial which he la un-
dergoing. Lightfoot is charged with
killing Roy M. Moen at Woodstock-
on Jan. 17, Isfic and the evidence
whet has been adduced by the state,
wbile circumstantial, has been so
closely woven that very few loopholes
are to be found.
Lightfoot was placed on the attend
at the opening of court and wan kept
there for about three hours. On his
direct examination he said that he
was in Paducah, Ky.. on the night the
crime is alleged to hare beets com-
mitted, and that for the few days
previous thereto he was at Jackson,
Tens., and Fulton, Ky. in al: par-
ticulars be denied the statements of
witnesses for the steen that he was
in Memphis on the day preceding the
crime and teat-he left on that night
with the decisaied.
ELKS AT HOME.
Public Willt-*" Received watt- Wel-
comed Tonight.
1.
The Elk* anticipate a large at-
tendance at their public reception in
the new Home on North Fifth street
tonight. The occasion while celebrat
Mg the formal opening of the limed
Mg is not a full dress dale all the
guests fife requested ti; segeter, a
book for which purpose, is kept it,
the lobby. Children accompanying
their parents tonight will be wee
come. TEXAS AND OLYMPIA WILL.
RETIRED SOON.
FOOTBALL
WILL BE PLAYED FRIDAY BE-
TWEEN R. L. C.'S* H. B.
Rivalry for Local Championship Is
,
Intense and Large CrowdI
I Will Attend,
I
I
,
, Friday afternoon at 4 o'clock, the
R. L. C.'s football team and the
, High school football team will play
a game on the League grounds at
, Wallace park. The env teams are
I practleing every aftefetum and ir
InIght and an exciting game is ex-pected. The rivalry between the two
'testes is intense and a large crowd
of "rooters," as well AA football lov-
ers, is expected, tow itneas the game.
1The High school lineup will be reg-
eent and the team for the R. L. fies
_still be: -Hayes, Wickliffe, Coburn-.
iKatterjohte - 0-Wen, Stanley. Hughes,
:Beyer, Martini Cope, Ilennebefeer,
!Monte Lack, Sinnott.
I
HOODOO SHIP
SUICIDE OF REPTILES, TOO COLD
•
Pnatinasna Lizards in New Metier' Former Has Foreign Blood in
Sting Themselves to Death., and Does Not Class With
Kansas City, Oct. 30—Professor
bfaritelle a Euro8ean *dentist who
has Inet returned from New Mexico,
reports that thousands of gee mon-
sters and other poisonous lizards
stung themselves to death angered
by the recent cold wave.
Is Church Progressive?
Chicago, Oct, 30.—In an effort to
determine whether the Christian
church is progressive or reactionary
the American Bible league began a
three days' dmference here todae
Prominent clergymen from all parts
Other Ships.
'BE
Her
Washington, Oct. 30.—The Ameri-
can Hoodoo tett:milli) Texas, will be
placed on the retired list. Also the
Olympia, the valiant cruiser that car-
ried Dewey into Mantle hay. The
Texas has foreign bleed In her, the
plans on which she was constructed
having been purchased in England.
She has not Acted right with Ameri-
can thoroughbreds and will be eons
vetted into si receiving ship. The
Olympia will become A training ship,
of the reentry vin.00nauet a search- •
ing inquiry Into the Inspiration ofl Quickly wide
the Old Testament. - quickie' elided.
rrtandshIpe
Close Call of J. W. Sherrell In
Bicycle Accident.
•
Knocked Down and Bicycle Crushed
By Heavy Vehicle Which
Wessel Him,
AN UNAVOIDABLE COLLISION
In a most unique collision that
might have cost one or the other of
them his life. J. W. Sherrell, the well
known saloon keeper, and George
Brown circulation manager of the
News-Democrat, came together on
their bicycles at Fifth and Jefferson
streets the morning, and Mr. Sher-
rell lost the use of his wheel, which
was crushed under the wheel of a
heavy wagon that Just ' grazed his
head and body when he fell
The two men were riding in oppo-
site directions. The middle of Jef-
feriae street is be!ng torn up on the
OSA side or the intersection with
Fifth 'street. At this point both
wheelmen met a heavy waiton• all
three were crowded to one side and
both bicycles turned sharply to the
south. They came together when
with tzsmediately beside the wagon
and Mr Sherree was thrown under it.
The heavy wheelie-of the wagon
broke his bicycle, ground his trous-
ers leg full of mud and twitched the
hair of he head, AO close did they
come to his person
He was not injured by the fall.
FOR GOOD
CAPT. MOORE RETIRee FROM
PURSUIT OF CRIMINALS.
Has Made Eacellent Record as Po.
lice ()Meer sod Plain Clothe*
Man,
Capt. T. J. Moore, who has done
some excellent work as detective, Is
preparing to give up the calling for
good, and today Is making out a
systematized record of office wbir h
be will, when finished, present to
Chief of Police Collins. When he fin-
ishes it, lie will have one of the best
systems ever arranged. "I have an
excellent position in sight," he ex-
plained. "I am indexing my photo-
graphs and records of criminals
caught, and criminals wanted, and
in a second's notice can turn and
fine you the record. When I finish, I
shall leave my office, turn my books
over to the chief, and be will have
an excellent record."
Detective Moore declined to tell
what business be intends to adopt.
WIFE.
Wrote From Far Off garden Thee
She Would Soon Die,
---
Chicago, III., Oct. 30.— Philip
Nelson. a wealthy gime owner of
btesoula, Mont., committed suicide
here last night at the home or a
friend whom he was visiting. Nelson
had Just-received a letter from his
wire—erbo went to Sweden in search
of health, stating that she would die
in a few days and it Is said that
while brooding over the sad news be
killed himself by turning on the gap
Lost Her Way and Dicd.
Castle 4tock, Col., Oct. 30 —Miss
Laura Scott, a 19-year-old school
teacher, was found dead In the woods
near Parker. Douglas county, by a
searching party last night. The coro-
ner's Jury today returned a verdict
that she had died of exposure. She
bad lost her way when returning
/tom trekking a call and had frozer
to death.
bilteRourke Nuptials.
San Francisco, Oct. 30.— Henry
Clay Ide,late governor general of the
Philippines, who arrived today, said
the marriage of his daughter and
Congressman Bourke will take plate
at the Ide home, St. Johnsbury, VL,
soon after his arrival.
Bishop Nicholson Dead.
Milwaukee, Wis., Oct. ae.— Isaac
Lee alecholeon, D. D., bishop of the
Milwaukee Episcopal diocese Is dead,
• ailment of theaged .0a_jea Ars. n
are heart toes/flier with other complica-
tions wait the cause of death
Pol CITHOIJtei ASK BISHOP EIGHT SHOT FOR
Societies at Milwaukee bleed One of
Their Race Be leseenised.
Mtiesitkee. Oct. Itepre,en:a-
lives from 12 Polish Catheic wee-,
ties met at the Kosciusko armory to-
die and passed resolutions demand-
ing a Polish bishop to look after the
religious welfare of their country-
niers in the United States. The resolu-
tions reaMen the allegiance of the
Poles to the pope, recite the efforts
made to secure Poles for bishops and
conclude that for the good of the
church it is absolutely necessary to
have a Polish-bishop. The resolutions
will be presented to Archbishop
Messmer and also sent to other Pol-
hill colonies throughout the country
with the request that they take ac-
tion on this question.
REGISTRATION
BOOKs ()PEN TO VOTF.HS WHO
WEBS: slcli OR ABSENT.
Ambiguity in Lan About the Days
clerk Shall Observe Variously
tainstrued.
Hiram Smedley, county court clerk,
to holding registration books open to
voters who were prevented from reg-
istering on the regular or supple-
mentary registration days by fitness
.of themselves or farnily,er their ab-
sence from the city. He observes
Monday tyre:es-day), Tuesday and
Wedneelay. The ter reads that the
Monday. Tuesday dud Wednesday
preceding the election shall be the
three days set aside for this purpose.
It does not real that the days ehall
come' In consecutive order and sev-
eral years ago a voter filed a petition
to secure a ruling on the matter.
Judge L. D. Husbands was on the
bench. He held that the clerk
-hosed hold Tuesday and Wednesday
before the ekettron and the bast day
preceding the electioe. Moitday, openfor registering Voters. County Clark
Smedley will net adhere to this ril-
ing.
Yesterday one secured a certifi-
cate and today eight followed.
•
Attorney Roberts Dead-
Quincy, Ill.. Oct. 30.---George Rob-
erts, attorney for the Big Four road
and one of the first mayors of Omaha,
died at Laurenceburg, Ind., today,
aged 62 years.
WIDOWS
THE VICTIMS OF AN ALLEGED
NWINDLER IN CHICAGO.
lOver One Handred Thonmed Dollars
Is Loot. He Is supposed to
Have Secured.
—
Chicago, Oct. 30.—Wealthy wid-
ows have been swindled out or more
than $100,0o0, the pollee say, by S.
1_Rosenfeld, who was arrested last
night at his house. 3831 Grand Boul-
evard. Detectives met considerable
difficulty in making the erreat, owing
to the opposition of the family.
Rosenfeld admitted getting large
sums of Money from women, the po-
llee say, but denied that his scheme
was a swindle.
According to  the pollee, Rosenfeld
posed as a wealthy broker and real
agitate mu and had little difficulty
is Inducing persons of means to in-
vest in his schemes It is said more
than $2hteetio was obtained from one
eonian in Cincinnati in' a "hook
yeuture." The police were told that
a woman In St. Louis intrusted $56,-
1100 to Rosenfeld lees than three
months ago. .
Rosanlield, the police say, lees than
Iwo months ago, was mixed up in a
ease in Cincinnati. Lila charged that
;since then he induced Mrs. E. Root.
a brewer's Aldo* in Edwardsville,
III., to Invest $10,000, and earn. to
Chicago. In connection with this
case Sheriff T. Crowe, of Edwards-
ville, was hurried to Chicago, and
after the arrest the prisoner was
turned over to him.
1
WEATHER— Fair tonight and
Wednesday. Colder tonight. The
highest t e mpe ra t n re reached
yesterday was OS and the lowest
today was II.
CUSTOMS ROBBERY
Tried By Court Martial And
quickly Executed.
Situation in Persia It Interesting
Fasnilen and Is Recoming Rei-
ter l'isderstosid.
GERMAN C'OMPANIES TO PAY
St. Petersburg, Oct. 30.—The
plunder from the amazing robbery
Saturday when highwaymen got away
with $193.0o0 from a wagon convey-
ing cash from the customs department
to the state treesury. has been hid-
den, apparently beyond danger of re-
capture. The porpoise Of the bomb
throwers, to pour coin into the im-
poverished coffers of the revolutipn-
ists has thus been Achieved. Invest-
Igatidas are beginning to Point to-
ward conspiracy in the customs nee
Ice, The house porter who e.is
wounded is dead.
Eight persons, arrested le•re yes-
terday in connection with robbery of
a large amount of money from the
custom house Saturday, were tree;
by courttnartial today arid executed.
- —
Fire Cosepanket Will Pay.
Boren, Oct. 30.--Sones of the fle--
mas fire insurance committee which
have not paid the losses which they
sustained as a result of the San
Francisco earthquake, have now de-
termined to do so. The Berlin Fire
tneurance compan, at a general
meeting <4 the shareholder*, has de-
cided to increase Its capital by $621.-
000 to pay its leases, and the Prose
slain National Fire Insurance corn-
"any has voted 16'5.000 to Pay ite
San Francisco imam.
Sitouitiou In Penile.
London, Oct. 40.—Itinelg4ag to an
friterprellatioe from the government
'n the housaot callObOlOw it CUP sub-
ject of Anglo-Russia* agregilleent ie
relation to Persia, Welter Reeiiiinen,
parliamentary secretary of the local
government board, said that no gen-
eral agreement bad as yet been ar-
rived at. The twe governments, it
was explained, had dlacuseed reeeat
events with the object of avoiding a
conflict of interests mid were acting
together with the- view of preserving
the status quo.
Rahman Brooks No Rivals,
Tangier, Oct. 30.---elerriani,
mountaineer tribesman who Imitat-
ed Raisull and captured the town of
Arsilla marauding its shops, has
been taken prisoner after some short
fighting, RalAtili himself came to the
aid of the Moroccan government and
proceeded with his folltertera against
Berrien'.
Vertlke Awarding Waled Danesilete
Buffalo, N. Y., Oct. 30.—k ver-
dict awarding $66,500 damages to
the Court Street Theater company
Buffalo, against the Empire Cir-
eut company, known an the Bur-
lesque Trust, was returned: by a. jury
in the supreme court Friday. A Mo-
tion for a new trial wax denied by
Justice Mardis.
BERI BERI
FOUND ON BOARD STEAMER
BOUND FOR FRISCO.
Steward Dies of Disease and Five
Sailors Are Stricken Off Come
of California
San Fraeeiscr. Oct. 30.—The liner
Hong Kong arrived from China, Ja-
pan and Honolulu reports sighting
ter miles off this coast the British
ship Leland Brothers. from Amwerp,
for San Francisco. The captain re-
ported five men ill with beri hen i end
ers:;1 the ship steward had tiled.
DEAD vintnEn THIRTEEN.
three Moro Bodice Found in Kansas
City Building,
Kansas City, Mo., 'Oct. le.—fbree
bodice were found today in the ruins
of the Chamber of Commerce build-
ing, in Kamm City, Kea., used as a
tenement bowiead destreled by *to'
last week. Today's Mid Makes a to-
tal of thirteen known Meet. Three
hereon. are SOH nitisere
---seameeresetaaisamteeeet
a
PAO; TWO
v.rmt. 
KENTUCKY'S DEBT
HOT EXCESSIVE
•
THir, PADUe rr -LA- ENINc srix
Compared Vith .‘ verap. of
11 hole of FrOteil Statrt4.
r•• Burden la Itiatributed and Is
carol for, Its SlilpillicalWe
Per Cltillila4b
AXBIrn (114'NTV ANI) erfl
Washington. Oct. att.-Statist it`a
recently published by the census bu-
reau show that the public debt ot
Kentucky is less per capita of popu-
lation than the dells of over two-
thirds of the States of the union, it
being $10.32 In 1903, as compared
with $83.73 for the attol;u United
Statee$13.19 for Indiana and $15.79
for Tennessee. The aggregate pubac
debt of Kentucky. including the obli-
gation, of the state. it counties and
minor evil divisions in 1902 was
122.7111.773. of Which $2.198.482
was state debt and $20.550.291 was
owed by the state's varioua subdivi-
sions,
However, Keutucky's public debt
Increased considerable since 1s90,
being no quite $15,000.000 in thth
year and nearly $19,500,000 in 1890.,
During tne same period the per cap-
ita indeloolmos of Kentucky rose
from $9 tot. in PM. to $10.46 ten
years later, and then .a cents In
the succeeding 12 years. while the
aggregate Indebtedness of the state
Was steadily increasing, was due to
the growth of the state', population,
which was estimated by the United
States census bureau to be 2.20osa2
on June 1. 1902.
Tbe public debt outileito further
shows that all the Kenritcky stare
debt eras funded awl that the elate
had sinking fund asaets 'n 1902
amountiag to $32.. a' wit thus
be seen that Kentutioyia per capita
taste debt. lea, sinking fund assets
In 1903, on the basis of population
stated above was only $1, as compar-
ed with 90 cents in 11490 and 66
rents in littiO. •
Taking up the holehtedness of
counties and minor civil cliiislons In
the state, the census bulletin shows
that of the total Indebtedness of
this character in Kentucky In 1902.
the counties, after deducting sinking
fund allaitooteed $5,147,784; Cries,
towaships. pretincto etc..
owed $15,297Ols, and achool dis-
tricts cower 3104.6149. Comparing the
indebtedness of Kentucky's counties
and minor civil divisions In lee!
with what they were in previous
years, It Is shown that the total four
3ears ago had Increased to over $20,-
500.000 from $17,761,752 In 11490,
and 313.141414.025 ten years before.
The per capita indebtedness of coun-
ties and minor civil divtaions in the
state increased from $8.43 In 18140
to $9.cfl In 1890. and then tipereatiel
to 39 52 In 1902.
atTEw.ti To AMERICA.
scene at I:11k Island a. the Immi-
grants %re Itiecharged From
a Ship.
"Preeto• Presto'" the Impatient
ofheial is shouting.
"Adagio," laughs a stout, comfort-
able Italian in the crowd. The crowd
-omen, women and children-gaily
dressed. Is pouring from a barge,
hurrying by me and into the great
red building beyond --the gateway
hit° America, -
Ellis Island on a sparking April
afternoon. A fresh salt breeze sweep-
ing In front the ornen. In the harbor
life-Ortitrobbing! FlustlIng_tufte nor
huge steamers, meows- laden with
freight-cars.ferry-boata orowded JED;
people, tall, clumsy two-decked
barges parked with immtgrants from
ocean liners. Shrial whiettes and
tootings, deep distant bellows from
incoming steamers and from the sky-
scrapers and corneas over on Manhat-
tan a low- incessant roar. Behind
me. the Statue of Liberty Is holding
the torch over all. And behind that
----black scurrying clouds of smoke
from factory chimneys. The land of
"Presto-". -Ernest Poole In "The Men
Who Are to Vote," In laverybchdy's
Magazine for October
"Fide." •
Good evedig. laide voider for
catching cold, isdit 'd'-Newark
New*.
Half the sorrows of women •would
he averted if they could repress the
speech they know to be useless- -nay,
the speech they have resolved not to
uttera-(ieorge Eliot,
Mrs. Auatin's Paneokes. really su-
perior to everything. Ask grocer.
Malaria Oaosea Loss of Appetite.
The Old Standard °fovea! Taste-
kits Chill Tonle drives out malaria
and bands up the system. flo14 by
&Islam for 17 years. Pries Iftle.
Rr TPE R A-1 kr&
CaSta • 
.1 ..r Stably",
• ,.14.9 11.6 taP
Chattanooga .4.9 0.3 far
Cincinnati 1.2 toll
Hyattsville .) 7 fait
3.7 0.4 fallFloreneea.
Johnsonvill• 6.9 0.8 fall
1-ou1svIlle . 5.9 9.8.tall
alt. Carmel . 1.2 0,1 fall
Naahville   8.7 0.1 fall
Pittsburg 2.5 0.2 rise
Davis Island Dam   5.8 0.2 rise
St. Loots.  5.$ 0.1 fall
lit. Vernon 12.1 ... 'rise
Paducah  10.5 0.5 rise
The rise in the river here Is due
to tonditiona above The stage wao
Ie.:. alb morning. is rise of .5 in
the /sit 24 hours. Bitelnees at the
wharf was good.
The Hyman line is ii start the
cacJi fliectrli in the Evauferiiie
NWS:Iltille trade in the near future.
The Klectro ts the largest boat on
the. Cumberleed river and has been
running et:curs:0ns oot of Naahville
this SUM!) le .
Several changes are being reported
In river circle,* among the boats, It
is geld that Capt. Bewley, of the
Diek Fowler,. will i ri the Evans-
ville trade on the S. HepkIns.
If Cain. H.z succeed In mask'
tag the Eatoosa .O; %ticket toe the
schedule mark a ito has made the
Diak Fowler, the.% ought to "give
him a medal for that. Cain. R. D.
Crider, the former eaptain of the
Dirk ilablvier, in the elty and It is
rumored that he will go out on the
Electra whoa that 'boat enters the
Favanavillt-XashvIlle trade. Rush
Sherman, second clerk on the Joe
Fowler, will go on the Electra altoo.
it also is rumored` that Capt. Crid.sr
will take his old berth on'tbe Dick
Fowler again. Capt. H. C. Gilbert,
who has had charge of the John B.
Hopkins, as euperintendent of the
Padtputh and Evansville Packet com-
pany, probable will have his hands
full with these duties and that gives
emphasis to the report that a new
captain sai: go mit on the John S.
Hopkins.
The Clyde came out of the Tennes-
see river oeaterday with S00 sacks
of peanuts and a good trip in other
kOula of freight. The Clyde will
it etc Weaneaday evening -for the
Tennessee Oyer.
The Eiuttorff will leave Wednesdaa
et-noaa for Nashville.
A writer in the St. Louis Post-Dis-
patch was telling how he was build-
ing a gasoline boat that, would run
a hundred 1711:4.4 SIP hour, and gave
as his reason for making the tomer-
thin, that he had invented a new idea
In the bottom of a boat, which would
make the high speed possible. The
Idea he Was writiug about already
bet been embodied in the gasoline
beat cape Taylor is building at the
dry docks. It simply is a concave
in the stern which causes the waves
crested by the boat to have a down-
ward movement for ten or fifteea
feet away from the stern of the boat.
allowing the boat to get ahead of the
retarding influences of the waved.
Thu. speed of a boat is checked by the
action or the waves on the item
Tile handsome pleasure boat Seim-
-liar probably will reomin in the Ten-
neaaee river a mile or so up frotn the
city, till next spring. Capt. S. A.
Crutehnerd has charge. The rich St.
botraie owners would like to sell the
steamer,
The Royal left today, after hot,-
Iftg her boilers repaired, on the reg-
ular trip to Golconda.
Two complete' iron toeers for
stringing a telephone line across the
Tennessee river at Aurora are at the
Is harfboat to go Out on tbe In-
stead of running a cable under the
river. these two tower rlaIng 130
feet itrothe air, will stretch a • line
front hank to bank.
The taeorgia Lee will leave, Meet-
Phil this attention for Cincinnati,
arriving here Thorsday. -
Vire Bettina, will fit• due out of the
Tennesee river tonight or in the
morn:nat, on the return trip to St.
Louis,
The Joe Fowler arrived today
shortly after 'leen - from Evansville
and left immediately for the mune
point.
The Dunbar and Henry Harley
probably wt.!' tie up teethe bank here
until there is good water in the tip-
per Cumberland or the water gets so
low again-iin the Ohio that the big
Packets must step.
Eight barges for the St. Bernard
Cool coMoany will be repaired at the
dry docks. The Gate City got off
today. Tbe Lizzie Archbokt will go
on today or tomorrow.
• An Afton, 111.; drummer saw !some
white oak lumber ellt by 3 l'adrien,h
tnil and wanted the address of the
mill to get some for his house,
which', builds engines for gasoline
boats.
A Cairo dispatch gays: The !Winne
er Charley Curtin had a short life io
the (*Ito and Carutheraville trade.
she was burned Monday at the land-
ing lust tift9W C2ritthr, and is
a total loss. No p Atm can be
.rt ;i • In caught. No
nit was owned
•. pi, r,r,tit
iiiTta &wing a-fairly,
gattatty battik met* olareati
she could take. "She was
$2,304).
foorreasts.,
The Ohio at Evangville anti M'
Vernon, will fall during the next oo
era! days. At Padueoh and Cali ,
will continue rising during the no.
12 to 36 hours. come to a stand, the,.
fa.l.
The Tennessee from Florence to
the mouth, will cantinas falling.
The Mississippi from below St.
Louts to Cairo very little change dur-
ing the next 34 to 36 hours.
"Mr. Dooley" on Rockefeller and
Miaa Tarbeft
"Mr. Dooley." lit The American
Magazine for October, writes a ree
workable article on "The Power of,
the Preas." The reference to Jokn
D Rockefeller and Miss Tarbell is
re.ting:
Th printed warrud,' What can I
do against it! 1 con Ifily a gun to
protect me agalnit me Minty. I can
change me name to save rue fr'm
gran' jury. Butt there's no escape t'r
good man or bad fr'm th' printed
warred. It follows me 'wheriver I go
an' sinrikes met down in church, in
itne office, In me very home. There
was me (rind Jawn D. Three years
ago he seemed lualred against pun-
ialtrattat ayet?er here or hereafther.
A happy man, a religious man. He
-had squared th' agisinehurs, th'
coorts lb poaytinians an' th' Bap-
tist clergy.. He saw th' dollars hop-
pin' out iv Ivry lamp chimbley in
th' wurruld an' htottyln• to•rd him.
His heart was pate seem n that he
had niver dome wrong, save in th*
wey Iv business. Ills bead was hair-
lees btit unbowed. Ivry Montlah !nor-
bin' I read iv him leadln. a c'.
iv 'Onward Cbristyan angers
in' f'r th' stuff.' He was at peat,
with th' wurruari, th' flesh, an
divole. A good Man! What cud
hinia A'n' so it Nettled he ti
Proceed to th' grave whin, lo at ,
hold, up In his path leaps a
with a pen in hand an' off goes
D. fir tit' tall timbers. A lady.
.ye, dipa a pen Into an Inkwell
There's an explosion an' we
iv Jawn D. an' his power
frighten crows away fr'm a colts
field. Who's afraid
) av RockYtt
now? Th• prisitlint hits him a ,
cogothrY griOld jury indicts
gala teddy overcharges hint an'
whits he comes back frail Ettrope he
has as many patistisen to meet him
on th' pier as Doc Owens. A year ago
annybody wud take his money. Now
140atotivanited to glee it even to Chan-
eelinr Day,Oreal hay,. to meet him In
a barn at midnight."
Typographical lartors.
"In the adulation of prominent
men we are prone to place them on
an eminence and rail associate thorn
with things of evary day.," wrote the
reporter la Soto-day's paper. Hut
tbe Intelligent typesetter made It
read: "In the adolteraton of prom-
inent men," and when the Val" "Tn'
out the reporter fairly tore has '
Mistakes in trewsaaper paint a.
common and sometimes very ember
roasting oven r tome,
On one occasion the writer had Pre-
pared a very particular obituary of
a prominent eltizen vibe had just
pained over. The famtly bad ordered
100 toplea of the taper. The make-
',payout b I underingl' got several long
paragraphs at the record-of a Mai-
lion in the middle of the obituary.
Needless to way the i'41) copies of
ate paper were not taken.
Horace Greeley once wrote an 'ar-
ticle or, "Subarluan Journalism Ad-
vaneing," and the compositor, think-
lag It one caritas faments agricultural
articles. set it no "Superb Jernanlem
A reichnke."
A Champ, writer deeeribed_an ex-
quisite-se-one "Whroe-mansers would
adtien a drow!ne-rvoni.'; but the up-
thinking comonotor nieite it -read,
aWhose manners would alarm a
drowning man."
One of the woret_lartances of mix-
Prints was wthere the bending, "A
Honeymoon Cnt Short." was minted
In full face, "A Hungarian Cut-
throat."
Perhaps no newspaper writer was
ever more chagrincel than the tereieta
editor who, In describing a fastions
able party, intended to my of the hosa
test,. "She looked an fait," and the
unfeeling blacksmith merle it rout.
"jibe looked en feet a
a 
A ineritm'e (Itic k en Populet ion.
The non-vegetarian citizen will ra-
te:dee in the knowledge that the
chicken population of the United
Stntes In 1O00 was 230.04M),000, .and
at pretreat approaches 0lYJ.000.000•
Ttirkeys numbered more than 600,-
000, ducks more than 5.000,000 and
Mks° as many, though that seems an
ttoderestImate, for geese, everythin
etinsidered. The yearly consumption
of chickens 4 More than 300,9110,00O,
though not a few, it appears, are <tar-
ried over from year to year initofinite-
ly In "old storage for the ultimate
herielt of the hapless boarder
Baltimore Sun.
•Mrs. Austin's I'•.,
ratinr to (nano.
41111111111111•1111•11.
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College Brand Clothes
Are not at all like any other clotlies-the 're special
in every way-different sorts of coats and vests and
differently shaped trousers. They're made for the
young chap who likes a tonch of daring in out and
fabric. The illustration above, reproduced from
actual photographs, will serve to give you some idea
of their vivid style, their distinetive elegance. Just
as original in design as the custom tailor's best
they cost no more than ordinary ready-made suits.
Come and see the clothes themselves if you would
likk to know just how attraetiie the new club checks
or over-plaide may lue
Priced From $15 to $30
40
NS ()Mini ouTfl
4IS1BROADWAY.
CHEAP
LOW PRICED
SMALLHOMES
Near city, fertae, high, dry land, in best neighborhood;
Have just platted into iota of about art. acres each the 240 acre
(William:0 tract, joining the Pines lands on west. Bounded
next to city by Perkins Creek ind Pines lands between.
Buckner Lane Road and ilinkleville Gravel Road. Has 4128
feel frontage on Buckner Lane Bond, said road Plat
graveled In front of this :and. Has 757 feet front on
Hinkleville Grace] Road, and plat gives 40 feet cross roads
through the tract, so that each and every lot fronts either on
these gravel roads or these newly opened roads. Most of the
lots front at eaehiend oh these rood's. No trieeretand In Mc-
Craalten county. The 70 acres front on HInkleville roed----has
nke grove of torero trees on It and lay's so as to make ideal
residence -stator :-
Price on the Ifinkleville road front is $100 ori per acre, of
which 310 acre coati and
ments running five years.
terms. While -these prices
desirability of lots and
and see plat and list men
balance in monthly or quarterly pay'
All other lots $65 acre on same
are toriform, there is difference In
flea customers get choice. Come
who have taken dozen ;Ms before I
(mild get the parcels staked off. For home or investment lots
you lose opportunity If you fail to take thisoOn one lot is new
5-room . holuse which is priced at POO additional to cost of
1:114 at $05 acre.
W. M. JANES
Trueheart Building
Old Phone 997-r
"' SUBSCRIBE FOR ThE SUN-TEN CENTS A WEEK i
TPTSDAToOrnaltiril
Underwear
AS suggested by up some days ai.ro the time toprocure your supply of Winter Underwear is
nqw at hand. We have the most complete line of
underwear for men and boys shown in Paducah. Its
weights to snit every man, be he an itulOor Worker
or exposed to. the weather; in heavy mercerized
oottons, woolens, balbriggans, royal 'plush and
ttreced lines-front the foremost mills of the coun•
try-American Hosiery Co., Ypsilanti, Coopers.
Norfolk, New Brunswick. Wright's anr1.0tis. In
fact all the best American and foreign mills.
our No. N, from the Amerieau Hosiery
Mills. is it wonderful value in woolen goods for
v, with the market in its present condition.
Other members ranging' in price from $1.00
to 810.00,
ci
"1/7( 'VM
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An Imitation Stove Will
Give Imitation Heat
Avoid the cheaply constructed, putty jointed store as yet would
counterfeit money, because it' is just as woithlesa---an4 In many
cases even more so. For not only does it radiate heat badly, but it
wastes its original cost many times in fuel.
The majority of manufacturers, attracted toy the phenomenal
success of Cole's Original Hof Blast Stove, have imitated anti copied
it ever since it was put on the market. But in looks only have they
been able to reproduce this wonderful heater.
For the features which make Cole's Hot Blast so
economical in fuel , soeffective in heat ing, andsodur-
a
s
ble in construction, are all patented and protected.
lifit johns of the f>rd n ary stove are plastered with
tove putty in an endeavor to make them air-tight.
When the putty dries up and falls out, cold air is
Slicked in through the cracks-and, the-valuable
gases from softorhard coal , wh ich shon id lieet l reed,
go up thechimney, along with most of the heat.
sa
tt'
Cole's Original
Hot Blast Stove
Burns Soft Coal, Lignite, Hard Coal pr Wood
Made without stove putty. It remains
air tight during the entire life of the
store, and is sold under the following
guarantee, which cannot be made on any
other heating stove in the wortd:'
GUARANTEE:
1-ast essessoiss• wine t Nod' sal Ssi a the
oftly-161a1 Nei .n y Wry. MS ••••my &ski,Sumer Silts ,c., .4 tie• k--v• imalsalme sa us*
Ohnleo whIk got ft mot Ossys .111 la..44 Am sac.5 s.64404. Ash awl Wartysts Sous1-.Sts Ssaissolls• Csio sane
Lang= lam ego,' bent 4.9.•4•10‘..iikalllo• Saw 
,'wt Ss-VV• stasessins ositnen
Illreptisso UM A. SS Wesautelisk=r 1"I11•01111 from WOOS, MINKSe's* rub geasse....4at hea•A• and ovi ••••or
• • •
ne big c.rpenst of heating your borne is in the fuel atia not the first coat ofyour stove. Don't let yourself be pummeled to buy anything but Cole'sOriginal Hot Blast..
Ask for free booklet crn "Scientific Combustion," whicti will show you how
to heat your herne twice as comfortably at one-half the present cost.
• /
Shows
Cole's Rot
Blast Stove
Burning Soil Coal
CAUTION Ste the !.1•71 on"CoI BnionefgeroniuiCneh Nr;t11,:l.:t it.
F. N. GAR.DNER, JR. CO.
Furniture, Carpets, Stoves and Ranges
114416 South Third Street.
EDGAR W. WHITTEMORE
•
Real Estate Agency.
FREE REAL ESTATE PRICE t...isTk
Fraternity Building, Both Phones 835
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Iron and Bras. beds
Onr beds come from one of thj leading
manufacturers in the land. Nicely
finished and tastefully. made. We start
them at. each 1.75
Carpets,
Patterns that you cannot find
built up for us the large trade
especially want yOU to see our
$2.50.to $150 each.
4.0
Chairs
Our assortment is egnin
complete in this line, in
variety and price:
••• -
• IMAM
NEMO
MIN
PAGE MINIM
"
••••••
Pemarlthble Stove °RIF
YOUR LAST CHANCE
To Get a Buck's Stove on Thirty Days Free Trial
CluertxUt
SZ:sx.Varatmat
4- Ramie..
• .
• • •••
• •-• '
OME in and select your stove today. This offer only holds good until
Tuesday night, October 30, 1906. We will set up any Buck's Stove we have
• 0 in stock, let-you use it for thirty days; if you don't find it to be all that a stove
should be, we will come and get it at the end of that time, and there will be no
obligations on your part. We could not make this offer if we did not have abso-
lute confidence in Buck's Stoves and Ranges, and know them to be the best the market
affords. Let us show you in what way they are the best. Remember this thirty day
free trial offer is good only until Tuesday night. Any stove ordered during this sale
wilt be held for future delivery if desired.
Dresser.
For durability our dressers stand
the test They are made right and
the styles are tight. $10 for one
of solid oak. full sized, French
plate in rror. ()there in proportion.
Mailings, Linoleum
elsewhere. Low prices and good goods have
we now enjoy in this particular line. We
large display of genuine Oriental lugs, from
Hall Trees
Are useful articles, and
an improvement to your
home. You will find a
variety in prices and
styles here.
Fancy Lamps
Go a great way to beau-
tify the home. $4 gets
one like cut. Others
from $1- to $20.
buck's 5tcves and Ranges
Are perfect bakers every time, therefore they are the prime fa-
vorites with all good housekeepers. Try one on thirty days' trial
and let us substantiate to your satisfaction our many statemente.
17.1.
4. 1
2,1'4
Combination Cases
$12.50 for one beauiiful and
substantial. made of gifiuliae-
-quartered oak, nice mirror
and adjustable shelves.'7-1
et,
Cbiffonis.rs
I l eolleo(tion is ta) extensive
that choiee is practically un-
limited. Our prices are also
very attractive.
Buck's Hot Blast Heaters
Make the heating power of
soft foal equal to the best
hard coal. You l'an readily
see the extensive. saving_ in
cold cash. Try one and be
convinced.
Go-Carts
We have some rare leirgains
to offer you in Go-Car s, as
we are making quite a dis-
count on former prices.
Carpet Sweepers
The ''Bissell,''
the only kind
that is the right
, right kifel and
inekes carpet
sweeping a
pleasure. *2.50
up.
:
Chinaware Novelties
Everything in this department is
up to date in every way, and the
best from both the foreign and
American makers. Prices are
right, assortment is complete. It
will pay you to inspect this line.
Kitchen Cabinets
There is not an article more useful
for your home than a kitchen cabi-
net. .4`.00 gets a convenient one.
This line is exclusive and we can
please you.
E Z to Buy
E  Z to Pay
PARLOR FURNITURE.
Just received the largest line of l'arlor goods ever before
shown in Paducah. We can ple.ice the most fastidious in
price and quality. Three and five Neer h 'tits a specialty.
BACHELOR CHIFFONIERS
An innovation in the furnishing of a gentleman's mein
A commodious el.Iffonier.with numerous drawers and hat
box, and a wardrobe provided with coat and pants hang-
ers. Au elegant piece of furniture worth $30.00. Special
on this --1122.50
The Largest Housefurnishers in the World
VVarerooms 405-407 Jefferson Strecti.
•
Mission Sete-- Something elerent wapper.ua-!,
strong and snhatant141, and up pe date. We show
a variety and start them at $4,M, ootoptata Oath
1
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WEST KENTUCKY
BIBLE STUDEN
practically every covey for millet,
aassierilliett 111-4ds cursed math and
uteri/bastes the remainder. The fee
"414_soricn! left Saks Neely fright-
agog hen Or tee WI tombar Wong
shoat Christmae time mud take an
account of stock. They find it bad
enough at the best, and when toe
Program for Sunday school heavy rains of late May and early
June drown the few broods welch
l'onveation Given Ont cue survivors of dee year before have
by much patience and dlliganto
brought Into the glad sunlight of
seeing. the parent Wee with a Pei-
sistence that deserves the adinira
tem of the Moat stolid, try once
more to raise their litt:e familiee
ound the edges of Mee Last geneetsia
Ileitis of wheat. U ultimata' la this
last matures' dut • the broods are
Patiutaleues Pigure iu heeekee.. of the
(1n-edema (*hurt at
Pillion.
MKETS oN NOVIEMMER FIRST.
• v
* The first sagual conveution of
the Bibie sateda of the Churin of
Christ of Western Kentucky. will be
hield in Felton. Ky.. Thursday and
*ride). November 1 and 2. The pro-
gram shows the names tel Ji K. Bon-
dement and George 0. MeBroom. we:1
plOWU Padecabans.
The program:
Thursday. Vaeraiber 1.
I p. in., Prayer end Prai.e, led by
U. Hopkins.
7:15, C. W. B. M. Address.
7:45. Addrees, Sara Kentucky'
illations, W. J. HuAspeth.
Friday. November 2.
9.30 a. m.. Devotional etellies,
D. W. Campbell.
015, The Purpose tel a Watt-let
Convention. (1. H. C. St'steY.
10. How to Have a Good Bible
*hoot, led by J. K. iloodurant.
I. The Pastor et Part. R. 0. Hester.
2. The Superietendent's Part. J.
J. Honduran.
1, The Teacher Part. George 0
McBroom
4. The Parent's Pert, Judge K
garry.
5. The Seholar's Pare G W Greg-
spy.
11:0e. graage..isai In the Bible
School, C. E. Moor.
11:30, Our Centennial Enterprise.
2. U. 'towns.
. 11:50, Anannament
tees.
12.00. Noon Adjournment
Afileteseme eteemben.
1:30 p. at.. Prayer and Pre'-e. J
C. Reed.
1:56, gamines. Se • -ion.
1. leports of Bible Schools.
' 2, Report. of Cemillettees.
3 Ways and Means.
2:30, lignisionis in the ibbie School.
2. L. Clark.
2:50, increasing Attoadance. L.
N. Varbie.
3:15, The Teacher's Testis. 1) Wes-
ley Campbell.
3:35, A Thee for Questions, R. U.
Hopkins.
4.00, Adlistiteli.in;
of Commit-
7:00, Devotional, G. H. • C. Stoney.
7:30, The Greatest Need of the
able &hose. Prof G. A. Liewelly n
Caliniebed Business.
Prairie Chiekene Scarce.
One consignment of game from
Nebraska received in Chicago a few
years since contained 18 barrels of
prairie chiekens--from a locality
'where they were and are now com-
paratively scarce. A rough estimate
of the number of these birds killed
in Nebraska that year was placed at
5,000.000, of which al: but 1,1100,-
Otql were tor shipment out of the
state.
No $eer game bird flies the Amer-
%an Continent than the pinnated
grouse, and it is the wonder of all
true sportsmeo everywhere that the
great west, so generous in its tem-
perament, so indifferent to the dol-
lar, should countenance the destruc-
tion Of practically the only game
nerd which the welt cat really cell
its owe. The violations Of the some-
What liberal game laws are winked
et oaten committed by a neighbor.
and the oranger may not only /Moot
all the birds he and his companloas
sad their hoses can possibly consume.
but backs arc turned when he packs
for shipment witat it. cares to trans-
Wirt to het fr.ende at home After
Ma departure, and the local hunters
have picked off from each covey a
reasonably natieleing number of
4.de and the fever has wove off to a
at erect, the market shooter
o knows the haunts and habil.; of
'
/The Enders Safety Razor,distributed by Simmons Hard-ware .Co. This is a twelve
; bladed rasor, selling for 01.
' Ask te see it.
Merberemted Drug Store Ex-
dude* Agrata.
).
but bait grown in late Augnst, and
it a then that the farmer led or the
"hired man" Invariably rides with a
loaded shotgun on his mower or
beadier with which to provide the
breakfast table with a toothsome
fry.
Title Is the rsei comer of the rapid
extincaloa sf the prairie chicken.—
Clete Titian. in September "Recrea-
:ion."
Selecting a Wife.
(Tom Matson in Life 1
In seleiting a wire many men go
Oil ;he principle that, it being a
Mistier of small consequence, almost
any young thing will do. This is a
great mistake. The careful man,even
Iii details like this. will still he gov-
erned by proper cirtumspection.
There are carton', kinds of wives
to be had for the asking.
The display ii it,' Is eatessively
used mu this counire. She is well
fluter, stylish, ready in social emer-
gencies and gives much pleasure in
showing her around. Under cover
site le dieappointiag, and le apt to
rye up bills, but for certain purpos-
es Le la large demand,
The domestic wife sews and mends
nicely, makes mustard plasters and
gridtle cakes, is a poor cloak model.
saves money, raises children and is
%metal in Illness.
The literary. site reeds, writes.
and talks. She entertains people you
hate, gives function* you despise,
makes cozy corners and trouble.
The economical wife makes over
her owe clothes, starves you nearly
to death, and saves enough money
in that you can have a good time
w.t.11 her successor-1f you're lucky
enough to have one.
The eetravagant wile gives you a
good time at twice what it's worth.
In selecting a wife always, of
muse. pit k out your opposite. If you
have a large, generous, whole-smite
nature, that loves company and is
fond of travet: stag parties and dem-
ijohns, marry a combination cook,
housekeeper and trained nurse, some
one should watch the horse.
If you are a mean, contemptible,
marry a lovely, sweet, angelic, pa-
tient, deserving womanly woman..
Her character will be developed by
'uttering, thus giving you the op-
portunity to do some good.
Do not marry any woman Just be-
cauee she has money. Become in-
stead her confidential advisor. You
will make Just as much out of it in
the end without having to live with
her.
Out of the Wit Shop.
"lee-ow! Wow! Whoop!" yelled
the man when be read that Hearst
bad been nominated.
-I can't understand how a sane
man can work himself up to such an
excited condition,- rema rked the
calm citizen. "It's absurd
"Yee. sometime., but he hat some
excuse."
"I'd like to know what it is."
"He's a manufacturer of red ink."
"Quiller has been writing for the
magazine.; for the last year."
"Good De they send 'cm to him?'
If on article is Imitated, the original
Is always best 'Think it over, and
when you go to buy that box of salve
to keep around the house, get Da
Witt's Witch Hazel Salve. It is the
original and the name is stamped on
every box. Good for eczema, tetter,
boils, setts and bruirtes and especially
recommended for piles. Sold by
Lang Bros.
-Why did you pertast sign 'Paint'
oa the door!" asked the angry pro-
prietor.
"The man acroes the street put a
sign on his door yesterday." replied
the neW clerk.
"But his door has been painted,"
said the disgusted proprietor.
"So has ours, Insisted the clerk.
"Why our door hasn't been paint-
ed for two years "
"I know it." said the clerk. "My
sign dolien't say whether the ealnt's
fresh or (Pry, does If!"
And thus began the career of a man
who bonnie • fannies 'expert witness.
av cold ie much more easily cured
when the bowels are open. Kennedy's
Laxative, Heney and Tar opens the
bowels and drives the cold out of the
system in young or old. Sold by
Lang Bros.
Tempting advertisement In a Lon-
don paper: "Home offered to musi-
cal ettly (young) willing to pay 10e
weekly, and give boy seven lessons.
True and tried friends Of the family
--DeWitt's Little Early Risers. Best
for regalia and hest to take. De-
pendable little pills. They do not
tripe or sftik.g. gold by Lang. Bros
40
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LIFCPRESERVERS
FLOAT ME
From An Unknown N'essel Ilff
Coast of Virginia.
evidently a Passenger Boat That
Went to Pieces Cleat to Lased
Recently.
NAME WAS NEVER ItEGISTEMED.
Norto/k, Va., Oct. 30.—A ineritine
pule that may be the result of an
ocean tragedy iatne to light near
Cape Hatteras today whet more than
.1114.1 life preservers floated ashore.
Between Hatteras and Big Keine-
kert, the beach is str.-wn with cork
jackets. Some are marked "Osawitz.
Rettumsyercer, G. it. P., ,No 108,-
311." Others are stamped "S-
anon." Tsso,bear the name "Smeekt."
Three miles north part of a white
)awl boat and • fragment of a boat's
gunwale wasted ashore. There art
no marks on this wreckage
Because all the lite preservers Wei
the pewee of wreekage mune on the
beech in such a limited area, and be-
cause of the large number of Jaskol',
shipping men here are of the opinion
that whatever the cause may be. it
occurred not far from the coast, and
If there Is a wreck it Is probablY
that or a passenger ship. A search
among marine records has failed to
reveal any names that correspoed
with those on the life preservers, and
life preservers are generally marked
with the nanie of the boat they are
on. It is probable a revenue cutter
will be seat out to search off Hatteras
for further trace,' of a wreck.
-How 1 jPooled My Boss."
On a street ear recently I overheard
a fine looking Jesuits men of about
tweety-eee, telling two comiPailloas
how be stowage& to eheat his em-
ployer out of an hour and a hairs
time every ffsig for over a year. This
Is the subetanee of what be said:
He was out a great deal with the
boys and got on an average, orit
about eve and a half hours' sleep a
night. This not being suMcient. he
managed to sleep an hour end a half
each day during business' hours.
He sent on to describe a large
door situated Just beck of the private
office in the store which, whoa open.
cut off quite a little corner of space
oi such a way that he could seclude
himself there without danger of be-
log teen. In this secluded corner.
seated is a chair, he took a nap Of an
di half each day.
Several of thg other clerk, knew
about this retreat and they took
turns during the day, so that 901114-
of them was resting or sleeping User,
most of the day.
One of Mk companions asked the
young man bow be managed to avoid
detectioa. He replied that the door
Wonted Into a pas-ageway, and was
Lever clootel in the day time: that
the boss never had occasion to leek
behind it. and that he would not be
likely to miss one clerk among so
mans: sad even if he did, there was
always someone who would give lb.
signal So together the young me:,
managed to chest their employer out
of the equivalent of one man's entire
t.rne.
I had been admiring this young
man's striking appearance before he
told his story. He had a splendid
bead, and a very strong face, and I
had said to myself, "How I wish I
could tell that young man what great
Possibilities are before him if he is
only equal to his opportunity," Yet,
on the very threshold of his career
he was systematically cheating his
employer, sad glorying in his clever-
noes in doling it.
There are tens of thousands of
men in the great failure army today.
who thought they were getting th.
best of their employer In their young-
er days because they clipped their
hours, *Irked their work. They
thought they were Iligng to get on in
the world Just as you 6o; but. before
they reatteed it they had fastened
upon tetesiselves the habit of cheat
log, of deceiving, until they gradual-
ly became so iabonest that they not \etc
only were net _promoted but eithel
lost their posit s as well, or when
they started in business for them-
selves, lost their credit, their stand-
ing, the confidesee of ethers and
gradually went to the wall, or landed
in the penitentiary.—Succeste
A Suceessent Expedient.
A certain prominent minister was
compelled not long ago to give strict
orders that while he was engaged in
the preparation of his sermons his
young son must be kept reasonably
quiet. In spite of thia, however,
there arose opt' morning a most as-
tonishing uoise of banging and ham-
laming, which seemed to Indicate
that the steam heating pipes were be-
ing knocked to pieces. Hurrying out
of his study, the minister encountered
his wife.
"My dear, what in the world Is
Bobby doing?" he asked.
"Why, he is only beating on the
radiator down stairs," was the some-
what surprised reply.
"Well, he must stop It," the nen-
loiter said, decidedly,
"f don't think he will harm it,
dear." his wife answered, soothingly
-and it is the only thing that will
keep him quiet."—Harper's Weekly.
Subscribe for The Pos.
Veterinary. Surgeon and Dentist.
eradeate of Alfortville Veterinary
,chool Paris. France: also Ontario
Veterinary school and Detroit Deli-
isi College. Charter member at the
Ohio Medical Veterinary Association.
Will treat scientifically with the
latest Lostruments and up-to-date
treatment all diseases of the do-
mesticated animate.
Calls promtply attended to day or
night.
Onice with Thomprio• n's Transfer
Co. Both Phones 3e7.
---- -
Mrs. gather S Demos. of Ply-
mouth. Vt., is the only living widow
of aas inmeiteleearraildier. She is
92 year, Old.
TUESD.tie OCTOBER LIU,
Drink Belvedere, The Paducah Beer
And Promote a  Home  Industry
EVERY time you order or call for BELVEDERE BEER youare furthering a home industry. The Paducah Brewery
Company employs only HOME LABOR, and adds to the pay
roles of Paducah, so every cent you spend for BELVEDERE re-
mains at home.
We don't solicit your business on that score alone, however.
BELVEDERE is not excelled by any beer on the market. In
truth, we believe it surpasses any in purity, in taste and health-
giving qualities.
Drink BELVEDERE, the Paducah Beer, next time. In fact,
ALL THE TIME DRINK BELVEDERE.
NOTICE!
Copy for our next di-
rectory will close Octo-
ber 30. All additions
and changes must be re-
ceived before this date.
You are commercially
lost if your name is not
listed.
East Tennes-
see Telephone
Company
alliNliminamildomilmasmom
GIFTS
For wedding. anniversary or
birthday in fine Silverware
is a lifelong pamession.. Wet
are showing at present some
new kid very handsome de-
signs in Table Silver, Hand-
Painted China, Cut Glass,
at prices that will interest
yen.
A 10 per eent discount for
the next 10 days.
Ofticial cloak adjuster for
the government building.
J. L. Wanner
slawstior am! Optician 1
Mica. I)lit Visas
4 
Have You Property to Rent?
Place It With - ,
H. C. HOLLINS
Rental Department
Trueheart Building
Don't sorry. Let wide) it, It's our specialty. Many a meek and long
suffering landlord grows weary of his Job bemuse he is required to listen
to so many complaints, has to men so many demands and is so often put
off with "a good coos,. rnd hats tits rent. He submits to the im-
positions of his tenant because he has no other tenant and he knows the
premises may lay idle for a month or two. hest at this point it should
oeeur to him that an agent whose advertisement is constantly liefoirle
public could furnish a tenant in a short time. The reel estate office
tuarkes place for those who are in search of homes. Desirable tenants are
most easily secured through this medium, and hundreds of dollar* are an-
nually saved to the landiord.
We are fully equipped with the aeceseary facilities for doing real es-
tate and rental business, and those who are in real estate market will find
it profitable to watch our advertisements from time to tone. We give de-
tailed descriptive of every piece of property for which we have the excite
sire agency.
H. C. HOLLINS
Real Estate and General Insurance
Telephone 127 Trueheart Building
Dr. Geo. M as ganaf —
Expert Accountant
Will post, examii.e, sys-
tematize and audit hooks by
the day, week or the job.
Terms Reasonale
John D. Smith. Jr.
III Fraisnity
What a woman likes about being
married is thinking how much bet-
ter she could have dens.
- A prayer that Is long drawn oto
apt to be ineeeet
Foreman Bros. Novelty Co.
  incorporated 
 
ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
House wiring, electric plants installed.
Complete machine shop.
131.134 N. (=fourth Mt. Pit on 787
SUBSCRIBE FOR THE SUN
•
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PATiTTCA TI TiVr. \TNT' Rills'
The Kentucky
Both Phones 548.
SATURDAY, NOV. 3
Matinee and Night
B. C.WH ITN EY 'S
,41,45N/f/CfNT Mt/5/CAL COCKTAIL
PI Fir
PAW
65 CLEVER
PEOPLE.
tr—ALL SYAR pour
BY STANCE,‘/EROME AND SCHWARTZ
2 8 6 A pS EPRFIFEE IS  fri RENTEDAN CFEO: A P UT NH EO F 2 8 6
NEW YORK CAS/NO.
Prices: Matinee  50c, 75c and $1.00
Children 25c.
Night _25c, 35c, 50c, 75c, $1.00 and $1.50
Seats on Sale Friday 9 a. m.
cheKentucku
130TH PHONES 5411. 
g ...it  SAVINGS Gie SAM JoNile.
OeefeeeeeleseeieleleieleeeMeleIeeeleleeeteeelee
FRIDAY NIGHT, Nov, 2
Jules Murry
vrecent,
SYLVIA LYNDEN
In Clyde ritoh's Greatest
F lay
The Play That Made Maxine
Elliott famous.
Philip's B;rthday Party. The
Greatest Childrens' Scene
Ever Presented Upon a Stage
Prices: 2.3, 33, 50, 73, $I and $1.54)
Seat's on eat.) Therein) 9 a. III.
LARK'S
KIDNEY
GLOBES
Guaranteed Cure
for all Kidney and
Bladder Diseases.
SMALL AS A PILL
EASIER TO TAKE
Twiedoses give relief, and one bets
will earl any ordinary case of Kid-
ney or bladder trouble. Remorse
Gravel, cures Diabetes. Seminal
Emissions, Weak and Lame Back,
Rheumatism, and all Irregularities of
the Kidneys and Bladder in both
Ilea and women. Sold at 50 cents
per box ma the ne cure no pay basil
by MePherson's Drug store, Four 
and Broadway, sole agent for Padu-
cah, Or sent by mail upon receipt of
Price be Lark Medicine Co.. Louie.
villa. Et.
MEN AND WOMEN.
le t lag
0 411Mas loy4 
. UN B ii for sanatoria
's" 
er eleareiNse
.1 le un r ,...•re., . 0 il sararesemaime.
analeolootilh. seat or olosaffaa
Mom s Mad bri OVIS/8111111.
C Li. or taw fa 'Ws *ram
Via .535-ir:1:44.
1,, merest,
God can't elect any man unless he
Is a candidate.
The biggest fool is the wontan who
will set as barkeeper for her hus-
band.
I'll wear garments made of wire
before I'll wear garments made at
30 cents a dozen.
Every barroom is A recruiting of-
fice for hell.
Sow whisky end you':) reap drunk-
ards.
Christ wane stay iu a house elth
.the cellar full of whisky.
Sow little parties and reap big
ones. Sow these and reap ballrooms.
i
Sow these and reap germane. and
from those rasiosishisc -kneed tinny
and from these you'll reap a half
thimgleful of calves' foot Jelly.
There la such a thing as the race
running out in dudes, and God knows
I am glad of It.
The most demoralising and damn-
ing thing and the most. Inaldimis is
the city club.
I have seen men Neonverted from
the barroom and from everything
else, but never, never have I sect a
Man converted from aerial).
I never saw A first-claes billiard
player who was worth the powder and
lead to kill him.
What is a town woman but a mot-
try woman, with Sunday clothes on?
I'd rather be dead than he in fash-
ion.
The more bent, mashed and warped
the lady's hat is the more fashion-
able it Is.
Shall I ask you little dudes and
dudlnes how to preach the gospel?
A little party Is only a big one
with short skirts on.
Heligioe don't help a fellow to quit
his meanness, but It helps him to stay
quit.
Doubts are but the children of sin.
Repentance is quitting your mean-
ness.
I'm not a muddy physician, and I
am not kin to any.
Infidelity is nine-tenths mouth.
Give your hearts to God and He
will comb the kinks out of your head.
An honest man who's seeking after
Gott Is as sure of heaven as the man
whO is on a full tilt after glory.
I've got as much respect for those
fellowes with stripped clothes as I
have-for you who hop around at eve
ety tap of the devil's drum.
If ever my daueitterseecut off any
of their skirts, I don't want them to
cut from the top.
LEE LINE STEAMER
Steamer Georgia Lee
I eaves Cincinnati Octo-
ber 24 for Louisville, Evans-
Paducah, lernphi--
and all way points.
Through. rale to Helena,
Vieksbnrg and Pine Bluff,
Ark,. arriving Padnoah Sat-
Urday, October 210.
0. F. PHILLIPS, Agent
-iinth Phones lieSee.
V.
High Hogs.
An Oklahoma paper tells this one:
Some few days ago Oklahoma City
real estate men had% German farmer
in tow and carted him into the coun-
try to see a farm which has consider-
able low :and and where overflows
are fregvent. They passed a barn
where the high water mark was about
eight feet above the ground.
-And what is that 7e inquired the
farmer. ,
One of the real estate men, who is
ever ready with the answer, looked
- I, at the water mark and saki:
'That's nothing. It's where the
,ogn have been brushing up against
)e barn." ,
They drove on in silence, when
,eidenly tho farmer broke the atmoe-
ehere by saying:
"I do not want the Gum, but will
Lilly all the hogs like that you can
[possibly serape nth:: .
Tietor—"There now! that snit cer-
tainly fits. Jon perfectly."
Customer--"Yea, indeed, you mar
rarely feel proud of that It's a cred-
it to yoti." 1
L' i'allor--"Wall-er-yee; and I hope
rYntf- Whet 'toilet ,thsitlei a debt to
:101C`-- Philadelphia press.
POPE DEFENDANT I
IN THIS LAW SUIT
Litigant Commits Suicide B
Shooting Himself.
Vises )Urror to Doc.* iiis :this as
"Polley Mug" Adams Is Saki
to Have lions'.
INTERESTINts FAMILY EITORY
New York, (eve. ea,— Thomas
Alexander Phelan, member of 1
wealthy family and one of the par-
ties to a litigation in which Pope
Plus X IN a defendant, committed su-
icide today by shooting in
the head In a room at No. 162 Lex-
ington avenue. His body was found
by Mrs. Mary Bolger. who conducts
the house. The body was stretched
across the bed, fully dresseJ, and a
hand mirror, lying next to it stow-
ed that the self-destroyer had meant
to make sure of his shot. Subse-
quently a clipping from a newspaper
telling how Al Adams, the polity
king. bad shot himself In front of a
mirror, was found in the dead man's
pocketbook.
In the room wore found checks In-
dicating that within the last few
years he had handled amounts ag-
gregating several hundred thousand
dollars.
Perhaps the most Interesting doe-
utnent found in tee posseeelein of
the dead DM Was a clipping from a
newspaper purporting to be a "greet-
ing from the supreme court" of this
state, "to be sent to the Vatican at
Rome, directing Sart°. Pope Pius X.
to defend a snit in the supreme court
of New York."
Justice Amend, of the supreaile
court, Part 2, signed the order for
this to be made on the pope by pub-
lication and on the application of
George Flint Warren, counsel for
Charles 0. Koss, executor of the will
of the late Mary Louise Phelan, for
the construction of the wit: of Mary
E. Phelan, her mother, who was a'
the mother of the man who kill.
himself. Mrs. Phelan was the welow
of Edward Phelan, formerly of the
firm of Phelan & De ;a Mer, in Mo-
bile, Ala., which went out of biee
nese at the ontbreak of tht f
war.
At that time the family Went
abroad where Mr. Phelan me. and
after residing in Paris and London
for a petlod of years.the widow and
her elearae • rehire-4 to this coun-
try. Urs. Phelan died in 1885, leav-
ing her, estate to her children In-
cluding Thomas Alexander I'helan
and other near relatives but making
a provision that upon the death of
the last surviving child, the trust
created for that child should be giv-
en to the pope for the benefit of thc
church. The clause was regarded as
ambIgnons and a suit to test the va-
lidity of the will was begun here.
A Geetientan Unappreciated.
The reting man had risen prom,
ly and was bowing the old lady
his seat. But the old lady heslute
"Do I look eccentric to you!" .
asked severely,
"Not at all," replied the ;ming
man.
"Or worth 875,0(10."
"Oh, no."
"Or as If I should go straight
home and alter my will in your
favor?"
"I assure you such a thought
never entered my head"
"Thank )'ou," she said. "I'm right
glad of a chance to eit down, but
don't want any misunderstanding
about it."
"As for the young man, he went
out on the platform, lit a cigarette
and talked about chivalry with the
conductor: and they both Illefeeet
that it had had its day.
flubserthe ter the B.
A-CKET STORE
FOR FIFTY YEARS
Thomson's
"Glove-Fitting"
Corsets
have been famous throughout the
world for models of excellency anti
graceful effect.
There is ono essential teatime of
the toilet that iii, CV• ,hire
slight—
The Fit of Her Gown.
This depends entirely on the
selection of the Corset.
For Olio% nano,' or Neliver I a complete
inn of this celebrated utuke of (tenets,
which we have Just pieced on male. The
models which have Just arrived eseel ii
Previous eneceseek sad (megabite the high.
eat achievement in the art of Comet Maine
If rut are pietist to a ineetrna priced Coe
set, von cannot do better than to try one,
Pelee begins et 
ti.itA4actinn ansranteed.
PURCELL& THOMPSON!
MOW*
-Southerners Excited
Over Cooper's Cures _
There Ne.:111.1. Ise-up IC
the extetemetit over the remarka-
ble cures of teeinatt trouble and
-heumatieen that I.. T. Coeper the
young phitanthropist lii effreting
with hi., medicines.
His work in New Orleans for
the past few week's has been creat-
ing Ode attention Iii'
of he eoun;ry. On the, *sr,. ie. in
betels and et her pit h 1 r places
Cooper's .ettres are the f-Jle toiiie
Of conrereittion. lie is dise•iased
everywhere, and the newspapers
contain daily reports of his cures
A number of aturtling ex•:-B have
been cited and the names) of the
most prominent entrees have ap-
Peari in connection, aleeh fact
teems to verify the trute of the
reports.
In an
man of
intervieu with Mr. J. T.
a well-known huelneas
New Oresas, living at
2:)38 0elachaise street, who is re-
ported as leavitig teen cured ofl
Itheuttinthan with the new medi-
cines, be said: "It is tfue that I
have been wonderfully benefited
by Cooper's New Discovery medi-
cine in a very severe ca-e of
Relatic Rheumatism, from which
I suffered for t•me. I have
used Caoper's medielnes one week
and the results has., been truly
mervelone. Before that time I
was Utmost helpless*, and now 1
eon illop the affileted parts freely
witledita the least pain. The
swelling and ,ereneee disappeared
soon after f began using treat-
ment and now I aim improving
(eery day."
Mr. A. J. Eesklne. another
prominent and it:Mee:dal men of
New Orleans, living at 1005 An-
nunetatlon street. wine* name wai
among those printed In a reeeut
hustle of the Picayune, was *eel
and talked freely of his experi-
ence, He WAS enthusiastic in his
Praise of Cooper and said: -I an,
surprised myself, at the wonder-
Intel from the nit-
of these moparatiotis, for my ease
was a mest ohetleate one and has
baffled medical skill tor the wet
three years.. I have been suffer-
ing from inflammatory Rheuma-
tism and tome tine. ago I went to
a hospital, where I recelved the
beet of care and was treated by
weren't physicians, but without
relief. One .of my kteee was
greatly 'swollen. and PA, sore that I
could nat boar to mouth it. I had
tried everything I ever heard of.
and had •boat given tie holee of
ever fretting better when 5 began
to read the stories of Caoper's
nallrT1.:01111 cur's, I determined
to see what les remed'es would
do far me. however, and begin
using them. At the end of the
feet week the swelling had been
reduced and I could woe my limb
!rely without the !PIO pain,
have been Improving right atone
and now I feel better than I hnve
for some time."
• Cooper's preparations are well-
known in this city, and have et-
fe:•ted some remarkable cures
here. At W. R. McPhereon'i• drug
store, the local sales agency for
the medicines it is said that the
demand has been enormous, and
that the SA:P4 are still on the in-
crease, which fact amply proves
their eMeleocy
Uhe
FIREPROOF THROUGHOUT
OUR OWN ELECTRIC CARRIAGES
EXCLUSIVELY FOR PATRONS
FIvery few minutes between Hotel, Depots,
iø
1NATharvca. and throttO Busineu District.
LENOX HOTEL
IN
BUFFALO
Modern Highest Grade
EUROPEAN PLAN
st.fc day sad sp.
GEORGE DVC115CIIIERER
Craprfaceas
TO LET
Several superior offices', on second and
third floors of our building, provided with
heat, water, light, electric elevator and modern
sanitary arrangements.
Prices lowest in city for similar offices—
double offices especially adapted for dentists.
American-German National Bank
227 Broadway
CITY TRANSFER CO.
Now located at
Olauber's Stable.
We are reedy for all kinds of hauling.
TELEPHONE 499
HEALT AND VITALITYCePqr1111171 I =RI 7' UMW, PILLS
The great mood' tar tar ',mutation a.71 ii thsesimer ot the menage
°mar., A *V. suet as Nervous Proetratkm, Falang or Lost lkanhoo.
N hit,/ Youthtul Renal Worry, tIOnssard ut,
nq 7,„,,.0,,0 um. Tibia hod to Consumption sod ISSIIIIIV" With ro
rEll
OLD 1W Al.% I"Y & LIST AND G. C. C. KOLB, PADUCAH, KY.
1/5 order yr.: at/Arno:1r to erre or retaud the re ,nev Sold at 4i.ou per tle
NOTICE
To Electric Ligh and
Power Patrons.
THE nature of the alternating
electric current supplying light
and power is to be changed very
shortly. This  will  effect all of our
customers  having buzz fans and
small motors that are attached to the
same wires that supply light. If you
have either a small motor or brzz
fan we would thank you to advise us
immediately  in order that we may
take the nccery steps to adapt
your machine to tizie changed  con-
ditions, 
BUY YOUR COAL NOW
Coal will advance Nov. 1. Cars arc in great de-
mand, and mines find it impossible to get enough
empty cars to fill orders. The excessive demand
for coal at this time is causing a shortage both in
coal and cars and the sooner you get your order
placed for your winter coal the quicker it can he
delivered.
Delays will be expensive to you, so or ier now.
Luzerne Coal is the best produced in Kentucky.
We are exclusive agents.
Barry & Henneberger
BOTH PHONES 70
•-•••••••••
Guy Nance. Lee Nance, Jr. M. Nance, Embalmer
Whit. Aaabnlaae• for Molt and Inlured Orthr.
-CriziAr -NANCE So SON
Undertakers and Embalmers
Now Phorto 3.34. Old Phtln• Cs499
Orson Day and Night.
40 70
PAGE'S RESTUARANT
For quick lunches. Short orders a specialty. Give us a trial.
PAOlfa'S, 119 South Third St.
.1•••11.
E
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13 TN- TI/ONEs 2_03
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•
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_Dem g E
COAL Co.
Remember these facts are not misleading. You can buy Kentucky or Pittsburg Coal from is,
and guaranteed, too. We give just as big bushels, just as good coal and as much coal as your
money will buy anywhere.
P ttiF Tr'
SEA IN DESERT BAUM DOOMED
Terning Back of Colorado RJvcr Cues
On Salton Supply.
-
Cal., Oct. 30.-The fa
Mous Salton See, the creetieu of the
runaway Colorado river, must /soon
cease to be, The work of turning
the river back Into Its old channel has
progreesed so that the new river.
WIlieh fed the sea from the overflow
Water, is falling rapidIN and will en-
Hefty tease to discharge water into
the sea within two or three days. The
regaining of the control of the Colo-
rado came just in time to save the
Southern Pacific from the necessity
of building a high line of railroad
across the Colorado desert, the water
already being so high that in time of
windstorms the track was endan-
gered. The evaporation of water on
the desert is about three feet a year,
and it is estimated that it will take
seieen or elght sears for the Salton
Sea to disappear.
DECRIES LONG FAIRLY PRAYER
Illehop Vincent Sees Bed Effect on
Immature Children.
Topi-ka, Kan., Oct. 30.-"Home is
the kindergarten of theology, and, al-
though family worship should not be
**elected. It should follow no set
rules such as the reading of a long
chapter together eith a long prayer
by the head pf the houtteliced."
Bishop Vincent uttered these e 'sets
today before the Methodist Stiniay
School rnion. While he believes
family worship, the saying of grace
and morning prayers are a necessity,
he is opposed to lengthy. tiresome
home worship. especially in families
where the immature children may be-
came antagonkt:c to the church by
reason thereof. "Small children are
apt to look upon such family stor-
able," said Bisbee) Vincent, "le a
burden and a penally, and resolve
not to indulge in it when they grow
ruttiERri AND I-till/REHM
To Co-operate anti ree Only Organi.
sal it.,, ProtleitIn.
St. Louis, Mo., Oct. 30.-A move-
ment was started at the Meeting Of
the Equity for the co-operation of
the farmers and labor uniOns in the
24 states wlech have farmers' or-
gan zations. It in proposed to brand
all farm truck with the Society of
Equity label and the unions agree
nut to buy any products which do
not bear such label. Receiving sta-
tions will be built in the various cit-
ies, where union farmers will place
their -products for sale. In return for
the protection which the unions
ermine the farmers, the latter agree
not to buy any but union-made
goods, and promise not to take the
place of 'Woe men In case of
at rikes.
RINGS WORTH 122,000 STOLEN
lire. George 1. I el.- of Kenosha Haig
Valuable Genie Taken.
Kenosha, V1s., Oct. 30.-The po-
lice are looking for rings worth 22,-
001i belonging to Mrs George A.
Yule, which disappeared after the
return of Mrs. Yule front Milwaukee
Thursday evening. The rings, one of
which was composed of 'emeralds
and diamonds and worth $1,500.
were in Mrs. Yule's purse with 2200
in money. She laid her purse down
in the seat of her auto and did not
nOtiee its loss until the next morn-
ing. The auto had been left stand-
ing in the rear of a hotel for several
hours the night before. The purse
and money were found, but the
rings were gone.
441'E‘i,m; ‘11A11, POUCHES.
RailwaY Mall Clerk Arrested on Sorb
a Charge.
St. Louis, Mo., Oct. 30.-After an
investigation lasting six months,
FOIKOfflee Inspector Fulton today
caused the arreet-of Daniel Wood-
ward, 31 4ent4 of age, a railway:- pos-
tal clerk on the charge of stealing
packages from mall pouches address-
----ed-te-amitittmette r n points. Inspector
'Fulton says that when Woodward
----erteieerrested a grip carried by hen
on his runs was searched and found
td contain five niers of shoes, silver-
ware and several article* of clothing.
Woodwardi.ran on the Frisco sys-
tem heteeen Se Louis and Monet.
TOSS "t1 %KINGS" INTO 1,1,1,EY
Kencelet Dealers in Cigarettes Find
New- IVay of Evading Lass'.
Kenosha, Wis. Oct. 30 -Tolraeco
dealers here are said to have found a
novel way of getting around the
cigarettes papers or any of the "roak•
instil." It Is charged that the dealers
toes the cigarette papers into the
waste-paper basket and then empty
the basket in an adjoining alley,
where the papers are picked up by
patrons who have deposited the Pay-
ment beforehand. An attempt will
be made to stereo) a conviction of the
tricky dealers.
The Texan wonder
Cords ell kidney, bladder and rheil
Matte trOtiblee; sold by J. H. Oebl-
sicht&teger, eel Broadway, Dr. E, W.
724117, offlee 2926 Olive street, St
Louis, Mo. A
tYrniefOXT2 iginENTINtt
ler eve-, - - 
DELINQUENT TAX LIST.
•
Ahlett. Della, Mint Soirees mill
Agnew, Lucy, 904 Kentucky Ave
Allgood, R. Y., Adams St 
Allison, J. M., South 0.0 St 
Alsatian, J. M., O'Brien Add 
Alhein, Augusta, 13t5 Elisabeth
Anderson. P. W., O'Brien Add 
Angel. J. M., gulah St 
Anderson, as Rate, 4th. Husband* and George St 
Anderson, Chas., ettemblin Add 
Anderson, I. O., 4th, Clark and Adams 1• •
Andrecht. J. It., Ed Adams (410 Madison Si) 
Miguel. T. 0.. 1241 S. 6th St 
Arnold. A. J., (heirs) a 6th St 
Atkins, Mr. Monroe, 16th and 170. St 
Atkins, Mrs. Lucinda, Harris, 6th and 6th 
Atkins. A. A., Broadway, 21st and 22d 
Augustus. W. E.. Estate. R. 4th St 
Armstrong, J. T.. 11th and Harrison 
Arnold, A. K. Guthrie Ave 
$ I 91
9 07
23
7 40
2 23
St  406
23
2 43
23
3 311
18 83
Bezel. Mrs. Elisabeth, 11th. Jones and Morton
Renee, Mrs, L. S., Roadway. 1st and td 
Raker. B., 9th, Clark and Adams 
Barnett, W. W., Broadway. 16th and 17t  
Barnett, C. S., 1d and Monroe 
Baird, Miss C. A., N. 14th at 
Bailey, W. V., Teurnian Add 
Baker. S. h, Farley Placp 
Barker, D. T., eor. Woodward and Yelser 
Rigby. Mrs. Z. R.. 7th and Harrison 
Barrett. H. 13. Thurman Add 
Baker, W. M., Hinkleville Road 
1444(1.3e. Frank, Caldwell and Norton 
Burger, 1.. C., Elisabeth St 
lime. Elisabeth. Wagner Aye., 6th and 7th 
Barnett, Mrs. D., Ifinkleville Road 
lien, Mrs. R. A., George. $41 and 4th 
Berger, O. W., Tennedliee St 
Buyers, A.. Tennessee. 9th end 10th 
Berry. E. W., 6th and Campbell 
Berger, /Thee J., Enders Add. . 
Blake. C. L., 11th and Flournoy 
Broyles. I. & M.. N. 12th Fit 
Brake, R. F., 12th At 
Bloodworth. M. A., Mill St 
Blair, H. II., Little's Add 
Bohannon, Lula, Bridge St 
Bohannon. J. D.. Bridge St 
RowIsiet. e. R.. 925 H. 11th St 
Burnet. el. L. Broadway, 14th and 15th 
Burkholder. J. II., Norton Add 
Burton. Row Goebel Ave 
Brame. IL C.. 200 Hays Ave 
Brown, Geo. It., 1739 Jefferson 
Brooks. J. 11., Lfncoln Ave 
Monson, Chas.. Cleveland Ave 
lirigman. W. J. Elmwood 
Bryant. 8. 0., N. 4th St
Bryant. Sam, 7th asid Husbands 
Brandon. Om., Beekman 
Bryant. Mrs. Belle, Elizabeth Mt  '
Bronston, BelLe. (0. C. Wallace). Stadlson 
Branton. F.. M.. Worten Ave 
Bryant, John, 04 Ri. 10th. Flournoy and Boyd
Browder. Allen and Kate, Fountain Ave 
Brown. .1. 
W., 
tOth and Jones 
Bryant. Mrs, Jenese. H. 8th At 
Bryant, Walker, Jackson St 
Brown, B. B.. 12th St 
Brown, B. ft. Worten's Add 
Brottrn, J. Wes., 8. 4th St 
Carmen, Ernest. Clements St 
Cartha. Clara, 11th St 
Calker, L T., Clements Si 
Calahan. (ton. (N R). Trimble St 
Cecil, Thole, N. 4th St 
Clark, 1., T., 714 Jonee 
Clark & Haywood. Harrison, 16th and 17th 
Clerk, 0. A., Goebel Ave., Add 
Conley, M. L. S. 3d St 
Copeland. Annie, 1008 • Kentucky Ave 
Conant. L. B., IN H). Elisabeth and Broad 
Cohen. Mike. Monroe St 
Conley. James, Ashbrook 
Collier, Tom, 5th and Harrison 
Coleman, J. W., 2430 Adams 
Coleman. J. L. Fountain Park 
Crockett. Mrs. Mary, 8. 3d St 
Cunningham, Joe, 1018 S. 4th St 
Cundiff, T. J., Goebel Ave 
11 05
$ 67
14 07
10 67
1 II
7 54
4 56
16 el
3 74
if
  18 16....
$ 31
13 85
4 23
91
1 95
6 04
t it
4 07
3 1111
5 36
16
1 46
1 011
2 71
4 64
11 24
11 75
28 00
0 94
•  1 69
3 31
6 13
6 64
93
93
6 et
24 19
2 46
17
/1 RO
11 94
3 31
2 05
2 41
13 21
3 117
2 84
I 81
22 71
4 91
2 73
I 81
1 40
9 07
6-13
3 31
7 31
12 36
Davis. Mrs. R. T., 9th, Husbands and Heckman 
Darnell. S. S., 7th, Husbands and Berkman 
Davis. Wm. M., Fieherville 
Davis. Mrs.. Amhbrook 
Dalton, Lucy, Benton Road 
Davie. S. I.. Murray Ave 
Darya& A., Madison, 13th and 14th 
Dean. Mary. 20 acres near Dimhon's 
Dm. C. L, Terrell Ave 
Dill, Louis. Jones and Thurman Add 
Memo. J. T.. Little's Add 
Downs, W. D.. for Mrs. W. D. Downs, Trimble St 
Desouchet. Ed, Hays Ave 
Douch. Mrs. Robe, Bloomfleld 
Duncan, Mrs. T. 
H.. 
Brunson Ave 
Dousouehet. A. C. 421 Woodward Ave 
Duffy. Hose, 5th. Washington and Clark 
Dunaway. J. M., Flournoy, ifth end 7th 
Diuguld, 0. C.. 22d and Broadway 
Duggan, J. H., Broadway .......
ftzranoo, 941, Attina igejejtortrie - •,„•_ILI,„ ,ue, mary2 ionee
LillnAln, M L. alit, Adalni And iackson 
Lesley. 0. 1.... filisenbeins Ame. . , . 
Landes W. T., Worten'a Add  I ft3..... it tit le eiiseteSS• • •
Lewis. Ilenre, 191 Hr. 6th, ilushaeds and George  5 44
I •-trinu. Mid 7th Fleur-nee and Terrell  1 96
1.• tering', Theo., 4th, Norton and Husbands  421
Lee, 'F., West End L:  3' OS
Leigne, S. G., , 14th St  1 86
leria• Marvits. Werten's Ad  11 76
Littler. Goo., fire Creek  7 31
Liadley heirs. 1 it, Burnett and Flournoy  3 13
Linn, M, Clernertts St  6 94
Lrttele. Kos, thl liti, Lenten Add  3 63
Loeber, W. le., 11th and Harris  5 1$
Love, A. A.. ISE Bridge St  2 43
Luttrell, A. C., Fountain Park  4 23
Lynn. Mrs. Marmarette, Clement. St  6 44
Langden, Seers & Co., 2 acres on Benton Road  29 Oe
Lewes, Thos. L. BrOndWise  5 32
Leech & Waskingtoie Act-Gardner, Mrs. W. A., Ky. Ave. 13th Ind 24th., 1 41
Leiters S. G., N. 14th Se  4 40
L.andis. L. D., caldwiell  2 Il$
Leibel. Lamle Worten's Add  13 43
Linn, Frank. lete St  II 41
Leigh, J. W., Clay, 17th and 19th  3 77
McGee, Mre., West End
McMation, R. A., 4th. Elisabeth and Broad 
MeNstnara P., estate, 4th and Boyd 
MeNerna, Mrs. James. 410 5, Ott. St 
McGhee, Wm. & J., Caldwell St 
Metterson. J. Es B.. MO 8. 4th St •  $ 5 13
Markey. Mrs.. faxon's Add  6 44
Maxwell, Dire Lou 74.. Broadway, 7th and 9th  35 40
Marshall, James, Clements St  I 81
Martin, Win. M., 6th. Boyd and Harris  4 23
Medley. Mary K. Sowell Ave  2 26
Mitebell. H. A.. adm. J. c. Carling estate, 741 N. 10th St  27 59
Milliken, Wm., 5th and Adams  10 36
Miller. T. (-1,. Wheeler Add  4 99
Miller, Mrs. E. M., 13th and Harrison  2 73
MlUit Mary Ie. 8. 5th St  454
ktiro.nla. Mrs. leery. 11h, Adams and Jackson.,  6 44
Mille J. R.. 1033 B. 3d St  4 41
Morgan.. Mettle. Fe, 6th. Cleric and Adams  1 07
Morris, . Norton. 3d and ,4th  7 HI
Morris. W. ht. 902 eirown fit  6 12
Morgan, tauten. near Kileoreee.  11
Moore, Goo. W., Sd. Tennessee and Jones  9 67
Moss. Mary F... George St t tet
Mullen, Mrs. S. 11. Trimble, 15th arid 16th  14 IS
Muse, Geo, heirs, Tenneneee St  I 40
Mullen., Joe, Wheeler Add  1 1 94
Matlock Lizzie Goebel Axe  5 s 3
McCollum. John A., Ellisebit M 1 5 94
411cCerthey, It. E., 12th, Ohio and Tennessee  1 94
Mt-Cons, Robe, Harrison St  2 on
McClure, Bonier, 214 Jon. St  7 113
MeClure W. T.. (N RI. Jarrett St , 1 91
McClure, R. JP., Jarrett and Bridge St  4 46
licFeddes, W T. Fountain Ave  8 63
1111
Mebatire. it. 14. Worten's Add  6 06
Mence. T. IL 3035 14. 12th St 
Nelson Mrs. Kate. Madison, 14th and 17th 
Newman. E. T.. 13th and Ses_dison 
Nolan, A. J, O'Brien Add y. 
Obert. L., 16th and Madison Sts 
West End 
Oliver, W. M.. Faxon Add 
Owen, Lucy. 21st and Adams 
Owen. T. 11., 1401 and Fountain Ave 
U. W.. Rushing St.. , 
Pad. Real Estete Ins. co.. by F. J. McElwee, 6th. Clay and Harrison.
ealsner, G., euardlen Clersidele Palmer. 7th, Monte and Madleoni. .
Parrish. R. E., Langstaff Ara) . 
Parham. W. lie 9th and Morton let. 
Paducah Wagon Co., 241 and Washington $ 5 13
1 51 Parrish, Annie, Ellembeilt St 
6 01 Parks. D. 0., ttd and Jeffernott Ste 
5 44 fetter, Justus, 6116 Elizabeth lit 
Perry. Starr, Tennessee St -
11i 541 Phillips. Dr.. rharnblin Add 
Pearpots Mrs. Minnie, 730 Clark fit 
7 43 Phillip/4, Ella, Campbell St 
Pfttelan. Belle. 1610 Jackman St .... .44
W A.. 2d and Noreen St.111 16
2 73 Porter. Chas. A., Llttlee Add 
7 45 eette. Eivie. elay. Ittli and 17th ;.... ..... • ...............
Pope, I. W.. Powell St 4 45
s Ss Polk, Bettie, llth. Pleurnoy and Terrell .......
3 72 
Pete... --, near Torian 
5 13 Probua. J. B.. Lincoln Are 
Prruem. W. E. Tennessee St 13 et 
Price. Ben. 4th. flundande and Caldweaj 6 06 Pryer, W. L., 6th. Eliseleth and Geo 3 31 Puryear, E. H.. agent. S. Ilth Pt 
Put man. J. L., 7th and lone* et 
Phelps. G. P., Hays and .
Parrish, Annie. Elisabeth St. . . ........
4 56
3 31
2 43
112
3 63
4 111
10 24
9 07
3 27
2 90
6 13
1 99
690
1 111
3 43
6 04
5 44
d 95
14 12
11 115
Easier, W. Wheeler Add $ 3 09
Elder T. G. S. 5th tit  12 45
Elrod & Startle, 2 1-2 acres Broadway to city limIt•  2 19
Engl. rt. Thom, 904 S. 11th St  4 66
Emmerson. T. E., Madison, 11th and 12th  7 26
Farnell heirs. Ellealteth St 
Farletgh, Annie. Broadway 
John. Elisabeth in 
Fisher, (mho, 14. 5th St 
Fragsin, F. 717.. Mechanicsburg 
Foreman. it E.. Monroe. 17th and lath 
Foreman. A. M.,-Marlison, 21st and 22d 
Prmier. Mrs. D. A.. Trimble, 14th and 16th 
Futrell, T. E., Clay. 16th and 17th 
Punt II, Frank L., 4th and Clark 
5
2
6
7
3
6
1$
44
26
26
96
13
94
41
31
71
92
Gayle-tit heirs. Elisabeth St _, 1 23
Oars. y. Mrs. Judith. N. 4th St'  4 66
Oardher & Palmer. 9th and Terrell  4 99
011h. • t & Marshall, Broadway. 10th and 11th  46 37
0111s, N. A., Elisabeth Ht. 3 31
011eon, W. W., Goebel Ave  9 60
Glee, r, W. C., Atkins Ave  3 31
Glass. Geo. 0.. Faxon's EMI  2 le
Gardner, Mrs. M. C., Jefferson St  8 71
flower, A. 1.1., Chamblin Add  3 51
Clordt•ii, Amelia, Harrison St  2 114
Grown.. R. A.. 5th. Husbands and George I 2 50
Gorden, James. Caldwell St  3 54
Greif, Minnie, Frank and Ruby. 12th, Jefferson and Monroe  .5 44
Grainger. F. F.., (N R), Clay and Trimble  s 11 07
Grinty. Sam, clay. 15th and 16th  3 76
Orel?. A..1.. and M. gotten. 4th. Norton and Husbands  2 04
Greif. Nick, estate, Husband• St  1 81
gregiiry, ti., Trimble St  6 13
Goad, W. A., Trimble, 12th and 13th  7 86
Hay.. M. L. 2 acres near John Arts 1 5 23
Hamilton. Mee Lou, Elisabeth St  2 04
Flane.y. It. A., Norton St 0 ame  7 114
Hays, M. T., .24 H.1. Hare Ave 41
Hanes. 1.... 14. 12th St  5 13
iiiierocii, W. B. Fountain Park  3 31
Flaylieck, Tempy. Husband Add  7 31
Hall....- 12th. Clark and Washington  s 32
Hart. J. ft., and wife, Atkins Ave  $ e4
Haskins, T. A., Broadway. 22d and 23d  10 98
Harris. R. 3f.. 7th. Bnyd and Harris  4 54
Helton, I. J., 15th antik:Ittlson St.  4 49
Heron. W. H., 470 Kin   2 76
Hensen, Mrs. S. F. 11th, and Teneessee Sts  i 81
iledg.si. J. W:. 621 S. 9th St 7 ell
fierniiin, Elisabeth. Foinetain Park  1 16
lieseg. Mrs. C., 5th aed Jackson Rtm  3 63
1411ke. Henry C., MaYdeld Iroad 
lifektrann, -, Little's Add  221 7118
Illyey, 11111. 7th and,Bey4 .........
finggine. Mary, Flowellei Ave 4 - 45
Hinci•liffe, T. 13., _Fountain Park  Udd
Meknes Reithe-eittrruldtirsimthe . r --: 3 IN
152 122
S  iii
$13
41 011
1 St
9 69
Hubbell. Mrs. C., Cbemblin 411,dcL.,1132 Jefferson 
Herman. Emma. Madison, 14111 and 17th .  2 26
Husbands, Mrs. ft E.. glisabeth St f. 44
eutchereon. M. T.. S. 9th St..  6 53
lb/PM/We. Win. M.. (N,R). 2 1-2 acres near coal tip  1 RI
Hughes, Geo.-V. 1360 R. 9th St  4 23
Home r, H.. West End 
lioeb••r. W. le, 12th and Harrison 
Holbrook. M. J., Harrison. 11th and 12th 
Holt, W. A., Clay, 14th and 15th 
Holland. Hem 700,Egted end Harris 
Hose ter, Mary A.. Woodward Ave 
Floseber, F. C. 4th, Sipe and Bernet* 
Ilutceerson. S. L., Outhrie Ave
Hughes, J. W.. 4th Mt 
Hudson. J. W., Monroe, 11th and 12th 
Hari..., J. A.. Wheeler Add 
ikrr• I. C., Broadway. 
24th and 26411 
btard, 32.41 C,,4th sine McKinley 
lyman, L. II_ West Broadway 
!simian. Tony, Sel. Norton and Geom. 
Leman, John, 2.1 and Washington ftts 
Ivey, P. .1. 1i:teeth St 
Jame.. Albert T, 1225 Salem Ave 
Jones. .1 T., Adams St 
Johnson, 11. J.: Tetley Ave
Johnson, Role.. Ith. Husbands and Stockman 
Johnsen. Sam. 1N Re 12th ane Jose@ St 
Johnson, ("ham.. ulah St. 41141101$1.1ith) gt.
Joiner, Sire Vel , McKinley Ave 
leaking, AL R.„,n sped e lt 
Jorgerion. .t..x.. lls $IL  . 
antes. S. W.. ma dad Bo. t  , 
Jones. E. T.. Bridge St 
Jones. C. el.. Burnett. 10th and 11th 
Kaskey. Geo.. Trimble. 13th and 14th a 
Kaufman, Mrs. Ida, 10th and iluebande 
Keithey. John. 7th. Jonee and Tennessee 
KlIcoyne, Michael. lath. Burnett and Flournoy 
Kipp. r., Elisabeth St 
girkpatriek. D. W.. Bloomfield Ave. 
geebler. WI. !glutei. Asherift 
/
leer, 11. Rowlandtown 
asnoit., . 13th end riw297 
otkeiliser, .. et& and WlehIngton Sts 
Kyle, Melissa. Kinkead Ave
Lane. John. leth and Clay 
Large H. A., Littlei Add .. I
Rae ee, (1. H., 0.1 R. Jeines et
Hay, J., Wheeler Add
gay, Worten's Add 
leiggiesbereer. ,Freak, footage. 8. ad St....
Riddle, Cisme., 1101 R. 14 M 
Roberts. IC. F. Merriam, 17th and 15th
Boss, Josh,, S. 4th St
loot R. Jones St tidy. Mrs. C. P., Fountain Aye add, W. P.. estate, Hateptes Are 
Ruby. John, 17th. Clay and Trimbi 
Rutledge. Wm., back of Kilgore's 
Rogers, W. E., Broadway 
Roner. -. Clements St 
Rives, Sohn. 14th and Trimble Ste 
Redmond, W. e.. Bridge Int...
Rutter, Chas., Fountain Park
Russell. G. H.. Thurman Add 
Rouse, Was,, Hinklerille Read
Roger., Mrs. M B. Broadway. 11th and 12th 
 •
76
7 26
7 26
3 55
$
2
11
2
53
27
80
23
40 46
2 43
45
1
2
4
75
90
63
34 03
13 42
93
2 62
44 01
1 2$
94 40
606
5 13
15 46
I 111
4$
3 63
7 31
3 11
5 11
2 14
3 le
4 511
3 05
6 06
4 41
2 4 23
6 44
2 73
6 31
6 94
$04
17/1 22
74
4 90
• e7
7 40
27 Se
4 D
4 76
1 IA
4 72
6 14
11
• 13
3 21
2 43
9 07
Sanders, D. M. or Brown, 13th and Tennessee Ste 
sleauldnet. Ram T, (1)1 RS 9th. Broadwile and Kentucky Ave 
Sayers, John F., Hays Ave 
Stale, H. D.. 8. 3d St 
8 342258 63050:23
Saxon, Rd , Broad St 
Sanders. H.. Smithland and Tenneeme..  1 04Sanders. F It, 10th. Burnett and Flournoy  7 116Schmidt, Nick, 1116 a 34 St 
Scott & Wallace, Jefferson, 17th and 18th Its  
12 43
4 fillSchulte, D. W, Tenney's/Pe Rt. nem I. C.-R. /1.....,  4 96Scott. Mary A. fl. itth St.-.  7 71Scott. F. A.. 23.9 Meyers It  5 13Scott. W E., (N R). Trimble Mt  10 44Seibert. Mrs. Maggie. 7th and Adams  13 52Sebastian. Jesie, Kentucky Ave., 10th sad 11th  18 40Sea Coast Alters.; eyers illt  ,  1211 14Sears, Mrs. M.. 5th, 
Co.,
Ellifabeth and Beckman.-  1 45;ells, . Flay. Ave  5 13Muerte, Della. Harrison. 17th and 19th  I 81Shaw. Miss. Oil Block .  1 /11Shelby. T R.. Husbands and Jones •, . 5 13; 
,  11 46
48
6 47
19 lig
21 93
12 54
3 17
1 63
4 04
21: 4623Smith. Ida IllaY. 1.1hohlri Ave ,  5 09Sowell & King. 1-3 acre near A Conner 21Sledge, H. ith. Norton and George  7 40
Shemwell, 8, B.. Clements St
Fe. ere Karrinon. 37th and 11th erten. Bebe, M. 1911 Mt ingletors Miss E., 9th and Monroe St 
Singleton, Gus G.. 6th. Monroe and Madison 
Skelton. J. W., 219 N. 6th St 
Skinner, T. C.. 6th. Husbands and George Smite, 5,, 917 Willie at 
Amite Md., 4th. Broad and Elisabeth 
Smith. J. F. and Wile. lath and 12th 
Smedley. Hlram. 4th, Tennessee and Jones.
Spark, Lou. Anherrife........., • ••
Slegell, A& Potts. Hershel Ac. 
Stewere Dr. D. T.. Milidt7ii. 16th and 11th 
Steed, Heery. Ste and Ja sell 
Stewart. Sam, for children, 13th and Washington Ste 
leery. Rufus. Bridge St 
Stanley, Mason M.. near John Artie, 4th and Jefferson. Sutherland, R. L. Wheeler Add 
Sutherland, Mrs. Iona. Jackson, 11th and 1th 
Swanson, C. F.. Jeffernon St 
Steherson, Frank, Madison St 
8a.ndereon, R. 1... BlonmneleL Ave 
Smith. blick,_Askeaft and Mwell 
Sewell. J. D., Salem Ave. ....
Tatum, David, Thttrman Add 
Tailor, P. V.. hack of Kilgore 's
Terrell, Fletrher, Washington, 5th and 6th 
Thoinae, J. L. Wert End 
Thompson, John C. 707 Jones St 
Thomas. 8. heirs. Harrison. 4th and 7th 
Thompson, O. W.. Jackson St. 
'eroutman, .1. W., Tennemee fe 
Thompson. Mrs. Luelle. Kentneky Are outman. J. K. 1335 Kith itt, ompson, It G.. Hinkleville Read 
Thomas, C. M., Hinkleville Road 
Van Culin, John, Bloomfield Ave 
Vanderroot, Chas., Jackson St 
Vines. -Guthrie Ave 
Vogt. Mrs. Rosa. 5th, Merton afrectrusbands 
veonerrita.. Mprs..3M. vary}4, lo2m17e pleurtIllhthalont 
g Co.. Monroe, 13th and 14th 
Wenches, Mrs. M. A.. $20 S. 5th St 
51I 22 Walker, J. R., 2126 Yeller 
129 46 Ward, R. J., Bloomfield 
Wagoner, Chas., Monroe. 12th and 1301 
31 Watkins Emma. R. 6th St 
1 3 56 Wallace. - Little's I dd 
l3 Wall/tee, Bt id, eesd Jarrett Rt 
Watts, S. Fr. IN RI, Broad, 4th and 5th 
Wagoner, India  / 
Walbert. J. T.. estate, 527 Thimble Mt 
Werren, C. Is, for children. Broadway. 27d and 22d -nits, B.. Salem Ave. 
etherington, Ed.. Fountain Park..., 
Waligete, (24 0). Broadway. 24th and 114th 
trebb, Wm. V.. liemiliton erst, Fred. 19th and Harrison Sim 
1Vhitternprit„.,Ederar W.. 214 N. 6th St 
White )4. and wife, 120 Clements St 
white. Sam. 13th and Jones St 
Whitesiden, C. E., Jones. 10th and DO; 
Whitehead, W. J.. Madison, 17th and tstn 
Whittemore. D.. 13th and Jackson Sts 
Williame.,Lydia. 4th And Monroe Si. 
Willem Martha G., CIDumalet St 
Wilkins, T. J.. 412 Ashbroo  - 
WtIcesel S. le...#th.ipp
wunanno, A., leanisou. I and 1:titi .• . 
Writhe/is. W.
WICK .7. 4th. lestristie and Madison 
Withere P., JellTett and Mayers So; ?r,
................. ............
5 51
22 85
14 29
3 48
e 76
9 69
4 23
1
63
36
31
18
84
13
Price. sterling J.. eh/melte Red
Padteah Brewery Co., lath ante Monroe Ms 
Pada. ah Brewery Co.. Monroe. 9th and 10th 
Plerct. Joetah, 25th and Adams 
tare. Mee. M., 4th Norton mid George 
Hamar James. 34. Norton and Husbands 
Ralph. W. 111.. 123 Jackson St
e ord. 0. A.. 224 grays.,
3
3
7
2
6
3 31
B 12
6 94
2 26
• 63
(i 53
4 RR
2 13
2 94
45
3 62
15 12
93
91
111
3 OS
1 40
3 31
1 96
4 45
ei
4 78
1 111
91
3 62
2 95
13 42
I? 114
3 65
• I, 91
9 44
40
1 73
S 16
2 23
6 24
3 63
2 86
21 44
3: If
42*
111
12
3
10
37
39
68
91
63
31
2 73
3 It
2 23
4 23
2 SI
3 21
2 41
2 72
3 63
7 24
13 SS
2
3 31
2 73
3 31
2 68
41 60
7$.
6 0$
31 71
15 16
44
14 51
8 54
3 *1
4 31
2 41
12 39
2 50
804
Woolf,,ilt, Ed.., 3d, Norton and Jones 
Vinod, J. J., Kentucky Ave 
Worth, Josephine. 13th and Madison 
Wilkinson. W. D., Ashbrook Ave 
pups, A. M., Fountain Park: .........................
York, J. Pr , 21st and Ada.ms Sts 
Tate., .e.•FICHi.avyliensivien..P a. r. k. 
COLORRO.
Alexander, Dora, 9th, Husband. and Ohio
Anderson, 10th. Tennessee and Jones 
Anderson, Major, 10th. Terme:twee and Jones ......
Armstrong. James, 702 Ohio St 
Artnmtrong. ileorge. 14th. Washington and Clark.
Sayeesm, SAM 1909 B. 8th St
Bayaharm Chas., Cleveland.. 
Baker, Chas.. Sowell Add 
Baldwin, Jas., (N R), Flournoy St 
Ka, on, Alice, Hays Ave 
Bennett. Blate-he, 713 N. 10th St 
Beach. Harriett. 9th. Huabanda and Boyd 
Bowers. Edgar, 6th Caldwell and Norton 
lloofter, Naptha, „SD Harrison St 
Bowers, M. E., 12th St 
nutted, W. A., Terrell St 
Draey, litisdiusbaeds and Backman 
Brown, Lon., 10 and.Hesbands 
Brown. W. B.. 7 It 7th St 
Briggs. Thos., 618 S. Silt At 
Brown, G. W., 10th and Jones 
Car, heirs, Washington, 10th and llth 
Clogi on, Mahala. 726 Clark St 
Clark, J. W., 734 N. 10th St 
Clerk Ashbosnit Ave 
Clark, , teeveiand Ave 
Copeland, Sum. loth. Husbands and George 
Colle, Mary, 1436 ft 100k et 
Coleman. Chas.. 1181 Harrison At 
Conley. Andy, it 10th St 
Chambers. -.Husbands and Beckman 
Crider, Bob, 1307 8. 10th St 
Daniels, Hal, 71$ Harrison St 
Daniels. Lucinda. 1120 Harrison
tools. Wm., 1318 Madison St 
Daniels, Beverly, 710 Broad St 
Dillahurst. H..nry, Handers Ad
Diggs, Bob, Clements St 
Donaldson. Anderson. N. 7th St 
Drury, Gee N. 7th St 
Dunlap, Henry, 816 N. 7th At 
TrESDAV, oCTOBLit
WilOaawa, J. 11 Metseer A.641.•. 
Wilkerson, 0 C.; Rowiandtown 
Deafen. ft . fet *neseWQ" j. "1:11 .14 Adt avecop.A.: • .. Augw.1.44.6t.u.was.taity"--44-11
36 39
17 83
69 e7
3 7/
3 31
3 31
5 31
1 SO
$ 15 18
15 11
51
5 11
4 25
$ 5 21
2 41
: 84
I 51
3 NI
4 71
t
5 IS
5 13
77
3 61
1 86
1 94
74
4 21
- I 71
45$
6 94
73
II 01
311
118
11 57
5 12
2 41
4 23
$ 918
8  11 44
86
S IS
3 77
3 09
6 61
118
4 23
Edwards. Henry, 5th, Husbands and George  
3 2 83:Ellis, endorsee, B. R., near depot 
roar& Ella, 1951 Broad St $ 2 14
Fuquay, Rosa, 816 N. 10th St  5 44
Gordon. Sam. 1401 8. 10th lit  4237
Gibignik.10.aniet 1413 S. 10th St $
S 5Giveh. 
Mariam. 7th and Burnett Ms  I 116
Gorden. Ida. N. 12th St  I 14
Gregery & Hester, Caldwell St ,  1 18
Geffen, H. and D. Ross, 6th and Norton 91
Green. Cato, near A. Conner  1 95
Gray, Fannie, lith and Burnett Ste 121 21/3Grubbs, George W. 913 N. 8th St 
Hathaway, George. Terrell et
Erris. Albert. 1009 N. 7th St
rrlson, -, Husbands, 10th and 11th, 
rdison. Chas. D.. 9th. iiiirRett and Flournoy 
Henderson. George, Campbell St. ............
Webs. T.11.. 701 S. llth et 
MOM, estate. Burnett St 
Hoben, Sam. Faxon Add 
1l0w/11, Henry. estate, 8th and Terrell
C. J. and A. B.. Jackson. Oh and 5111 
Howell, Dave, Clay. 14th and 15tn. . . .......  
ilicobs...$44.. Woodward Ave 
ienkItta, Lawrence S. 12th St 
jprdon. James, 8th and Husbands St 
Jorden, Will. 11th and Husbands lets ........... •
.1 6 13
2 86Kivel. Henry, 920 N. Ilth St
Knight, Wm_ 11th, Boyd and Terrell
Lewrrence, T. A., Wowlandteern 
Lindsay, Francis, 17511 Beoad Alley 
LAIL Matte E.. 6th. Ohio and Ten . 
Lott. IV H. 4th and Husbands Ste 
6 es loving, Dennis 1209 ft 10th St 
es Loring, Goo.. Broad, 7th and 6th 
9 17 Loring. Chas., 1317 S. 10th 
St 
II 03
2 4i Masonic Stock Co., by B. 
Klee], 7th and Adams
is Marable. 1.issie L., 8th, Adams and Jackson St.
es Mathis, John. 718 lacksoo At 
314 41 Mathis. John, Browman 
Add 
42 66 Marsh. John. 16th and 
Boyd 
3 113 Mechaniesburd 
Temple, 1-2 acre, nate Ilersoge
Minor. John, 842 S. 8th Mt 
MoieleY. 2011a, heirs, 30th and Boyd . . 
... .
Morgan. 43. A., Blisabote. 4th and 7th 
Moore, Aaron. 1207 140s St. 
spore. Bartlett, 17): Trimble, 7th *melte 
lleClure, Sid, heirs. isseingtaa. 10th and 11th
likKaight. Janet 9th •nd 10th 
McKnight. Will, Burnett arid Flournoy 
Neal. Sam or Herne. lath and Cleveland....
Nelson. James. 1627 clay St 
Sickest'', Isaac, 1127 Jones St 
OverRon & Reed. George. 6th and 7th
Overton. Scott 8th and Ohio 
°den, Freak. Sr. 923 Washington St
Owen, Frank, Jr., 9th and Husbands
Owen. Nelson, 921 Washington St 
Owen, Emma, 913 Kentucky Are 
1
5
4
4
5
8
2
9
4
2
3
4
7
96
12
23
2$
1$
86
It
ft
99
13
44
31
91
12
$ 3 77
11
*1
_3 77
7 01
2 90
7 OS
12 70
636
6 0$
63
76
48
4 15
9 47.............. _ ......
2 31
I. 13
1 41
• 24
▪ 14
3 11
51
31
48
Polk, Irmo. 1113 74. 11th At 
Perry, Norton, 12th Flourneri aisd Terrell 
Perkins, Idershalt..11th /It 
Price. Merton, 819 *liftmen Mt 
Pollen. Ned. 15th. Tennessee and Jones 
Pullen. Abe. 675 8. 5th St 
Reeves, Henrynailt. Husbands and Beckman
Reeves. (Awn, K. $111 Ft 
Reed, Ells& title Norton and Husbands 
Reynolds. Ed.. (11 R) Atkins Ave 
Reynolds, Dave an?1*ill. 12th and Flournoy
Richardson. Gsee., 5,' 9th St 
aidgeway, Will and wife. 12th. Jones and Ten
Robinson. C. W., Joisee, 15th and 11th 
Bete/Mon. Kate. Washineton. 7th and Stl• 
Robertion, James. 744 3. 9th 
ftaw, Mrs. C.. Jones. 7th and. 8th 
Senteon. Linda or Manerve Mill At
Smatter. James. near Mra. Beyer 
Smith, Marlah, $11 Husbands St 
Spriggs. Eirsh, Tully Add 
Stringer, W. II_ Tenser Ave 
etardeseJane, near Terrelea 
Steed, Belle, 1111. N. 11th St 
Talley, 8.„ 824 le 104k At
Tandy. Page. Clay St 
Thomas, Flittrah C., It 13th elt. 
Thomas. Ilarrie 110 and Washington Ste
Thompson heirs, 10th, Herr's and Boyd 
Tucker. Chat/x.)041 S. Ith St 
Termer, SU., 418 .7 Son At 
1
2 42
111:
4 1
76
6 61
6 ft
3 77
4 $5
400
264
44
51.3
8 94
21 44
ill'
 ,1-18
2 45
3 50
• 4 78
73
60-4
 1 221
1 81
43
4 et
2 211
3 46
93
3 63
$ 194
446
Watkins, itetsger Add 
WanhingtrJohn. 1319 S. 9th 8
Waltace, eel. Mill St 
Watson,' there 1111 Monroe St 
Watts; A.. 1129 4th it., 
Weeh, Alfred. 1$44 5.. 8th $t, 
Webb. J. W., S. teth St 
White. Vielt, Broad Alley
6 36
6 94
1 11
13
6 17
$ 3 31
9 77
2 OS
4 13
6 94
4 23
• 94
81
White, Stoke, Broad Alley. 15
Wilspn, Jordan. £1. 9th St  • 01
Winiams, Thoe. 1120 8. 15th At  5 14
Williams. Dinh. (I)t Terrell Pt  4 69
Williams, Lucy, Cleveland Ave 4$
Woolfelk, Scott, S. 11th St  2 14
The ktinve property lists having been returned to the Auditor as delin-
quent, will be offered for sale at the City Hall door on Monday, November 6,
1.906, at 10 o'clock a. mi, by the tteainirer unless paid to him before that date.
ALEX KIRKLAND, Auditor.
Peen cab  Ky.. October 16. 11... 
PrI.4.1ASER ATTACK SCOUT.
at
TWO SCOItt BATTRItitai
Rival Railroad Gangs Fight 'Pitched
Battle Over Crossing flails.
Louisville, Ky. Oct. 30-A pitched
battle in which electricity, picks.
shovels and flats were used as wea-
pons. and In which 400 men particl-
pated, was fought by rival track-lay-
log gangs of the Louisville and East-
ern Electric railway today. About
two score of the combatants were
badly shocked or battered up, but
none was seriously wounded.
The fight took place Piet east of
Beards, a station 20 miles east of
Louisville.
Many a man of humane impulses,
who would not willInfly harm a kit-
ten, is guilty of cruelty where his own
stomach is concerned. Overdriven,
overworked, when what it needs is
something that will digest the food
eaten and help the stoat/Leh to recu-
perate. Something like Kodol for
Dyspepsia that is sold by Lang Bros
A brotherly religion will not have
S *Moly sound,
Three Americans Killed and Fire of
Bandits Perish.
Manila Oct. 3M.-The Pulajanes in
Samara attacked boat* carrying sup-
plies on the Surgiso river, killed
three scouts and wounded one. Five
Pulajanes were killed. The supplles
were saved. Troops are now pursu-
ing the Pulajanes.
Methodiral in Suicide.
Louisville, Ky., Oct. 30.-ROsa
Kohn, aged 42 years, known to some
Of her acquaintances...as Rousse,
was found lifeless today in her apart-
ments at 331 East Chestnut street, a
victim of carbolic art& self-adminis-
tered. She had dressed for the grave,
left a note 'directing what should he
done with her effeets. and after hav-
ing poisoned her pet dog and wrapped
It In silks, sho placed an enlarged
picture of her Mother at the Irene of
her bed and laid down for her eternal
sleep.
It May take two to make a quar-
rel, but many a rom has been begun
solely because one "friend" played
"promoter."
•1
4
I
•
I.
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With Edged
Tools
Oa.
_ By HENRY MTN 11131111MAII
- re. - To armeis." farrose."
- row ow faraillo bearlais"_
- co/271'10o, um, by Harper • lirotb.ni
';++++++++++++44++444++-;444
'Clic twit utorulug brought further
rumors of sOpreleeidind aglitter. and It
seemed (erten' that thle ;sews most
have filtered through Beetuove's forti-
fied camp farther up the river. This
time the report wee moor definite
There were Arabs heeding Me tribes.
and rumor fureher'stated that an or
gauized dearest on Meals wits le-
tended. And yet there was no word
from Durnovo: no sloe to suggest that
he had even thought of seeming the
safety of bin hotneekeeper and the few
aged nevem' in eharge of Heels.
news only torengtheord Oetearers de-
termination to mend Marie down to the
coast, sod he personally imperintended
their departure teethe tilting has wed
In the ihnoe for the up rirer voyage
The men of his till-I/lion bad all pre-
ceded him. and no 04i6 'hoot Die own
boatmen knew that Mesta was to IX
a ha nil on ed.
Despite dIsquietlug ruteore, the ex-
pedition was ultov-ed to depart from
the river "Amp unmolested 1 or two
days they marched thretigh the gloomy
forest with all speed. On the third day
one of the men of Duruotoh division
captured a native who had been prowl•
lag at their herb In the tine of march.
Vietor tremor° neat raptor and prie-
hitter to the front of the column. with
0461111:tni. ha ()sward that he would
come pireeutly and sec what inforfua-
tiou was to be abstracted from the
captive. At the midday halt linrooro
aecorchngly joined Oseard. and the man
wax brought before Oxen. He was
hard)y worthy of the name. so disease
stricken. DO miserable and half starved
wax he.
"Ask him.- said Oecarti. -whether he
knows that there et an Engliodunctu
with 3 large force on the top of •
mountain far to the pant'
Purger° traselated, and the man an.
tivr6rpd with a smile. In reply to some
hardier Ilueldien the negro latmened
late a detailed narrative, to which Dui,
uovo listened eagerly.
"fie says." said the latter to (Award,
"that the plateau is In possession of
the Masai.. It was taken two months
ago. The blacks were sold as elan":
the two Eughehmen were tortured to
death and their bodies burned."
Ourard never moved a muscle,
"Ask hini If he is quite sure about
It...
"Quite," replied Durnoro after queer
Dewing. What a pity! Rut I always
knew It. I kaew it was quite hopeless
front the first."
H. passed his brown head nervously
over his face, where the perspiration
stood in beetle.
"Yes." said (heard slowly. -hut I
think we win go en all the same."
"What!" cried Dornovo. "Go our
-Yee." replied Guy Cliseard. "we will
on. and If I lad you trying to desert
silent you dawn leo a rat."
• • • • • • •
"About au bad as they can be. sir.
That's how things is. Joseph net
down his master's breakfast on the
rough table that stood In front of his
tent and looked at Jack Meredith
Meredith had a way of 'performing
most of his toilet (Weide blit tenth red
while Joseph made his ttlerouraging
report he was engaged a buttoning
bin waistcoat. U. nodded gravely, hot
bin manner was not that of a MID
who fully realized his position of ins
mfnent danger, Some men are ?Ms
Otte. 'They die without getting at all
flustered.
"Iltereh net /1304-p nor two or ter,*
out of the whole lot that I can pot any
trust in." (-untamed Joseph.
Jack Meredith was putting on his
coat.
"I know wbat a lotrraek room mutiny
is. I've felt it In the atmospeere, an
to speak, before now. sir."
"Asti what does It feel like?" be
(mired Jack Aleredftb, lightly arranging
his watch chain.
Joseph did not auswer. He
stepped tree:wart! hit j the tent and
brotelht two rifles. There was no need
of Ramer. for HIM CAMP in the sound
of Isms voices. tee clang and clatter
of rariNI arms.
"Here ahey 4-1414R, sir," said Use sol-
dier servant, teepeetfutty tonwifil of
pia place eren at this moment:
Jerk Meredith nieretY eat does be-
llied the little Mble where his brealt-
feet awed auternebtect heaped hie
elbow en the table and watched the
approach of the disorderly band of
Meeks. Some ran. some 'mug back,
hut all were armed
In front walked a email, truoulent
looking man with broad shoulders and
an aggressive bead.
He planted hinteelf before Meredith,
and, turning with a wave of am band
to Indicate Ma followers, said in Eng-
lish .
"Theme inen. these friends of me. say
they are tired of yeti. Yeti DO good
leader. They make me their leader."
He shrugged hie shonidere with a
hieleotie grin of deprecation
"I not want They make me. We go
to join our friends In the valley."
He pointed down into the valley
where the enethy was encamped. •
-We have agreed ts take den for hoe.
Price Owe by our friends lac valley"-
The man stopped ettddettly. He was
looking into the mliseie of a revolver
with a fixed Jack Mare
dub exhihtted no haste. Fie did not
seem yet to hare realised the' gravity
of the eltuatIon. He took very careful
aim and pulled the trigger. A little
puff of white smoke floated over their
beads. The broad shooktered Man
with the aggregate" bead looked stupid-
ly surprised. He turned toward his
itipporters with pained look of In-
quiry, as if there was something he
did DOt mete understand, and then be
fell on ber fate and lay quite et111. ,
.{Tu _be (n. Unthel.)
'SECRETS OF MANY
FAMOUS TRICKS
F.Aposed And Innocent Instru-
ments Become Complex.
aftwhassical Des-teen Piny Important
Part in Greet Feat% of Ler-e-
dentate.
ILLUSI0N8 010 THE ST.httE.
There is a mod** little shop on
Stith avenue, with playlog cards, gob
lets, boxes and other innocent looking
°bleats in the window, iu width is
atanatfactured moot of the mai:ideas'
aPearatus used is North and *utak
America, and a good deal that Is used
in Europe and the Orient. Parsons
iatereeted in the occult would be sur-
prised to see ea the books of the es-
tablishment the orders from India
itself for apparatus to be used. fa
conjuring tricks by native Indians.
The little shop is the headquarters
of magic in America. The walls are
covered with portraits of famous per-
formers, the place is full of souvenirs
of them and the proprietor can toll
many storlets of them and their art.
.He has for instauce, the vanish-.
tug cage of Buntier de Kolta, which
Mrs. de Holt& presented to him after
the death of the conjurer. Sleight-
uf-hand teen declare that de Kolta
was the greatest prestidgitator that
ever lived. He never used a trick
Invented by any other person, and be
is said to have invented more wick.'
which have been copied by other Per-
formers than any other man. '
This vanishing cage war a favorite.
It was 1001111Y a bird cage, contahieg
a live canary, which he held out in
Plain View of the audience Then
the whole then, disappeared.
That was all there was to it, but
IL was most mysterious. The cage
was coNapsible and disappeared up
de itelta's sleeve. The art consisted
In making It disappear Inviribly and
without itarryhig the canary.
Do Koita made this cage with his
own hands. Moat prestidigitators
have been expert mechanicians. Many
of them have originally Weil watch-
makers or optical lastrameat manu-
facturers. The next most prolific
soiifcse of supply have been the ro-
te-snows of chemistry, and medicine.
A souvenir of "Alenaarles the
(,lreat" )Women shows the peeasure
which that Prima of the art took In
his own horns poems. This was too
smut la trick to use oa the stage, sad
he invented It merely: to amuse his
friends in his OWD home.
It is a little cabluet of ebony', In-
laid with mothehatilteari, contain-
ing thirty-two small drawers, just
the size of a playing card, all neva-
tiered. The observer was asked to
choose am of 034 32 cards and to
name the drawer in which be would
have it appear. The card Aiwa)* ail-
peered in the right drawer.
• The conjurer's art lay is compoll-
lug the aelectlea of the right eerd.
the drawers had false bottoms and
iprings, and a card like that selected
lad been previously concealed In all
if them, waiting for a deft pressure
o bring It to light In the drawer se-
!acted.
Visitors to the proprietor of this
ittle shop of maese sometimes ifit
down unawares upon a plain, old-
fashioned sofa, which they are sur-
prised to learn was once the throne
of a high priestess of the occult. 511ss
Haldte Heller, in her famous second-
sight act with Robert Heller. This
trick awakened wide Interest TO years
ago. It seemed most mysterious and
Inexplicable, and puzzled even those
who knew that It was a trick.
_Miss_ Heller sat mien the sofa
blindfolded, with her back to the au-
-41ence. Heller, In the audience, lich-
rowed objects from spectators, and
Mimi Heller described them some-,
times. Not a word was spoken by
Heller .120C could she see him to get
ler cue by his gestures.
The apparatus did It all. The. sofa
was wired fur an electric battery. A
confederate sat in the audience, his
chair connected with the battery. the
electric push button under his seat.
A rode was arranged by which Miss
Heller knew exactly what to say.
The performance was rendered
more mysterious by Holler's talking
to her in part of the tests. Some peo-
ple suppeeed, of course that he was
siring her the cue with his questions.
But when the 'tame results were ob-
tained in silence the suspicious were
also mystified,
Apparatus Is an elastic term whea
ased in coauection with legerdemain.
Some pieces of apparatus COD he cos-
ealed betwee not() fingers. .0titers
fill bakes 10 feet !Gag.
The earlier ruagicians used cumber-
some apparatus. Frikell, a Finn,
born in 1818, who was knighted by
the king of Denmark 'and received
diamond rings and the like from
most of the sovereigns of Europe, rev-
otatioalIed the art He used no ap-
paratus at all.
This tendency prevailed for maSy
Veen, but at the present time the
madam". tt tovart/4, ShOWy.et-
DR. BOUCHELLE I,IMPROVEMENTS OF
THE WATERWAYS
it L. B. ISouchelle, of Thomas-
ville. Ga., a physician well known lu
the south, is very enthusiastic over
the cud liver oil prepanit.on.
iie sate: -I have used Vinol in my
family cud in ray general practice
with the most satiofaetory results,
It Is exceedingly beueficial to those
aelcted with bronchial or outmost**
diseases and to create strength:"
Our local druggist. W. B. McPhee
soa, itays people of Peducah should
remember that Vino' is not a patent
medicine. but the medicinal elements
of good old-fashioned cod liver oil in
a highly concentrated fornt-taken
direct from &Nth cods' livers-the
useless oil elimiated and tonic iron
added.
Thle Is why it is prescribed so gee. 
orallyfor bronchial and pulmonary
diseases. It is splendid to create a.1
appetite, strengthen and tone up the
digestive orgians, make rich red blood
and replace weakness with streagth
We ask every weak, thin, run-down
nervous and aged person In Paducah
and ati those suffering front chronic
r. Ids, coughs and weak lungs, to try
t'leol on our offer to return money if
it does not benefit them. W. B. Mc-
Pherson, Druggist.
NOTE --While we are Role agents
for Vino) In Paducah. it Is now fiai
sale at the leading drug store in
nearly every town and city in the
country. Look fro the Viaol agency
in your town.
and gorgeous siege settings is bring-
ing fa thst use of more complicated
apparatus than .ever. A first-class
magician now trvels with aa rilroad
ear full of apparatus. Fifteen thou-
sand dollars is not an unusual mum
to pay for stagiug a first-class ma•
glelan•ki show nowadays.
It ta a mechanical age. Present
day prestidigitators In no way excel
the old renews in pure legerdemain
but a flood of mechanical ineentions
baa 004141 to help them, and alt the
ailltharOrie have to do is to manipulate
these Wailfully mud gracefully. Their
teak Is no easier. however, for it hi
a sharper and more skeptical age
than the eatlier men played to, an
one used to mechanism of all kinds.
The little shop carried a thousand
different kinds of apparatus ia stock.
Then there are thousands, of others
which it is called upon to make,
some of tbern very old. Every day
•ome book or leaf out of a book will
arrive front Kalamazoo or Colcutta,
with a letter stating that the writr
wants to do the trick described and
wants the apparatus for It countries-
ed.
The great present-day inventions
In the art are Illusions and lerlation,
betb of which require elaborate de
vices. Harry Kellar's levha(ioa act.
in which the body of a man rose
slowly Into midair and remained sus-
pended there while the hipnotiser
fanned him, required a complicated
machine behind the scenes to work
it.
AN INVITATION
TO WOMEN
There Is an a• -sir) of
beauty-, surrounding a healthy woman
that Is not equalled by mere pretti-
ness of face and figure. Yet nine
women out of ten do not know how
to retain their health, the onetteces-
aary aid to either beauty or happi-
ness.
The sum total of the wisdom of the
world-te -greaten& 44ecialistx proves
that nIne-lecithe of all women's dig-
resses and ditliculties with the men-
strual period have the same cause'-
uric acid.
How uric acid causes women's dis-
eases, how to avoid menstrual disor-
ders, and how to keep in good health
Is telly explained its a recent booklet
on "Good Health " Every woman not,
In rebnst health may have a copy of
this book free by writing for it kids,.
This book tells tbe story of
LIFE PLANT
versus raw Ann
It shoes why LIFE PLANT should
he in the hands of every woman.
LIFE PLANT Is a mature] solvent of
uric acid-- -drivel, it out of the blood.
dissolves the deposits of uric twirl out
Of the delicate female organs cud
aids them to resume their normal
functions without pain.
If we could only get you to write
for a copy of this free booklet on
"Good Health." get you to go to your
druggist for one bottle of LEFF
PLANT, rse woad not need to *dyer- I
Use to yon again Any woman do-
tiring special medical advice Is in-
vited to write to I. J. Miner, H. D..
Preeldeat of
l.triz PLANT flOMPANil ,
("Anion,. Oiller""--
••••
lit Becoming More The Point
tar Demand.
Seserai Important Meetings in Re-
gard to Great Itivers hake
Place Soon,
OUR MILLION OF IMMIGRANTS
Washington, Ott, 39.-- The na-
tional capita: is evinviug surprise at
the wonderful growth of 'sentiment
throughout the couutry in favor of
is Inure liberal polith with regard to
time development of the nation's riv-
er, and harbors. The Ohio River im-
Drevement association and the In-
ternational Waterwass commiedon
have just adjourned their conven-
tions in Portsmouth. 0., and Chica-
go: respectively, while a large nuns-
her of state, interstate and uatiouai
meetings to consider the sane. ques-
tion are set tor early dates. The
Tenstessee Riker Improvement tam-
elation is to convese in Sheffield, Al-
abama, November a; the Deep Wa-
terway convention meet's in Selaints
November 13 sad 16. and the Trans-
Mississippi Commercial congress,
which will devote the greater part
of its session to a discussion of wa-
terway improvements, gathers in
Kansas City November 19. Secreta-
ries Root and Shaw are to speak at
ibis meeting, and the movement Is
expected to receive the endorsement
if the administration. There are
ieveral other meetings throughout
she country to be held before the
-onveution in this city of the nation-
ii Rivers and Harbors congress,
which Is set for December It la the
hope of the advocates of more ex-
ensive riser and harbor work to in-
duce congress to appropriate $60.-
000.000 annually for the develop-
ment of the nation's natural resour-
:es. At present the toms devoted to
the work is pitiably stuaiL and ef-
fective work cannot he dune. A con-
gressman in calling attention to this
matter, discloses the fact that in the
ALL general appropriauous hill. the
truly, navy interior department and
semitone took 40 per cent of the
1712,900.00u. while publicolmprose-
meats received less than 3 peraient.
The uphuilding of the rivers and bar-
hers. It Is contended, would more
.han pay for the work done by the
levelopment of domestic and for-
eign commerce, to say nothing of the
Immense sums saved to the People
through reduced freight rates made
passible by water transportation.
11,100.000 immigrante.
According to Secretary Metcalf of
the department of commerce. and la
hot-, immigration for the year proba-
bly will reach the enormous total of
1.400.000 persona. 'The secretary
made the statement this week after
t conference with President Roose-
velt, the subject of which be declin-
sd to reveal. it probably had to do
with the secretary's investigation of
methods at the Ellis Island Immi-
grant station, through which passes
77 per cent of the incoming hords of
thins
Sale Nereus .tarrelins.
Britt is the sliding time attotted thee
for breath.
Live 114 on a Mountain. Let men
behold a Man.
If they cannot suffer him, let them
deal him death.
Better clines-end die than plod in
that dull caravan.
- Katherine Lee Barry, in Eseo-
hedY's Magazine for October. es
"Now lam read', how de 4 leek,
dear?" -You remind me of a Sioux
In his war paint." "Oh, you nasty
thing ""Don't cry. darling; I
only meant you were tressed to kill."
-Baltimore Atnericin.
S__'
D. H.
Baldwin & Co.
Manetactarers of
PIANOS and ORGANS
Belt on installments at .d
hate aid instruments in
exchange.
DISTRIBUTING OFFICE
5 1 8 BROADWAY
E, P. Boarquits tamer.
W. T. MILER & BRO.
Phone 104 I-a 
WATER CONTRACT TO BE VOTED
ON AT THE NOVEMBER ELECTION
REPORT OF D JOINT LIGHT AN WATER COMMITTEE ON NEW OON-
TRACT BETWEEN THE CITY OF PADUCAH AND THE PADUCAH
W tTER COMPANY.
Owing to the fact that the contract
existing between the city of Paducah
and the local water company for fire
hydrauts expires during the current
month it was Incumbent upon the
general (Twine!' to negotiate for such
service covering the remaining period
which the franchise of the 'ater
couipaey still has to run, to-wit:
eighteen years.
After several conferences between
cmv Jetta iieht and water committee
and the oevers of the water company
a scale of rates for fire hydrants was
agreed upon by the committee and
the water company. These rates
have been embodied in a contract
which will be submitted to the gen-
eral couucil for such action as the
wisdom of that body may determine.
If the proposed contract is favorably
acted upon by the general council.
It must be submitted to the votes of
the city at the text election and
affirmatively ratified by not less than
two-thirds of the vote then cast upon
the question before contract be-
tween the city and the water com-
pany can be finally executed.
It is therefore worth while for the
voters or the city to carefully con-
sider the terms of the proposed con-
tract before casting their votes at the
coming eleetion, and If It appears
that the proposed contract is to the
advantage of the city, then to register
their approval thereof upon their bal-
lots.
In order that the votersmay have
se opportunity to berouse fully ad-
vised regarding the terms of the pro-
posed contract a copy of the same is
herewith auteneted which reads as
follows:
"Section 1. That Use Crty of Padu-
cah, Ky., agrees to rent and does
hereby rent from Paducah Water
company, its successors and 
assigns,four hundred and eleven (411)
double nozz:e fire hydrants now es-
tablished in said city for a period of
eighteen (le) years from the passage
and final approval of this ordinance,
after en election by the people as
hereinafter provided. The 
annualrental for each of said fire hydrants,
which the city of Paducah hereby
agrees to pay for the first ten (10)
years of said term, shall be twenty
($20.00) dollars and the annual
rental for the remaining eight (I)
years shall be fifteen ($15.00) del-
an, unless the said city shall sooner
purchase water company's plant, with
six (6) per cent interest upon defer-
red payments. The' payments of said
rentals shall be made as Provided in
the original ordinance contract.
-Section 2. All additional hydrants
on extensions of mains tkat may be
erected hereafter by the Paducah
Water company, its successors or as-
signs, as provided in the original os-
dinance contract during the said
eighteen years, shall be charged and
paid for as provided in seclios one
hereof; but at the expiration of ten
In) years from the time this ordt
nonce *ball hare been finally ap-
proved as set out above, all the then
fire hydrants snail be charged and
paid for at the uniform rate as above
tprovided and the contract therefor
shall expire at the end of the eighteen
years fixed in section one.
"Section 3. Before this ordinance
shall become effecive it shall be sub-
mitted to a vote of the qualified
voters o' the city of Pacluah. Ky.,
to the general election to be\held in
said city on the 6th day of Nortsrnber,
1906, the said vote to be taken in the
manner and as provided by law for
the submission of public questions to
the voters of said city
"Section 4. This ordlnani.e, shall
take effect and be in force from its
passage approval and ratification by
the qualified voters of the city of Pa-
ducah, Ky., and a written acceptance
of its terms mid 'conditions by the
Paducah Water company filed with
the clerk of the city of Paducah, Ky.,
within ten (13) days after the official
eeceneate of Its approval at the Popu-
lar election."
At the present time the water com-
pany has installed for the use of the
city 411 tire plugs, which under the
old contract are rated and cost each
year as follows:
150 fire plugs at $40.00...$6.000.00
30 fire plugs at $$0.00... 900.00
231 fire plugs at $25.01.1,,.. 5,775.00
Total $12,675:00
Under the proposed contract this
same service would cost the city but
$8,220:00 for each of the first ten
Years of the contract a saving upon
the number of hy drains now installed
of $4,455.00 per annum and for the
ten year period a saving of $44,-
550.00.
For each of the last eight years
which the franchise his to run, the
col for 111 hydrants would be $c.
Ili, a saving to the city of $6,410
the proposed contract of $96,630.
There is nothing coutaiued in the
proposed contract changing the rights
of the city or those of the water com-
pany under the original franchise.
The city still retains the right to pur-
chase the water company's plant at
the expiration of each five year period
In accordance stab the terms of the
original franchise,
This committee has also compared
the rates con tptained In the prop•ed
contract with those In effect
other tatted for the mune elites of ser-
vice and finds the proposed rates low-
er than those paid by arty of there
cities. The approximate average cost
per hydrant in the number of cities
wentioued above is $48.
The rates referred to were submit-
tedoy  by the heal water company and
this committee assume• that the fig
tires ars correct. The hit of the
citiee with the rate paid in each la oa
file with this committee and anyone
desiring to verify the figures con-
tained therein may have the oppor-
tunity of doing so at any time.
ieIt shod also be borne in mind
that until a new contract is entered
Into 'setween the city and the water
company. that the rates charged un-
der the existing contract will main-
tain. The only alternatives offered
to escape (coin the old rates are
either to make a new coatract or to
discontinue the service, the latter, of
course. being quite Impossible.
Tberefore this committee has no
hesitation la recommending to the
general council and to the voters of
the city of Paducah that the pre-
emies' contract be relined
JOINT LIGHT AND WATER COli-
NITTEE.
I silimited Versatality.
Senator Dick. of Ohio. not long ago
secured for the young son of an old
friend • politicos In . Cincinnati bust-
ess house.
A aliort while after the south had
entered on his new duties, the senator
met the head of the firm.
"How is the boy getting on?" he
asked.
"He was diecharited three days
after he came." wet the answer.
The senator was surprieed. ••WhY.-
declared he, "I've alwass underetood
that Tom was a most versatile young
man." I
"He's versatile, all right!" respond-
ed the heed of the firm: "there Isn't
any. kind of work he won't shirk."--
Success Magazine.
Dotson..
There art 228,;;1 tuedical doctors
in the world Of thee there are in
Europe 162,333, distributed as fol-
lows; in England. 34,9.67; in Ger-
many, 22.5.1S; in 'Russia. 21,4S9, In
France, 21,1,3-15. and in Italy, I,
In England the proportion of lo.tois
Is 75 to 10.0,000 of the population.
In France it is 51 and in Turkey Is.
in Brussels the proportion is '241 to
100.')tke of the population. In Madrid,
209; in Budapest, 198: in Christianl.,
1S1; in Vienna, 140; in 1:;_
la London, 125; in Athens. 123:
Paris. ill. al New York. 74. and
Couetantinuolc. 3.5.-Exchange.
Origin of "Tepbooss."
To which :anguage is the word
-typhoon" ultimately to be traced"
"Tallting." it is explained in some
dictionaries, is literal Chinese for
"great wind," and since the typhoou
is a phenomenon of three China seas
that seems at first conclusive. But
there Is no doubt, apparently, that
u ff ooa
come to as through Portuguese for
the Araine Persian and I ed I an
"taffies:" and It tS almost impossible
not to see in this a relaoe ti ef the
ancient Greek "Tyohos' or "taphofi.!
a whirlwind.-e
THE BIG FOUR
(New York Central lines.)
THE BEST LINE TO
NDIANAPOLIS,
PEORIA.
CHICAGO
And all points In !weans and
Michigan.
TOLEDO,
DETROIT,
CLEVELAND,
BUFFALO,
NEW YORK,
BOSTON
And all points Rae.
Information cheerfully furnished on
application at City Ticket Office "Big
roar Route," No. asuPonnil Ave., et
write to
6. J. GATES,
i
1 Per einuelli or of 953,08'a for the Gail Ast. Pasewer DapaeWasalk
entire eight years of the flan- Lords-wit e. Ky.
. itimma.111. SAt* *OM string a total to the
ammmamiammummumunin rs oftdit4rien the existing Onntriet sad/ amt. Pass. Ask, . . cinch/mu, 0.
1.11mr ••• &C.** •
New
Artistic
Picture
Framing
and
Wall
Papering
 at
Sanderson & Co.'s
428 B Away. Plots 1513
NVANSVILLIIL PADUCAH AND
OM° LULA.
Cliallarearalat
AvasevilLs sad Pediments Packet&
(Daily Except Sunday.)
Steamer! Joe, Fowler and John S.
Hopkins, lea ye Paducah for 0-an,-
VIII. aid way landings at 11 a, as.
Special excursion rate now in ef-
fect from Paducah to Evansville and
retire. $4 00. Elegant moue on the
haat. Table unsurpassed.
STEAMER D1S7E YOWLER
Loaves Paducah for Cairo and way
landings at 8 a. m sharp, daily ex
eept Senday. Special excusion rates
now in effect from Paducah to Cairo
and return, with or without meals
and room. Good music and table un-
surpassed.
For further information apply to
S. A. Fowler, General Pass. Agent, or
Given Fowler, City Pass. Agent, at
Fowler-Crutabaugh & Co's °Soo.
Both pbease No. 33.
Off. LOUIS AND TENNESSEE
RIVER twain COMPANY
WOE TENNESSEE RIVEIR
STEINER CLYDE
Leave Pedal-eh for Teenaseee Rives
Every Wednesday at 4
A. W. WRIGHT 
EUGENE ROBINSON  
is. 
HastenOle*
Tb,s company Is not responsible
for invoice, charges inlet's iselleeted
by the clerk of the boat
KILL TNE COUCH
AND CURE TNE LUNGS
WiTh Dr. king's
New Discovery
FOR CELIGSHIPLII" 50c & $1.00DS Fees Trial.
Surest hnd Quickest. Cure for all
THROAT and LUNG TROUB-
LES.. or HOMEY BACK.
NEW STATE HOTEL
hi4):1-tiOpath's7fiL
Newest and beat hotel he the city
Rates $2.00, Two large sample
ooms. Bath rooms. Ellotric
tants The only osatrally 1001E44--
aotal In the city.
Csamartial Psalmist Solicited.
Henry Mammea, Jr.
lassved le Third sad Wady
800h Binding, Hank Work, Lc& •
sad Librerv Work a noacialir
DR. HOYER
Roes 209 Fralreity 91141141g.
Ina Plies 331-t. Nudists PIM 414
AIM L. WEIL & CO
CAMPBELL BLOCK
Telephoner 0Sce.349; Itesidesee, 7311
INSURANCE
DRAUGHON'S
gliane44,
(breerporated.)
linitallitt-311etsetni,
gy Cel'egrsti 15 Shuts posiyieNe se
esarrd oressuatrou ata, herb la,
MAis NS& not miss(heathen, 's Is R ittNnesett.,
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.Fridas—sylv Is Linden
Own Way."
eatteday, Matinee and
"PM, l'aff, Pout."
- -
Nista leaden.* Gunn,. and Jettells.
An attractive feature of Jules Niue
rye productIou of Clyde Fitch 's
grtateet phi, "Her Own Way." which
0411-ise-seenette The Keutucky on Fri-
day night, is the manner in which the
w ellen costume tiler parts Miss
Sylvia Lyudeu, who Mayo the leading
part of Georgeana, i. particularly for-
tunate in the selection of her genes.
In the first set see wears an elaborate
brown velvet costume and carries tin.
f fore his four daugh e:s have found
lu “Um illusbeeds. As the gay widower
!Ct'Ulae5 aleng the stende of Athletic
City for a wife he tutees the deseithe
eldow Montague, whim he consider.
.11A affinity. Immediately Hier begin
1”it}), iiirus to marry ofl the fon,
Melon girls. This compileetlea testis
tp to a number of other amuslugend
)xcrxiatinaly fume): tuna, Ai etteelte
if riot. lweeautty on tenement, ems aa
cling, eleginx, de !clue 'seaway of
Iroadsey fever:tot count for auy-
Ana in the netne-ter of a secetearul
ausical prod:indult, it is no evade-
ME Pate Pour' has bei.11 so succees
al Stani,}As Ata im.! Is responsib:e
A Wear From "Her .(lera Way,- at The kenttick) Friday Night.
handsome gables that were purchased
by her In St. Petersburg last summer..
Her second dress Is a negligee of tint-
less bought from iirnsee.s try a melt
bee of her family oier bait iv-velour,
ago. In the third at t sh, isdrte.ei
In mourning, her handsome Watts
gown relieved only 1.1) a string of
peer's. These pates came to he.
from her great grandniotb.a. wha
purchased them in Main. Hiss Lin-
den does not believe in sew jewelry
every ornament she wears Is of the
finest quality and in "Her Own Way::
as the scenes are all modern. it is
necessary that her Jewelry be In keep
lug with her costumes and the sur-
roundings of the idaY•
"PIS. Pali, Pouf."
B. C. Whitney a gorgeous musical
production, which had a phenomenal
run of eight months at the New York
Casino, is the offering for Saturday
matinee and night at The KentgrIty.
"Piff, Pan', Pout' lit,, been termed a
musket cocktail, which seems a vt-
ling description. The entertainment
Is bright, snappy, lively and kalelde
temple_ and is calculated to dispel the
blasts. The story of "elle Puff. Pouf"
tonctrie one August Melon, who can
sot touch two millions left him by his
deceased wife. should he marry be
for the book and Jerome sad1
Sc!tsarts for the :Tiles and music.
ThPre are more than twenty soag sue-
-ewe:A. !minding "lilt tee Midst That
eee:- Walked," 'keve. Lore. Love."
'-fie 6.3 Melee' eflinirthett
0.77: Venn' "Cutler the Goo Goo
-Cordele! Malone •• "The Mel-
arehee Sunbeam and the Rove," "I
Don't Want Any V. ill trburp-r- and
"Dolly Dimples." The production is
handsomely staged. gorgeously Pre-
seated and magnificently gowned:
the Sneak. electric aid costuming
embellshmente being fresh ond saw,
and an eecelleut paformance is as
sured.
t,••.1-itaftged nem"
The annount ement of the Presellia-
' non at The Kentucky: on Monde,
nicht of rest wetk of the cutnedt-
I drams. "A Ragged Ilero." must sure-
ly welcome to all who delight in
I that popular form of theatrical
amusement. It is enacted by a com-
pany of see There Is a romance rui-
ning thromgh the piece that Impels
heart Internet. A spirit of sturdy
.arnerfcanlam pervades the whole.
"The Malmo. of Mirth" on the Staer•
There was a bilght spot In the pre.
Isentation of "'Mt House of Mirth" at
øss Sylvia is meet, In "Her Own W el The kentucky Friday Night,
}.) PADUCAH EVEN/NG SUN
lthe Savoy theater last night. It wee
the acting of Albert Brunets, On 
th  
ro'.e of Simon Roinclale, the le*.
His portrayal of the money worship
lens. yet faithful friend of 1.1Iy Bert
--the one real friend left to her
among ail the men win) had been at
her test before she feU from society's
favor—aroused the urly genuine ea-
thuslatun from an audience evitieutl
predIspoicd to give the play a sord-
id?. The greetiag extended to the
*tee Miss Fay Davis and to the oth-
ers, was we, el formal.
. Wiled me third act ended, after
dismiss! !apses, punctuated by mese-
lona: faint laughter. over some clever
tine, enough apleause was generated
In the rear rows of the orchestra cir-
cle- to send up the curtain three or
four times for et! e'Davis; and
.V. Mr. Fitch. whose Dante am,. ,.
ea the orogratn as the asestaut of
Mrs. W'hartue in dram:tenet: her
novel. led tJae authoress before the.
footlights, but the hand 47.Juittna •
their hatior was that or .4,
admirers, and abbreviated. lee I,
tear playwright, after a second i%,
In company vent the star, was pm-
milted to withdraw without making
the usual brat-night apeech.
As for Mien Dr:via—tee fate of a
re Mg star with her first success stilt
to come, had clues to her in "The
House of Mirth. W:th no chance
to display the charm that had made
friends for her when she undertoek
a lighter vein as Rebel Lorraluee
supporter in "Mao and Superulaa."
she filled the part of Lili Bart only
at Intervals. Apparently she had
been acquiring a stock of affectations
for the occasion, and her energetic
act-eat:ideas of speech so monepo-
lized one's atteation that it was hard
to look beyond them.
She was "made up" too, for a Lily
Flue older than the heroine of Mrs.
What tun. At an) rate the tatervaln
in which she made one feel tk* Lily
Bart was a testily were the times
when the mentally distraught heroine
sea in the throes of a terrific strain.
Then the Vas young enough, or old
enough; and at the end when theneu.
lain fell upon an overdose of choral
Just begloing to do its dread work.
her age might have been a thousaed.
The dying Lilly Bart was, for OW
ffratetute, all that was wanted et her.
WbEe the plot for the moat pate.
fel:0%0d that of the motel, there was
hiss of tilt- prublematinal about the
iday. rite Lawrence *Aden of the
drama ses at no time a sliest lover,
but teemed his feelings on his first
aMeraracce, uebtrugh man the end
he sae etaiteed by' the doebts the;
v.ere not to be dispelled even b?
Lily's 'death The Augustus Treater
of the stage version watt never a die
intelested lender of funds, but front
the start he "speculated" for her and
paid her emits out orhis own pock-
et for the purpose of exercising his
power to accomplish bet downfall.
That there were bright lined In the
piece Was' not to be dis let Led .
"My mother." said the ill-fated
young emitter. -wasn't rich revue*
to give WIll money do be late tue eV
pons!vr tastes. inetted."
Then, when. Mrs. Trevor, tee mat-
ron of many lures, bad been advised
by her latest admirer to "compoee'!
herself, time response was: "Oh, yew
talk like a husband." To which he
answered. "How can you say such
cruel things to me?" .....
There was, to be sure, plenty of
dialogue to rejoice him who delights
ir tine; cynicism; hut three beers
.,... ,,,rt of amusement must Ithve
t, eatriog even cos the MOGI
cynical.
%iota Alien in -Cymbeihne."
Any performance' of SbakesPeare'l
'C'ymbenne" would be worth geeing
If only becanse of the infrequency of
the play's presentation on the stage.
But when to the opportunity er
vieunng the unfamiliar material It
added the charm of suet) an Imogeat
as is revealed In the acting of ells.
Viola Allen the occasional become*
rosily noteworthy. .Mles Allen has
long enjoyed the reputation of being
an sersential:y womanly actress, and
as imogen Is essentially a womaaly
woman--an Ideal of womatainesa, In
fact—it mieht have been assumed
at the outset that the role weaId
prove a sympathetic one for her.
But Miss Allen's previous achieve-
ments, tu many cases moot 'worthy.
have hardly led one to expect quite
so much of refined sensibility and ex-
pressive sympathy as she here dig-
playm. One may set the fact Soave
promptly, then, that in this eexque
site and appealing role the entrees is
revealing the ripe and mellow fruit of
her years of study and experteuce,
and that she brings to her task and
intellectual appreciation of it re
quirements combined with a varlet?'
of utterance considerably beyond
anything she has previously dee
cletsed.—New York Times,
SECRET BASEB.%LL SIGNALti
% Private Code Now Necessary for
Etery itocceredte Team.
Signaling in baseball had Its origin
about the same time as the discover)
of the curve. Obviously the eateher
should know whether an "In" or ea
"out" was cotnIrg.in order that he
might be prepared to catch it. At
first the plteher gestured. The
mighty iladbourne signaled Mike
Kelly by abileng his "quid" of to-
bacco. But reeler of this sort weie
too easily Interpreted by the oppoelte
able, and catchers had to atennw the
teak. With the adoption of the hugn
catcher's mitten worn on the :en
hand, signaling became comparative-
ly easy. Shielded by the mitten on
030 side, by' his right kutoe on the
other, the baekstop now telegraphs
with naked engem, no' onlv to the
Plteher but to sthe •
Girls of the Pony Ballet Octettev is "PM, Patti, pout,"
case the outfielders are not able to,
see, short-slop and second baseman
re:ay the signs. Thus every man an
the teem knows what kind of a ball
Is going to be pitched, and all through
the game Jim and Jack are 4:travers-
ing In their own secret code. Each
layer of New York's "Giants" knows
'he deaf-mute alphabet to the k rest
Improvement of the efficiency of the
aine '24 a niaehine.--.tIlen Sangree lu
"The Strategy of the Ball Field." in
Everybody's Magazine for October.
Set-ranges. Utopia,
Upton Maclaine tenantless com-
munal,00lgler has been located at
Htlicolt /14 lieglewood...N. J.. on
the Pillieedee. half as hour bi tleJ
cousniteing service trout this tit).
The, eefirey 1, going to move le
lug the week, and autoug those all
yin attend the wi iter there, or at
Neat eht) hive promiaed to try tu
through a it Mier, net WI .1. Lanipte
author of "Yawl).— Up:on Sinela
and [Malty and Prof. and Uri. Al
Ham Noyes, Prof. John Dewey a
and Prof. and Mrs. Motatagie
4:: of ferittnabla University: Dr. at d
Mrs. fiwatleney. Edwin S. and Mee
Petter. Sdelit and Mra. iljorkne,
Kith 0. Joatta and family and It
Charlet, If Castle of Cincinnati.
Everaliotly Is kin:IS-to eat break-
fast with terra-bed) else in a big din-
ing hall, ecd If Mr. Leurpton dieuands
a Roovelleltian breakfast of hard-
boiled -eggs and eocee, while Mr.
Rlorkieue and Mr. Sinclair insist on
duffed wheat and pig knuckle., one
question prospectiro colonists are
_tat:icily. Who Is to give In? Must
Mr. Lanspton write poems on a diet
of pig knuckles, or can he get hard-
boiled _eggs when the menu gives only
huh and prdnes?
Rules for the government of the
colony are to be prepared, and colon-
ists would like to know whether or
not thee* will prohibit "Welting at
the Church" or communal grapho-
phoces from midisight to dawn, prac-
ticing steles on the piano front 10 a.
m., having to listen to re-alines of
original poems or novels by colonists,
and whether the communal children
will be allowed to cry between the
hours of p. m. and 10 a. m.
lielieon Hall—end there are some
who insist there is nothing In a name
--is In the tenter of a beautiful park
al nine acres on the border of a forest
extending tnr fifteen miles along the
top of the Palleades. There are a
teeter, bownng alleys, billiard month
and a large ditties ball, in addition
to other bending* . The prioe paid
for the property is wed to have been
$70,0e0.—New York World.
Rapid Oroirth-of Towns.
Apropos of the Mushroom growth
of new towns on the western frontier,
nee seee Minneapolis Jouraal, • 10e0.-
motive engineer rehttes the followinirt
"One day I was driving my engine
across the prairie, when suddenly s
•
cemalderable towa teemed up ahead
where nothing leal showed up the
day before
" 'What wwn's teen' teoe I to nay
fireman.
" 'Blamed if! know.' says Bill. 'It
waen't here when we went over the
road yesterday.'
"%len, I slowed down, and directly
we pulled into the stellate where over
:ten people wore waiting on the plat-
form to sea the Orin trate come in.
"The conductor came along up
front and says to me:
•• 'Jim, drat thing we know we'll ie*
running by bone Important place.
Get this town dawn on your list and
Mr. Hertsert Demon, as
at The
TCESDAT, teTOHER 30.
Kentucky Saturday Matinte anti ?sight.
barrier of biscuit boxes to stem the
leadt a hall of the enemy. The
French-Medal:rata:ewer gave him the
opportunity of walking 200 miles,
nearly naked. in the midst of the
wild Doves —Exchange.
Grape Seeda--Appendieltia.
-Gravel are another • fruit that
ayes. wtth Most persons end can be
eaten after any meal, though care
should be urken when Indulging Itt
them after dinner, leas the stomach
besoverloaded and indigestionbrought
3a before the Individuals realise how
litany they have eater," says a Physi-
cian who has made a specialty of
"The Haag ed fierce* at
Night., November 51Ii.
I'll put a brakeman out on the rear
platform to watch out for towns that
spring up after the train gets by!' "
.% lesele ('never.
To a sturdy veteran like Mr Bon-
net Burienth it must be a were detail
of :ire to be thrown out of a motor
ear and severely bruised. Motor cars
are among the least dangerous explo-
sives with khich he has had dealings.
Three thee* during the American
civil war be was sentenced to be shoe
and the Bente campaign saw him
charged with "piracy." At Tel-el-
Kebir he went over the treuehee with
the fighting line and -helped to mend
the broken. Tarnish square at Tamal.
At Aegejelea, when Gen. Stewart had
received his death wound, two of his
fellow-journalists lay deed and he
himself was injured In the foot, he
led the little party who erected
The Keutacky Monday
stow::- t and interstitial troubles. "Do
not be afraid to eat the seeds in /obn'.
grapes or the skins of most of them.
Tbe idea that greyc seeds bring on
appendicitis Is'an erroneous one, and
my belief Is that the seeds when
properly chewed help to cleanse the
appendix, just as I know they aid di-
gestion and cleanse the intestines.
Grape jeliies, jams and preserves
with meats are beneficial Alia next to
apples help most in keeping the stom-
ach In good cordition."
thelneelve. to the 'Optician. "Here
Is a vette of blind faith." said the
clergyman. "The doctor writes out a
prescription. Metter than not you
cannot reed It. you don't know what
It Is. He tolls you to take it. 'Yours
Is not np reason why, yours but to do
and die.'" A Mom or le-,a audible
smile rippled over the cougregation
aud the orator bushed for a moment
on realtstag the doubto import of his
quotatitei.
Veniti Take His Make.
At s recent Inquest In a Penns'
vaala town, one of the jurors. after
the usest swearing lit, arose and with
much dignity protested against ser-
vice. aliegitts that he was the 'general
manager of an Important concern and
was wastag valuable tine by sitting
rs 
a Juror st an inquest,
.The ctreuer, turning to his dark,
"alr. Mergan, kindly hand we
the authority on Juries)."
Th n after consulting the book, the
'Ororivr observed to the unwilling
"Upon reference to 'Jervis,' I find.
that no persona are exempt from
. erviee 426- jurors except id:ots, imbe-
. Iles and lunatics. NOW, under which
neudiug do.,yeu claiut eaemptIon?"—
Inrind"Seenees" Malrozine•
BMA Faith,
Dr. Patton, former president of
Princeton University, recently dent-
ered a WerMonTn-New York city, his
subject being "Faith." He spoke of
the blind faith of the client Who pule
himself at the mercy of a lawyer in
preparing an action for trial and of
the confidence of the sick in trusting,
The Utaitenterlidry urrP Ohlt aatr.at leact
aeventy-flve short stories throughout
the comfits rear. besides the three
serials by Frances Hodgson Durnett,
Elizabeth Hebina and A. E W. Mastn
Among the noted writers who
contribute etorlea end novelettes to
The CootnrY during 1907 are Harry
Stillwelf: Edwards author of "Two
Runaways and Other Stor!ea:-
Chariot D. Stewart. author of "Tti:
'tights* SlackamIth;" Norman Dun-
can, author of "Dr. Luke of the
fahreder:" Harvey J. O'Higgiost,
euther of "Don-a-Dreatme," Irving
Bacheiler, author of "Wien Holden:"
Elizabeth Jordan, author of "May
Iverson, Her Book:" and Anne Wee-
ner. author of "Seeing with lIncla
Character le Hoesebold
If as Howell mos, the 84-if•ctinit of
thine is the index of a woman a char-
acter, some former. inletreeses of the
white house lied co:MOW minds. In
the basement of the mansion the
vialtor Ally see a ereinipky of every set
of table ware used since Abigail
Adams sung her laundry to dry in the
east reale, The meet ornate set Wad
the choice Of Cite young daughter-in-
law of President Iran Buren. From
the few pieces-how on exhibition, lt
would_seem that ali America's flora
and fauna were depicted in detail.
Mrs. Hayes' china was the most costly
over titled is the white house, as every
piece Wes hand-painted and the work
of treleeted artists to the French fee-
tory at Sevress.—Now Yolk Press.
t Scene From ".1 Flagged Hero," at Tile Kentucky Meade): Night of Ne if Welk. LL !" it rr
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PARK BOND ISSUE
IS VERY POPULAR
Says George W. Walters, Well
Knopu Union Man.
In interview in the Jouruni of Labor
Lie Sets Forth the .etivantages
of the Plan.
PLAIN& STATEMENT OF ISSUE-
"We find that the park bond Issue
is very popular with everybody," said
Park Commissioner George W.-Wal-
ters to a Journal of Labor represents-
Uve this week, "and we believe the
issue will carry Isy a great majority.
We dad that where there is any ob-
jection to it, it is merely betsuee it is
not thoroughly understeod, and when
the proposition and its workings are
explained the objections are removed
"You see this bond issue will be
the beet, the quickest and the cheap-
est way passible to give Paducah an
extesalve park system, which every
one agree. is a good thing-for any
town. Under the provisions of the
park law, the city is to provide 5c of
each $loe' assessment for the perk
fund well year. and In Paducah's
case, figgrleg on a valuation of $10,'
000,000, ihis will be 95.000 a year.
Now, if we got only this re't)00 each
year It wodid be a long time before
we would have a park system at all
worthy of the some, so the commie-
!stoners conceived the idea of tesalng
9140,000 of bonds, and buthitng a
great system of parks al: at one
time.--pr within the next two or
three yOlth.
"This 9140,000 of bonds will be
taken eare•Of by the park. commis-
sioners -out of the yearly allotment
from the council. The hoods Will be
Issued to run thirty years,, sad a sink-
ing feed e•tabUshed with the money
the commissioners receive each year,
whit* will pay the intermit,, and the
entire bond issue when it is due.
So, you see, the parks will not be
costing ns one Penny."
"Bet how will this effect the city's
credit; .velleit be able to issue bonds
to build a water plant, or buy the
preasat one, or baild a lighting plant.,,
In event the people vote to do so!"
asked the Journal of Labor man.
vse"Yes. The city can Issue now
$635,1100 of bonds, and after issuing
8100.000 for parks It can still issue
9085Afe9. The amount of Ponds the
city can issue is governed by law, of
course. A city can Issue up to 10
per ecpt of the seesawed valuation of
the Property, and Paducah's assess-
ment now is $10.35:0.000 In round
figures, and as the bonds issued now
are $500.440 it can issue $601;,000
more, Of course the amassment in-
creases each year. and as it does the
amount -of bonds th,e city can Issue
increases. Now, if we put park in
each ward of Paducah don't you
think it will increase the valets of the
property! We do. In Louisville the
To Set or Not to Soo
r
is the Questimi
There comes a time in-the
life of nearly every one-Usually
between forty and forty-live
years of age-When the eyesight
begins to fail and reading be-
comes difficult, especially at
night. So slowly does It come
on that at first it is- hardly
notieed. But gradually reading
becomes harder. It becomei1
necessary to hold the paper
farther away and 'get closer to
the light. The eyes burn and
sting after reading a while and
ache the next day.
Nature is warning you that
your eyes need help. Let us
examine your eyes and fit you
with proper glasses to reed with
ease and comfort, Don't wait
tilt your eyes are ruined. "A
stitch in time saves nine."
tp 
0 say can you see/
EYES EXAMINED FREE
STEINFELO OPTICAL CO
Weal liesiliarton if Nook
IMO 111140ADW5Y
mayor 'says the increase in the value
of property due to the parka alone
has Increased the revenues of the
city derived from taxation more than
$1,000,0'00 over the cost of Louis-
ville's parks in ten years, and we be-
lieve the same thing will follow here,
In a measure.
"The laboring men should be for
this issue above all others, for who
would derive more benefit from the
Parks then the laboring men's fami-
lies? The Idea the board had in mak-
ing a park in each ward ass to bene-
fit all classes, the man without a con-
veyance as well as the mere fortunate
who has means to maintain Lusti‘
rigs to carry his family any distance
to a park. .The men of means have
their large Yards, which are In a
measure parks, and have their auto-
mobiles, horses and buggies to get
their fresh air outings, but the man
with a small yard, by his circutu-
stancee, is denied them, therefore the
parks would benefit him and his
family.
"It is the history of every town
that has a good system of parks that
they would not give them up fur
twice what they paid for them, and it
would be so with our people. If we
get the $100,000 now to buy parks,
In ten years the same property would
be worth at least double, so you Cad
see that money spent for parks is
really an investment. There is no
depreciation, no machinery to wear
out, no repairs to be made, as is the
case with our streets, light plants
and other utilities. •
"It is hard to we how any one can
not favor the issue. in view of the
plans for taking care of the issue
without it coating the taxpayers one
cent more than they will otherwise
pay, and I earnestly hope to see all
of your readers listing up for the
parks, and soliciting their feends to
do so. Now is the time for the labor-
ing man to be up and doing if he ever
expects to have the pleasure of a
chain of parks at his door. The cost
to the taxpayer will positively be no
more if the bond issue carries and we
get the parks than what he will have
to pay without the bond issue and
with no parks, for he will have to
pay 6 cents on the one hundred dol-
lars' worth of property in either case,
no more or no less."
Mr. Waiters was asked how be ac-
counted for the general council favor-
ing an ordinance submitting to the
voters the question of bonds for park
Purposes and shortly afterwards re-
fusing to submit a like question of
bonds for new water works and light-
ing plant, and said:
"I have an idea the general coun-
cil did not favor tutting bonds for
anything at that time. Being secre-
tary of the board it was my duty to
carry the regisest of the board of park
commissioners to the council asking
for a bond issue, and I found about
the same opposition that the water
and light proposition met with aftee-
wards. Bat upon reading to them
the 14th section of the law recently
enacted governing the park system in
second class cities, which reads in
part as follows: 'Por the purpose of
raising money for the purchase of
lands for park property, the general
council of the city upon the request
of the park commissionere shall by
ordinance submit to the qualified
voters of the city the question as to
whether the city shall issue bonds
with interest coupons attached. etc..'
the council readily saw that it was
not an optional question with them,
but that upon the request being made
they *shall' do so, left no room for
doubt."
"The laboring people want parks,
water works and an electric light
plant of their own. Shall they have
theni?"--Journal of Labor.
Peas No Bar.
That a railroad company is not im-
mune from liability for damages
when a person traveling on a pass Is
Injured In a wreck was the decision
of the appellete court yesterday. The
ruling was given in • suit brought by
George 11, Purvis, an employe of the
Pennsylvania Railroad company who
was given a judgment of $3,000 in a
suit against that carrier for injuries
sustained while going from Chicago
to Erie on a pass in which it was stip-
ulated that the company was exempt
from all risk of acctrient.---Record-
Herald.
Indian Joys.
Lo, the poor Indian, he gooth forth
at the rising of the sun and walketh
in the direction of the setting thereof,
sober and steady as a Judge. aild he
returneth at night jagged to overflow-
ing and—well, crazy as a bedbug, and
findeth consolation on the cement
floor of the agency jail, and ia happy
no doubt with dreamland visions of
the happy hunting grounds. Well,
such are the eves of the novice In
the evolution of a modern civilization.
--The Tomahawk,
Mrs. Housekeep—If yeti do a lit-
tle work for me now, I'll give you a
good dinner after a while. Weary
Willie—You'll Mt off cheaper. lady,
If ye enema de dinner now an'.fnr-
git de work. Work always gives me a
tierce appetite.—Palladelphia Public
Ledger.
"Yearn, William duo seen me wit
Mr. JacksIng, and he sod he would
nesah speak to nelda one of us no
nice the' I don' tor him Mr. JacksIng
was only a 'quaintance." "That's too
bad, Marta. Did he cut your acquain-
tance with acerbity?" "No'ift: wit a
razzah."— Baltimore American.
Mrs. Austin's Panealtat, realty su-
perior to everYtblettl Ask grocer.
•.----,- 14.
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SEPARATE SCHOOL
FOR ORIENTALS
Provided By Legislature of
State of California.
1,..114CT This Provision San Franciteo
School Booed le Acting, Say
Authorities.
J.S.P.tNEsE ANGER ASst.
San Frencieco, Gal., Oct. 30.---
"When Secretary- Victor Metcalf ar-
rives to toque* Into the action taken
by the board of education of ti •
city atftl county of Sun Francisco I
providing a separate school for Jap-
anese children, we will meet hint
more than half way," was the state-
ment of President Aaron Altman to-
day.
"The position taken by the board
was for the best interests of the pub-
lic schools) of San Francisco and in
strict conformity with the state lees
In plain and unmistakable language ,
that particular section of the statute'
under which the board acted stated
that all children of oriental parent-
age shall be placed in a separate
schtne.''
City School Superintendent Alfred
Itoneonveri said the coming of Secre-
tary Metcalf was not neeesisary,
the exclusion of Japanese from the
schools provided for white children
is required by law. "Many of the w-
attled Japanese school children,"
said Mr. Bonconvere "are men of
from 20 to 35 years of age.. They
have no right to attend schools es-
tablished for our little boys and
etre and we would not allow white
men at the same age to go to those
schoOls."
"These pupils are largely of the
Japanese servant class, workbag...for
their board and lodging. They are
to be commended for so working, but
they are not entitled to go to school
like little Wye and girls>. We do not
deny- the Japanese any edueational
right, but there are aspirate schools
for them, and thaw they must at-
tend. Before the fire there were be-
tween lot/ and 500 Japanese stu-
dents in the public schools. A new
count is now being made.._ Of coonse.
if.the Betted Statue declere• our state
law la conflict with • treaty, that's
asilitiller. matter. But at preseat we
are guided eolely by California law."
Awesome Anger Soothed.
Tokio, Oct. 30.—The course of
-action pursued by. the United &saes
with the view of protecting the treaty
rights of the Japanese has been
somewhat effective in soothing the
feelings of the Japanese people, in-
jured by the San Francisco school in-
cident, and accentuating ,the confi-
dence of the people in President
Roosevelt. whose fait-new is praised
on all sides. It is altogether unlike-
ly, and there is as yet no sign what-
ever, that the Japanese will imitate
the Chinese In boycotting America.]
goods.
Newspaper !smoky.
7:30 a, m.—Alarm goes off. Query:
"Is lunacy increasing?"
7:32 a, m.—Drop off to sleep again,
Query: "Do we sleep enough?"
8:3-0 a. m.—Wake with a start: take
breakfast while dressing. Query:
"Do we eat too much!" Rush to
station, miss train through being
knocked down by "Vanguard.'
Quer): "Are motor busses danger-
ous?"
9:16 a. m.—Arrive oface late. Head
of arm already there. Queirhe
"Are you worth your Motive"-
1 p. m.—Go to lunch. Give welter
penny. Query.; Are tippers moral
cowards?".
1:45 p. m.—Buy two bananas. rush
up and down Fenchurch street to
fina-a place to put skins; fail to
do so.
1:59 p. m.—One minute to get, back
to °Mee; policemen rush from all
quarters. Owing to circuitous route
taken to avoid them am late at
oMce. Lose situation. Query: "Is
alcohol worthless as a remedy?"
5 p. m.—Leave oMce; have a "banana
fall" on own shins. Query: "Have
we lived before?"
6 p. m.—Arrive home: tell wife about
my dismissal.
man help?"
10 p. m.--Retire to bed for the night,
cursing my luck. Query: "Are we
growing less .religious?"—Punett.
Query: "Doc* wo-
"Why In the world did Sniggslev
want to marry his divorced wife
affsip?" "It seems that 'he's saved
up all the alimony he paid her dur-
ing the years they lived apart."—
Chicago Record-Herald.
-
WEDDING AND INVITATION
STATIONERY
It is sale to tay no other essential associated
with social customs is judged by a tuore exact.
ing standard of perfection than are the engraved
forms of Wedding Invitations and announce-
ments,
Authoritative information as to correct usage,
and absolutely faultless workmanship, give to
the productions of our Stationery and Engrav-
ing Section the recognized stamp of unqualified
approval.
Oar work is absolutely the peer of any of the
famous house of the country, while our prices
are considerably lower.
Spend p.m money at home. •
'The Sun, Both Phones 358
AN EXCELLENT STAFF
For declining years is a goad substantial savings ac-
count, built up during the money earning period.
D posit part of your earnings weekly or monthly
lu this bank, and at 4 psr cent. compounded semi-
annually you will soon have a snug sum to f sll back
upon.
Begin tads),
Mechanics and
Farmers Savings Bank
227 Broadway
) Shin Bosoms Starched Right
Ever have your shirts returned from the laundry
with the bosom starched only in spots and with starch
daubed all around the neckband and sides of the
bosom?
We have a machine which saves you from such
annoyances.
No chance to daub stai-ch all over the rest of the
shirt with this machine.
Let us demonstrate its value to you. 1
THE UP-TO-DATE STAR LAUNDRY
Both Phones 200, 120 North Fourth Si.
W. F. Parrott,
President.
Rt RUDY, P. Puevees,
Cashier Assistant Cashier
Citizen's Savings Bank
  ac• rrrrr t•d
Capital
Sul plus
..
Stock holders liability ..
$100,000
50,000
100.000
Total security to depositors.....S250,000
Accounts of individuals kfld firmf solicited. We appreciate
small as well as large depositors and accord to all the same
courteous treatment.
Interest Paid on Time Deposits
Open Saturday nights from seven to eight o'clock
Third and Broadway
YOUR FIRST THOUGHT
When dwelling on the Plumbing or Heating question is:
Who's the best to see ? Ask your neighbor. Oftener than not
he will refer you to
E. D. HANNAN
Plumbing, Heating, Gas rifting
133 South Fourth 325 Kentuclky Ave.
13.3th Phones 301
•
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SOLD BY LAMB BROS.
DYSPEPSIA CURE
, DIGESTS WHAT YOU EAT
PAJE TRIIBI
SHOES
rOlit
WOMEN
A DAINTY BOOT
— FOR
A DAINTY FOOT.
Women who are very particular about their
footwear will find La France shoes satisfac-
tory in all respects and at all times.
Harbour's Department Store
North Third Street, Half Square from Broadway
If It's a Wilson Wood Heater
your fire is still burning in the morning
You don't have to get out of bed into a
cold room, have the trouble of lighting a
new fire, run the ri:.k of getting sick.
The WILSON WOOD HEATER
is AIR-TIGHT, will hold tire for 36 hours, is so readily
responsive to its dampers that an even temperature con
be maintained through all the varying changes of climrite.
This assures you comfort and good health. The Wilson
is the only heater with the patent Hot Blast Down-Dro-
Consuming 100 per cent of the fuel, no waste, so serY23
one-half your fuel bill. The Wilson burns anything--
corn cobs. shavings, chips, bark, roots and cord wrJod.
Comfort, hcalth, economy.
Sold Exclusively by
k Hank Bros.
Broadway
-
The Latest, Best and Biggest Selling
Copyright Novels of the Day
ltezatiov—Gertrude Atherton.
The inv.t powerful novel of this talented writer.
House of )I>efenee—Bensou.
This is Benson's latest and best novel.
Doe Gordon—Mary P. Wilkins-Fremau.
Far and-away this author's best book.
The Man Between—Amelia Barr,
this is the biggest selling book in the United States today.
The Lady Evelyn—Max Pemberton.
Here is a problem. Every girl hopes to have one like it
to solve.
A Bock in the Baltic—Robert Barr.
A rattling good story of love, romance and ads enture.
These are ikeutifal books, illustrated in color, regular $1.50
bindings and our special priee is only 50e each. Sold only
by us at this price. We hav,ill the new books as soon as
published.
D. E. Wilson, at Harbour's Department Store
NO COAL PANIC
With—
Bradley Bros.
Telephone 339
•
Coal Yards 922 Madison Street.
Subscribe for THE SUN- and get the news
while it is news.
—
In Pollee Court,
When Willie Howard struck James
Randolph, both colored hostiere at
Charles Clark's livery stable, on
Smith Third street, in the head with
an Iron bats Randolph's feelings;
were hurt . not sufficiently to prompt
satisfaction in police court: but when
Randolph was presented for a bad
throw he made with a brick, striking
a door glee, finatead of Howard's
head, he deckled to get out a wee--
rant for lictward. Howard was charg-
ed with malicious striking with tn-
tent to kill. The evidence against
Randolph was hoard yeeterday and
the decision left open pending the
hearing of Howard. This morning
both casee were continued.
Other eases: .Tom Ross. drunken-
ness and disorderly conduct. $10 and
costs: Charles Money, drunkenness.
91 and cots, suspended during good
behavior
. Notice
Special meeting will be held to-
night at Eagles' ifoote, Sixth and
Brosilmay, at 7 o'clock gaup. Re-
agent demise of firothrtr E. flortion
•
fh•
•
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I
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AFTERNOON AND,INIEKLY
BY THE SUN PUELISIIINOCO.
I t 'ORru .•11C11
P. M. PISIIKIL President.
K. .1. PAXT0N, ()corral Manager._
as RSrWIFTION U•11Clis
trader...A at tile peetolitee al Paducah,
Ky sc..ond clams matter.,
VIM leJtalldi at X
By carrier. per week $ .10
mail. per moitth. In athattre  .46
seitiL per year, In advance  4.61I
TUE WIKIChiLY at X
Per your. by mail, poatoge pa3a 61.0e
Address THK NPN. Paducah. Ky.
Office, 116 Roth Third. Phoome 36t.
Payne & Young, chicago and Kew
York represen tett% es.
THE SeNT run he found at the follow-
ing places:
R. 11. Citesente &
Via tsulin Brus.
Palmer Hough
John Wilhelm'•
or10fIEH .10.
ClItCt•LATIGN STATSMEET.
September, 110041.
1........3881 17 3976
 .3885 18 3948
4 .3878 19 3942
6 .3880 20 3931
6 .3902 21 iI169
.3917 22 3949
 .3913 24 3933
10 .3931 36 3929
11 .3900 26 :936
12 .3911 37  4019
13 .3950 28 4049
14, .3992 211 4003
16 .3965 --
Total  98,478
Average for September, 1906.. 3939
Average for Septemder, 1905 3656
Increase .   283
Personally appeared before me,
this October 1, 1906, E. J. Paxton,
general manager of The Sun. who &f-
ilms that the above statement of the
colat.on of The Sun for the month
September. 1906, rs true to the
best of his knowledge and belief.
s`ffiTER PURYEAR, Notary Public.
My comtniss.on expires January
32, 1908.
Daily Thought.
'Goodness is s mph efficiency plus
faith: doing ttengs right from right
mot!ves."
BLICAN CITY TICKET.
City Judge-Emmet W. Bagby.
Aldermen.
(L. B. Alaska, E. L. kitel, Johu Far-
ley, W. T. Miler.
Voienclinseu.
First Ward-John V. Bebout.
Second Ward-J. M. Oehlachlaeger.
Jr.
Third Ward---li. S. Wells.
Fourth Ward -- H. W. Katterjohn,
long term. F'. 8. Johnston, short
term.
Fifth Ward-Samuel A. Hilt
Sixth Ward-R. S. Flarnett.
Sehtml Trustees.
First NVard -J. J. Gentry.
Second Wald J. K. lisnduratit.
Third Ward -H. C. Hoover.
Fourth Ward--Dr. C. G. Warner.
Fifth Ward--Enoch Tarbro and
John Murray.
Si, lb Ward- Capt. Ed Farley.
GLORY FOR ALL.
The Sun predicts that both the po-
litical parties will find something
to crow over In the result of the
com.ng gtneral election. Both are in
an odd position for crowing, bet the
Democrat s have elaborately con-
structed an cyclise for an exuberant
demonstration, and it will surprise
the Republicans out of the poser to
shout if the excuse does not mate-
's-reifies The Democrats have been
boasting of the certainty of matting
gains :11 congress. if they make any
gains they will Phew. If the don't
maks very mttnt the Republleans
will shout, too. This may seem
at rang.' and the Democratiesseasout
INF the only genuine -article, until
one is informed that -Of the 446
members of congress, 307-of them
are. Republicans and freer 169 Demo-
crats,- The Republicans lack II votes
of having Two-931rdm of the total.
Now this is altogether phenomenal
and some of those Republican rep-
resentative. were sent from Demo-
crate- district's A few of them can
not 'hope to get back. /f the Demo-
cratic gain is limited to these die-
Diets, the Republieans must be ac-
corded the right to feet cheerfui. The
present majority Is unwieldly, ant--
way, and carries too much responsi-
bility with It.
Thirty state% will choose United
State- senators and they are equally
divided between the parties. but
Genre's'. Virginia. Kentucky, Misels-
sippl, Arkansas and Louisiana have
chosen Democratic senator's or leg-
islatures, and Oregon and Maine
have chosen Republicans, leaving 14
Republican and It Democratic sena-
tors to eonteet tor retain their need&
Little change Will resnit from the
election In the senate. The Republi-
can states to choose senator"; are
Delaware, Illinois, Iowa. Keasas,
Massachusetts. Michigan, Minnesota.
New Hampshire, New Jersey. Ne-
linaeks, abode Island, Settle Dako-
ta. et`Ort Virginia and
while the Democratic states are
North and South Carolina, Tennes-
see, Texas, Alabama, Colorado, Ida-
ho and Vermont.
Maine, Oregon and e'ertatent have
chosen Republican delegations to
the lower house, and really the qui-
etude of the election everywhere
oute.de New York, presages little
change in the makeup of the sixti-
eth emigres's
The Democrats every where are
Making a vigorous light on local is-
sues, while the Republicans are
standing pat down the line, holding
up the tevorti of the fifty-ninth con-
gress and proclaiming Roosevelt as
the Wu* in the caasPaits•
It will soon be over, and we reit-
erate our belief that all of us will
lad an elem.* for rejoicing, If only
because it is over.
We are going to have public
parks. Whether we think we need
the or nut usaees no differeoce.
The state legieleture bits decreed
that we must spend for park pur-
poses every year the sum realised
from a five cent levy on the $100 of
assessment. The question presented
to the people of Paducah at the com-
ing election is: Shall we acquire
these parks one at a time in the
course of the next 2D years or shall
we acquire them all at once in the
next two years? By the issuance of
bonds, which eau be paid out 'of
tat: anuual levy at their expiration
witnout imposing on the city any
greater burden than the legislature
fixed, the parks' can be acquired lu
two years. If we consume 20 years
In acquiring parks, one at a time,
some sections will feel discriminated
against, because others will get their
parks first. The raises will cool
more, because land will be Memo:-
lug in value all the while. The ex-
pense of constructing them will be
greater, because it will have to be
done piecemeal. Your grandchildren
will enjoy them, but you, who must
pay for tent. wilt not. if you vote
the bond issue, there will be a park
started in each ward !nettle of, two
tears. They will be designed to form
the baste of a park and boulevard
system, embracing the whole
and. improving and benefiting es-
thetically and financially all sections
alike. They will add to the pleasure
of visitors and to the pride of citi-
zens. No one doubts that parks and
beautiful streets add to the value of
adjacent property. It wouid be un-
wise for you to vote to ithprove one
eeciton at .a time. Perhaps, your *Be-
lton might not feel the hand of im-
provement for 15 or 20 years In that
event,
Thsre Is only one issue in the
court( :manic and aidermanic cam-
paign: Has the present general eoun
et: attended to the city's business in
an honest, competent manner? Not
seeking the office in the first place,
not -.Inciting renominationthe mem-
bers. who were unanimously ac-
corded a vote of endorsement. are
standing on their record of promises
faithfally kept and fidelity to the
gent .ti interests of the city. They
have served one term and are. ac-
quainted with the needs of the city
and the best method, and policies to
meet these needs. In no instance
have they allowed party expediency
to obscure their duty. In this, per-
haps. they have incurred the dis-
pleaietre of some of their own part!.
Havlitg passed through one term.
they- are better qualified now to af-
ford itseful service than they were a
y-eat Ago. Regardless of any appar-
ent qualifications of their opponents,
it le sound business sense to retain
these faithful, efficient and experi-
enced agents, if their conduct has
been :etisfactory. You, who cry out
for business meth/oda in municipal
bffait A. exercise business method
Urself in Hits eleetran.
N. W. Bagby is pledged to no par-
ty, no interests, no coterie. He was
first solicited to make the race by
Democrats. He received the unani-
mous nomination-1ff the Republican
nit-r-ty for judge of the police court.
This tenet an office, In which great
'political Influence can be wielded,
but ;1 Is a position of trust and re•
spout-It:ditty second to none in the
city. The lives and property of cite
serial In a great measure rest with
this tribunal, which meets crime in
its incipiency- Judge Bagby le too
well known to require introduction,
but we sometimes lose sight of the
Importance of the office to which he
aspires.
The issuance of t 100,0'00 of bonds
to give Paducah a park system fit-
ting the town won't cost the taxpay-
ers one peffiny more in taxes than
they will otherwise have to pay. Un-
der the law the park fund te to re-
ceive every year 5 cents on the
9100 of property assessment. and
SW perk oommissiouera propose to
take the money received In this
was and pay off the bonne when they
mature Remember to vote for the
IsSIIP, and help create a chain oh
itself air. breathing places over the
city.
We tail to see what there is in-
esessiessratimialleseenesseMeahelliesees. , s 
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herently wrong in a corporation for
a newspaper to rail at. Unquestiona-
bly there are corporations shameful-
ly abusing their prerogatives, but
they are sitopiy the agencies through
which bad individuals are exercising
their opportunities for badness. Cor-
porations are legally organized
groups of individuals engaged in
undertakings impossible of accom-
plishment by dieorgatezed effort.
This newspaper is a corporation
Strange to say, so are all those news-
papers, which rail against corpora-
tions without distinction
31'hy don't the police close up that
house on Kentucky avenue, where
William Watson was assaulted early
Sunday morning? That was rather
an unusual way of celebrating the
advent of the Sabbath morn. If his
assailant cannot be caught, at least
be resort can be declared disor-
derly.
THE GREAT OHIO VALLEY.
The valley of the Ohio river from
Pittsburg to Cairo, nearly a thous-
and miles, is a perfect bee hive of
induetry and activity. Taken as a
whole It Is the moat populous and
prosperous part of the United States.
It has been the center of population
in our country since 1850, and is
now the center of commercial indus-
tries. In this valley are several of
our greatest cities and thousuida of
smaller towns. Its agriculture and
mineral wealth are close seconds to
its wonderful manufactures. The
whole world pays tribute to it, and
on its products. in ocean transits to
the marts of the earth, the sun never
sets. It was a necestity of an outlet
to the sea tor the people and pro-
ducts of this valley that caused the
Louisiana Purchase. Would it not 'be
treason to ueglect bitch a river as
the Ohio! Yet it needs improvement
for a nine foot stage from Pittsburg
to Cairo and complete the develop-
ment of its marvelous resourcee.-
W. J. 5, s Waterways Journal.
Fall of Midi& eabluet.
London. Oct. 30.-Theffall of the
British cabinet is threatened as a
result of the government's new naval
program. Though carefully worded,
so as to give the impression thin the
home fleet will be strengthened, the
fact is that the moat sweeping econ-
omies are contemplated. The king
is trying to avert the overturning of
the miaistry. but will probably fall.
Brent admirals generally consider-
ing that they have a right to act in-
dependeatiy .of king Or parlilineat
when thdy think the country's safety'
endangered.
Sailors Drank Hay Rum.
Seattle, Wash., Oct. 30.- Three
enlisted men of the Battleship Wis-
consin, are dead and two are seri-
ously i:1 as a result of drinking bay
rum. Thomas F. Cox, one of the
dead men, took the rum trout the
ship's barber shop and dilated it
with water and together with four
companions became Intoxicated Fri-
day nicht.
Surrender or Eztertuinal
Butte. Mout . Oct 3to A special
stu the miner from Sheridan. Wyo.,
says: Soldiers are now approaching
the band of renegade l'te 'Indians
from five different points, and it is
only a queetten of time until the
redskins are either forced to surren-
der or are annihilated by the caval-
ry- from Fort Keogh ,approaching
from the north
Royal Plush
Un-de rwear
$3 a Suit
You must see this
Und er wear in-au r win-
dows to appreciate it.
The construction of
the fabric is such that
the cold does not
penetrate, and the silk
plush on the inside of
the garment creates a
friction that warms the
body without irritat-
ing the skin.
It comes in fast col-
ors, blues, pink, black
and red, and is the
best underwear value
in the city.
$3.00 a suit-worth
every cent of it, too.
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AWARDED DAMAGES
FOR HER INJURIES
Mrs' Minnie Burradell ite-
ceiven $2.9011 Verdict.
Wm. injured in April While Board-
ing a Car and Operation Was
Neceeeitated.
.1‘11,1 VilsINT OUT LAST NIGHT
Mrs. Minnie Burrell/AL:Las this
tuoruing at 11 o'clock given 32.000
damages for personal injuries by the
jury in her case against the Paducah
Traction company. The jury had the
ease since last night.
Mrs. Burratiell started to board a
car on South Third street Aprll 26.
The ear started before she was safely
on board. The jerk injured her,
she claimed, necessitating a delicate
operation. She asked for $10,600
damages 'Attorneys John G. Lovett
and John G. Hirer prosecuted the
case.
Verdbet for 1•180.
This afternoon shortly after circuit
court began the ease of U. W. Knight
meitinst the Paduesth Box and Basket
COMI/any was given to the jury. The
teeing man sued for $2,usist damage*
to a hand he got caught in a machine
May lit, 11406. A verdict of $250
was returned,
The cases of .Tony Holland against
C. C. Coleman and Dave Johnson
against the Paducah Traction com-
pany were continued.
Deeds Ilk&
Fidelity Trust, company to J D.
Mocquot, power of attorney.
J. D. Purcell, Lexington, Ky., to
C. W. Tbompeon, power of attorney.
Lizzie D. Martin to U. S. Wastoo,
property near Eleventh and Jones
streets, $840.
Andrew P. Humburg to T. G. Stev-
etsson and others property le the Har-
ahan addition $650.
Eugene Gear) to R. L. and Dora
E. Pepper, proportY near Twelfth
street and Berniselm avenue $1.00.0.
W. 3, liniftir et al.. to Lea Vi'aihner,
et al division of property in an es-
tate In the counts-.
W. tr., Doweine to R. I,. Wapner.
property In lb. county', $100.
Annie iselisoa to W. E. Downink,
property in the county. $150
Claude Creason and others to B.
B. Hook, property in the O'Bryan ad-
dition, $100.
Nlarrlage
&as lk. Fonda*, Graves, 22, to Aura
Rogers. Graves county, 27.
Adolph Krug, city, 46, to Emma
Jones. city, 34.
Charles William Thompson legal
else, city. to Rebecca Hannah por-
belt. legal age, elty.
Crap Shooter Is Lynched.
Memphis, Tenn., Oct. 30.- George
Estee, who last night shot and killed
Deputy Sheriff Basely- and wounded
oho Bowers when the officers at
Halespoint, Tenn , raided a crap
game in which the negro was partici-
pating was taken frorn the sheriff's
poese by an armed mob at that
place last night and hanged.
Conisignmeat From South Africa.
London. Oct. 30.-The largest I
consignment of gold ever shipped
from South Africa arrived in Lon-
don Saturday. Its value was Ms
itinstuo
YOU DON'T-14•Ve 70 Welt
Every leer makes you feel better. Les-re•
keeps veer wbele leateee right. Said ea the
sooty-bock Was ro.rywhere. Privet., roil
The Rigor% of atteld Weather.
Probably at no time of the year
does the physical condiCon of the
body demand- more attention than
just at this season, the beginning of
cold weather.
Let the system be run down, or the
blood impoverished to any extent and
the cold weather goes hard with you.
Naturally the thing to do is to
get the circulation in good order,and
the whole-system toned up to stand
the rigors of winter.
Some physicians prescribe the dai-
ly cold Lath, others 'seek recourse in
blood tonics and other stimulants,
hut. probably the most rational treat:
went of all is the Osteopathic, as
(Traeopathy more quickly, and more
effectively rights the blood now and
restores normal conditions than any
other Immo. treatment.
Osteopathy is only a natural
treatment, a inetbod of bloodless sur-
gical manipulations to retnove any
obutructions interfering with the pro-
Pet transference of nerve force, or
nattertil Mond now, or the other flu-
ids, to the organ or part involved,
should like to ha** You call and
let me tell of some Paducah people
whom you know well that Osteopa-
thy has done much for, and also to
tell you what it will do in your par'
Ocular ease.
Me office, hours are from 0 in 12
and 3 e. 5, 616 IlroitdiSky, Phone
DIOCLARE STATEMENTS PALBE.
- -
of Mew. Eddy at Concord In
(*maid Over Reports.
Concord, N. H., Ott. 3u. --The pub-
lication of the story that Mrs. Mary
Baker G. add). founder of Obriutinn
Science, is a hopeless invalid here,
dying of cancer, under the care of a
practitioner of medicine and being
impersonated In her alleged daily
drives in her carriage by Mrs. Par-
melia J. Leonard. of Brooklyn, start-
led friends here sad citizens in gen-
eral today. Regardless; of their re-
ligious beliefs, the people of Con-
c-ord, as a rule, were not willitig to
express an opinion today on the pub-
lication. Friends say they. thought
everything would be explained satis-
factorily In a day or two. Some of
thaw named in the New York publl-
eaUon as being parties to the alleged
deceptboa did, however, make state-
ments.
Mrs. Parinelia J. Leonard who wits
maid to be Impersonating Mrs. Eddy'.
said: "Plasm deny the statement that
I am Impersonating in any way Mn'.
Eddy on her carriage drives or any-
where else. 1 have never even step-
ped inside Mrs. Eddy's carriage."
IMPORTANT OPINION.
Deitiared by Supreme Vomit on In-
surance Litigation.
Washington, Oct. 30.-- According
to an opinion delivered today !a the
supreme court of the United States,
attorneys cannot be compelled to re-
fund money paid to tnem for the
prosecution of a claim against au
Isearance company even though the
claim is afterwards tonna to be frau-
daleut. The decesion was delivered
in the case of the Fidelity Mutual
Life Insurance company vs. United
States Senator Charles A. Cuiberaon.
and other attorneys who represented
the defendant in the case of the Fi-
delity company against Jennie
Smythe of Texas. Mrs. Smythe held
an insurance policy on the life of her
brother, which was settled by the
company on his disappearance. with
Indications of drownsng, half the
amount going to the attorney. The
brother afterward was found to be
alive and Mrs. Smythe was ordered
by the Texas courts to make resti-
tution of the amount received by
her, but the court refused to make
that order with reference to the
Sums received by the attorneys.
P44111001, MA'AM DISAPPICeft14.
Beautiful albs Dolly Thomas iseive%
(leOunlittle. Ky.
Hickman Ky., Oct. 30.-On Mon-
day morning when the pupils of the
Columbus Ky. school assembled to re-
sumes their studies It was discovered
that Mho Dellis Thomae. one of the
teachers, was missing. Daring the
day it developed that on Friday night
previous Wen Thomas had sacredly
departed via South Columbus on one
of the Mobile & Ohio midnight
trains, and so far she has not twee
heard a, although her family has
blade diligent search for the missing
young lady. As she bought no ticket
the agent can give no clue as to her
destination or the direction she trav-
eled.
Miss Tbielisas Is a beautiful girl of
the blood* tale and Istebblit 21 Yeent
old. Her MON is at Oakton, Ky., a
small place about air miles smith of
Columbus. She taught expression in
the Columbus public school.
NOT JACK WHITESIDE.
Mau Who Stole Carnival Funds "Six
Fingered Jack."
To the Editor of The Sun: In an
issue of The Sun of recent date
there appeared an article stating
that a man known as three fingered
Jack had disappeered from Maylkeled
carrying with him the funds of an-
her man who--wasiconductIng a
cane rack.
144,- Imneession bae gone forth in
IhTis city that the party referred to
was Jack Whiteside, familiarly
known as "Three Fingered Jack."
Feeling an interest in Jack White-
side, having been thstrumental in
persuading him to forsake the paths
of sin, I have taken tt on myself to
investigate the matter and have
found that the party referred to was
not Jack Whiteside, but a man
known as "Six Fingered Jack. At
the time the carnival was in May-
field Whiteeide was in Nashville,
-A FRIEND.
Popeofliee Burglars Chafed.
Brownsville, Ind., Oct. 30.-Four
burglars entered the postoffice this
niorning and were discovered. Ater
an exchange of shots with citizens
they fled leaving their tools In the
potentece The is the feurth time the
postoffice has been entered recently.
Court Clerk on- Spree.
Columbus, 0., Oct. 34L-Lawsen
Emerson, clerk of the supreme court,
was arrested Sunday at Midnight for
creating a disturbance at his home
here, charged with being drunk. He
retied to appear to court today nate
Was Ordered rearrested by inelee
ofteeisitee WileketilmUs.
•
V TUESDAY, OCTOBER 30,
A New Orleans woman was thin.
Because she did not extract sufficient
nourishment from her food.
She took Scott's Emulsion.
Result:
She gained a pound a day in weight.
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°OVAL BABE BORN iN. AMERICA.'
Stork !triage, Heir tO Mandl 'Meanie
to Los Angeles,
Loa Angeles, Oct. 30.- "Uneasy
ties the head that wens a crown," is
a maxim that does not in time leastl
disturb the blissful serenity of Kingi
John V. of the house of °Ohnuettel
who arrived in Los Aageles a little ,
more shag wen ty-fou r hours ago.
The little fellow ta It' reality heir ftP-
parent to the throne of Poland Mr's.
Gilhousen, the mother. Is the only
living child of Colonel Sobleeki. Col..
Sobieski was driven from Poland aftsar
Use exeeution of his father sad wad
father at Warsaw for having engaged
In the insurrection against the Rus-
sian government. HO grandfather
was King John which brings the
title straight down to the infant born
a native son of California.
NEW FRENCH CABINET.
Busier Itself With Troublesome Na.
ttonsl .% Sates.
Paris, Oct. 30.-The new cabinet
Is holding daily 'meetings under the ,
and his drawn 
presidency of Premier Clemeoceaul
- up a program for pre-,
pentation to parliament. lit the'
course of the nieoting bold this eve-
ning Persia& Weidner Plnchon re-
ported a bettermeut la the Moroccan
situation. The troublesome tribes;
are disbursing gradually, but never-
theless precautions on the frontier
are not being taxed.
War Minister Picquart informed
his colleagues of the drawing up of
Plana for the complete reform in the
existing system of court-ruarttel.
ME1414E44.1411 -211" DISAPPEARS.
Drop'.. Out of Sight with 1113.370 of
Other People's Money.
New York. Oct. 30.-"Mutsie"
O'Connor, a messenger for the curb
broker In Broad street, who bore
the number 23 on his cap, disap-
peared today, taking $11,370 of other
people's money with him, says a New
York telegram. Way & Compton, of
48 Broad street, called the lad early
in the afternoon and entrusted to
him a certified chetl. $11.0.0 and
cash to the amount of $370, which
he was ordered to deliver to the
cashier of the Corn Exehauge bank.
Since then he has not been seen.
DOC1•011.14 (SO
To Attend Meeting of Mediesil Ammo-
elation
The semi-annual meeting of the
Southwestern Kentucky Medical as-
sociation Is In session at Dawson
Springs today and several Paducah
doctors are in attendance. Those who
went from Paducah this morning
are Drs. le R. Earle, P. H. Stewart.
(7. H. Brothers, H. M. Childress and
Van A. Stillets and T. G. Thomas, of
Benton, and E. B. Shelton, of Bland-
ville, president of the association,
Tbe Paducah doctors will return this
afternoon at 6 o'clock.
LOVE LETTERS SCATTERED,
In Pit of ik-spoudeury thorn% Girl
Mlltin Her Life,
New York, Octs-2,41,--te a fit of
despondency with her husband's love
letters torn to bits_ and scattered
around her, Hazel Cooper, a chorus
girl in the "Earl and the Girl" com-
pany, drank carbolic acid In 'her
apartments In the Hotel -TITtiri1'ii-1311,--
on West. inerty-flfth street, and died
at a hospital today The girl Is said
to have been the wife of Edward
Walsh a jockey. She was about 20
years old.
feL'OCF#3140B. TO KNOX
May UV Ovaries Baritaun, Who Was
His Assistant.
DEATHS OF A DAY
Wry. Elllina Walker.
Mrs. Emma Walker, 70 yeats old,
one of the first settlers of Paducah,
died at 1:30 o'clock this morning at
the residence of Mr. John Lehnhard,
709 South Twelfth street of infirm-
ities, due to old age. She was born
near Boston. Mass,, and came to Pa-
ducah before the war. She was twice
marefed, her second husband dying
several years ago. She leaves two
ehildren, Messrs. Sam Walker and
Vol Fleck, both of this city. Sbe was
of a family distinguiehed for longev-
ity.. and until a few months ago Mrs.
Walker's mother was still alive The
latter was 105 years old and resided
near Boston.
The funeral..will be held tomorrow
afternoon at 2 o'clock. The burial
soil be in Wilikin's cemetery, six
miles out on the Mayfield road.
Mies Nettie Mt-Garvey.
Mrs Nettle MeGarvey, a bride of
but a few months, died of nausea at
the home of her father, Mr. George
Thompson, of Massie, yesterday. She
wad 18 years old and married Mr.
Mr. He.Uie hbeGarvey, an electrician
employed by the traction compel:iv.
Several days ago she went to her
father's to visit and was In the best
of health until yesterday. The body
was brought to Paducah and the fu-
neral was conducted this afternoon
with burial In Oak Grove cemetery.
DRAIN STOPPED.
Tills Caused Trouble (millirem-ft of
in school Building.
--
Supt. C. M. Lieb made a personal
Investigation of reported defective
sanitation at the Jefferson school
haunt. litIghth and 'Harrison streets,
yesterday afternoon and found where
the trouble lies. Au "I." formed In
the 6-inch drain connecting with
the main sewer in the street, was
stopped. 'Plumbers cleaned the pipes.
Supt. Lleb also noticed a defect In
the shirking of drain pit nadir the
boilers. This is but one foot higher
than the sewer well, and when the
latter boats cowl one foot of water,
the drain pit under is filled. "I shalt
bring the matter before the board,"
Supt. Lieb stated. "The sewer work
does not seem to be the best. A re-
arrangement will preclude any far-
ther trouble."
DECOMP(SSED TORSO.
Body of • Whke elan FOLL1111 in
Bessemer Sewer.
Birmingham, Ala.. Oct. 30,- The
badly decomposed torso of a white
man which was; taken front the out-
let of the Jefferson county trunk
sewer below Bessemer is now held In
Bessemer awaiting Identification
The trunk is covered with the re-
mains of what were good clothes,and
while money and a plain gold ring
were fooled In the trousers pockets,
there Is ntohing by which he can be
identified. The head and both arms
are entirely gone and the greater
part of his legs haye been cut off. It
is thought the body has been in the
sewer for many weeke and the coro-
ner believes it could have been put
In any of the holm; of the sewer from
Birmingham to the septic tanks, a -
distance of 15 miles. -
Nashville, Tenn., Oct. 30.-- it is
probable that the successor to George
R. Knox, geneliT freight agent of
the Nashville, Chattanooga & St.
Louis 'Railway, will not be named be-
fore Jan, I. Cherie') 'Barham, who
was his assistant, and directed thet
business of the Mae* during Mr.
Knox** ilinees, will continue to act.
In •the esame capacity until the ap-
pointment is made, and it would sur-
prise few if he was given the title
whit& Mr. Kens bore.
Jaoke--Townley Is an exceedingly
cautions men, don.S1 you think?,
Jottna-Ceutiotta! he woitidn't
pap a coinplimout without gelling
reelflet 4,M" 84. Yeeekenerefflateernett'
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FUR  COAT SALE
Fur Coats, Fur Pieces and a General
Display of Skins from Animals That
Livc *in the Cold  Climate
These goods we show in endless varieties. We
have Electric Seal Coats for $29.50, $32.50, $35.00,
$37 SO, $40.00, $42.50 and up.
We have scarfs for the neck for 75c, 9t3c, $2.50,
$3.50, $5 00, $7 50, $10.00, $11.50, $14.00, $18.00,
$20.0O3 $25.00 and up.
This variety includes the best values in furs
shown in this locality. We announce this fur offer-
ing because we own too many furs, and because we
bought them very cheap is the reason wc have such
a big lot.
This fur sale starts tomorrow, and every piece
of fur and every coat has been marked down, less
than regular price.
Special Valets is Fort
Sale starts tomor-
rohr (Tuesday)
morning Nothing
but the lowest
prices will prevail
.. the finest furs. 317 Broadway on the finest, tut
LOC.IL LINES.
-Just received a stem:out of
Stacey-Adams, Stetson, Edwin Clapp
and Dougloss Simms Regular price
$6.00; our price $3.75 and $4.00 at
Ike Cohen%) Pawn Shdll, 106 S. Sec-
ond St.
- -Toe subject for tonight at the
Christian church In Worten's addi-
tion, will be "What Must I Do to Be
Saved?"
--Remember! When you buy coal
from Bradley Brothers you are buy-
ing the very best to be had for the
money. Phone 319
-A abed in the rear of the News-
-1)011.8feet Ptiblieiting company' On
North Fourth street. caught fire last
eventps !thorny _after 9 o'cloeit and
was burning briskly wnen fire men
sitting it tee rear of station No. 1.
saw toe glare. They made quick
work of estingutshing tne blame
-Taxpayers whose names ap-
pear in the official de:inquent list in
ThD Sun may have their names
stecken okby paying their taxes. As
they are paid toe mottles are taken
out of the paper.
--At 8:30 o'clock this morning
companies Nos. 3 and 4 answered an
alarm to the residence of I. H. In-
gram at 308 South Tenth street. The
fine was burning out, and no dam-
age was done.
-Mr. Eddie Wilco. an expert
electeician employed In putting in
the switchboard at the Home Tele-
phone company, is in a pressarious
conditloe at Riverside hospital. He
was taken there from the Craig ho-
tel several days ago. He suffer- from
melariai fever.
-Dr. Gilbert. Osteopath, 400 14
Broidway. Phone-196.
Mies Mamie Baynham, !threaten,
who is in a sanitarium at Yazoo City,
Miss.. is doing welt. Her sister is
superintendent of the sanitartunt,
ware+ abe' is liI
-Something new under the sun
Peter Pan Glove Suppekters, at R.
IS Clements & Co.
-Police reeut, Tom Potter /*-
tunnel freer-Memphis this morning
Out-of-Town
Very often an article is not
known in this market which
may be desired by some elle
who has used it elsewhere.
We Can Get It
Even from foreign coun-
tries it necessary, in the least
possible time. It is our chief
desire to serve onr customers
well-better than Our coin-
petitors do if possible.'
Night bell at side door.
Free, prompt delivery all
over town from 7 a. m. to 10
p m.
R. W. WALKER CO
lac-re-fated
Dis/U001241.121
f ftt sal loather ilen Mean 1111
!eight Bell at Stile lecur.
EllnallTJOLIllep
after appearing as a witmess In the
case of William Lightfoot, colored,
ells reed with murder. Detective
WIII Raker acted as lieutenant dur-
ing Lieutenant Potter's absence.
--The Academy of Medleine will
meet tonight with Dr. J. B. Acmes
On. Aeree and L. L. Smith will Ie.-t-
ures
-Willie Watson, of 122 Clements
street, stabbed in the back by an un-
knewn boy Sunday morning in Daisy
ALF 114 resort on Kentucky avenue,
is improving. The wound did got
prove serious, and he will be out in
a few days.
hundred score cards for-Five
sale at The Sun office-twenty-lye
cents each.
-The horse of G. B. Vow* of Sip-
pet-son, which strayed from the city
scales Saturday night. was found lit
the Tyler neighborhood by C. Thome
-Hearteaae lodge No. 33. Ladies
society, Brotherhood of Locomotive
Firemen, will give an "All Hallow-
e'en Carnival" at Rogers' hall. 1206
Broadway. Wednesday evening. Oc
tober al, from 8 to 12 p. m. Admits-
sion 25 r,eots.
--Warren Austin. of 1103 Routh
Third street, had hla right head
crushed in a joining machine at the
Paducah • furnitite factory tali
moraine_ Tbe litale finger of his
right head visa, Wt.
--Our 01111111110 gd coal are no larger
than Other dealers who give 76
pollutant° thie bushel, but no dealer
will give more than we do for your
money. Phone $39 Bradley Bros
-The Rev. WINK= Bourqpin, pas-
tor of tita German linage! I ca I church
will prefab at Die cbalud in Rowland-
town tonight at 7:30 o'clock.
-It Is now time to eient fall
bulbs for spring blooming.' We bare
all kinds. C. L. Brandon & Co., e29
Broadway.
--Magnolia Greve will give a
dance at the Elk's -old ha:1 Friday
night.
-Mr. T. H. Bauer. agent for Miss
MI:dred Holland, the winsome ac-
tress who made such a good Impres-
sion last year at the Kentecky. Is in
the city, lie announcee, that Miss
Holland'aill appear In The Idly and
The Prince." Miss Holland comes on
election day, Tuesday. November 6,
and a special wire, will be placed in
the-Kentucky theater over which to
weive returns. Miss Hellsnd will
read them to the audience between
the acts,
-Remember, we-are the -only &Mit-
era in the city who van furnish you
ths famous Big Muddy Carterville,
Li. , eoal. Phone 339 Bradley Firma
-A boy baby was born to Mr. and
Mrs. Fred Hendon, 723 Goebel ave-
nue.
-City settscribere to the Daily
Sun who wish the delivery. of thelt
'papers stopped must notify our col
lectors or make Melr requests die
rect to The Sun office. No attention
will be -paid to such orders when
given to our carriers. Sun Pub. Co.
--Charles Rollings, eotored, was
arrested today tor the alleged theft
of a bar of iron from W. si Matta, R
black•tuith.
-When yen order a rig from to
you are talking to one of the pro-
prietors or capable rierks (not a
driver or hostler) whet Writes, files
and fills the order at appointed
-William Clerk, the well knowa
dairyman who lives 7 Miies front Pa-
deeah on the Calvert City road, WAS
l edloose,.l
kicked in the face b) a horse Satur-
day (oar of his teeth wero knock-
' --The Mtn office tA prepared to
lurnIsh the eery latest thins in en-
THE PATICCAH EVENING stai
IIPMA ar UAW calling cards ape
invitations of siuy sort, and is mak-
ing special prices now.
-Dr. .7. V. Voris, dentist, 200
Praternty building.
-Score cards for the genie Flee
Hundred for sale at The Sun Wile*
at 25c.
-Fire sae of wall paper. Kelly
& Umbaugh. All papers at half
price, 321 Kentucky avenue. Phone
465.
-Far Dr. Pendiey ring 416.
- If you desire to save z Cents a
bushel, place your coal order,. be-
fare Noveinter 1st with Bradley
Brothers.. Phone 339.
•
Promotion in Prospect.
Mexico City, Oct. 30.-- It was sta-
ted here today that Menus) R. Mc-
Cleary. who for the past .nine years
has been secretary to the United
tetatteriegation and of the embassy
Ire. would hiss appointed United
Ates minister to Colombia. lie will
ereeed John Barrett, who, the re-
I tAy13. Is to be made Melted
oes miaister to Brazil. Lloyd C.
i*oent, the present United States
ulster to Brazil, will succeed.
orge von is Meyer, as act:Massa-
to Rustle. Mr. Meyer, as has
en Published, will enter President
eetevelt's cabinet in March as
eanaeter general.
Eagitseer's Horrible Death.
[Allmon Minn.. Oct. 30.--Frank
of St. Paul, engineer on the
, at Northern, met a horrible death
lay when his locomotive was wreck
during a blinding sterile For floe
eirs he ,lay beneath his alligine,
ascious most of the tirme and stir-
Ong the most excrutiating agony.
the end of five hours when the en-
•,e was lifted front his crushed
lys he was still alive but dted a
fee hours later In a hospital
Denten& of Firemen.
C:eveland, O., Oct. 30.- Demands
for a shortening of the work day and
an adjustment of the wars scale
were presented to all division super-
intendents of the Pennsylvania rail-
road west of Pittsburg today by the
Brotherhood of Locomotive Firemen
and the Brotherhood of Railway
Trainmen. Similar demands. it Is
said. will be presented by the engi-
neers.
Full Reltiseme Yreedern.
Rt. Petersburg. Oct 3G.-At noon
today a special edition of the official
Gazette was Wooed containing an
imperial ukase. giving full religious
freedom to old !Wieser'. Civil Mar-
risee is provided for. a
'Tweedy. 'Three Browsed.
°stead. Belgium, Oct. 3o.-Twen-
ty-three pereons were drowned to-
day by the sinking or the German
steamer Herman. It collided with an-
other ship, while passing through
the Eng:ish channel.
TODAY'S MARKETS
Whesat- Open Moss
DP('  731% 43%
May . . 78% 78's
(Awn-
Dec.  43% 43%
May  44 44
Oat.-
Dee.  33% 33%
Pork-
Jan.  13.65 13.67
Deltas--
Dec.  l'e.21 10.09
 10.27 10.1G
Mar  10.45 10.34
Macke=
  1.74 1.74
• L. it N.  1.11% 1 .43 %
U. P.   1.829 1.82
Rcig   1.41 1.44%
ar. P. . 1 .71% 1,71%
Mn. P.  93 lh 94%
nee.  1.43% 1.42%
Cop,  1.10% Ltd%
Smet  1.54% 1.54
-Lead.  74% 74%
T. C. I. 1.55 1.58%
C. F. I.  621, 51%
U.S. P. -  1.011% 1.06%
II. 47% .47%
I
-
'Parties, sending in accounts of so-
cial etertelearatit suit lease earn
Me-m, as Tile Sun will not publish
communication., sent in that are not
signed.
Pretty Card Party for Visitor.
Mrs. Leila Wade Lewis gave a de-
lightful card party yesterday after-
noon at her home on Washington
street complimentary to her visitor
Mists Brizendine of Russellville. A
red color-scheme was carried out in
the decorations and luncheon. The
game prise was won by Nike Eliza-
beth Sinnott and given to Miss
Taylor of Pvankfort. Miss Clara
Parks captured the lone band prise.
A gneet of honor prize, a Paducah
souvenir spoon, was presented to
Mies Brizendine. The prizes were all
silver articles. There were 12 tables
a. cards.
Local Markets.
Dressed Chlekents-20c to 40c.
Eggs-20c doz.
nutter-20c tb.
Sweet Potatoes-,'sr bu. 50c.
Country Hams-lic lb.
Irish Pet etoes-Per but.
Green usage-6c Th.
Sausage-7c lb.
Country Lard-12c lb.
Tomatoes-25e gallon
Peaches-40c basket.
Been.--25e gallon
Butterbeane--10c. quart.
Celery-60c dozen.
Grapeti---nc basket.
Parsnips--$1.00 bu.
PATMCdri ORAIN tlAnkwr.
Wheat-68c bu,
ha,
New Corn-36e but
Hay-From jobbers te tease 
deal
era-Strict grades. Choice TIM,
$17: No. 1 Tim., $16.50 No. 2 Tim.
$16. Fancy northern. clover $10
From country wagons at public quid.
lty medium to very poor, $11 to .114:1
per ton tor 'slobs miliaria
D. A. R. rammer.
Paducah chapter, Daughters of the
Ameriean Revolution, we; meet Fri-
day afternoon at 2:30 o'clock with
Mrs. W. A. Gardner on Fountain av-
enue. It wilt be "Kentucky Day" and
several papers on Kenttieky pioneer
history wil'be read. Mrs. I. 0. Wal-
ker. who repreeented the local chap-
ter at the stale couvention in Paris
this month, will wake a report of
the sessions.
tourism& to Bride and %ISM&
Mrs. henry Itud) was the hostess
at a charming 1 o'clock :uncheon to-
day at the home of her mother Mrs.
Armour Gardner, on Fountain ave-
nue. It was in honor of Miss Ruble
Corbett and Imo bridesmaids and the
,ompliment was prettily emphasized
1 n the decorations
...m.•••••••10••
Elks' nersetion.
The opening of the handsome new
Elk.' home today won receptions
this afternoon and evening, is an oc-
casion of medal Interest. The recep-
tions are from 3 to 5 and 1 to 11.
Delphic ChM.
The Delphic out, met In regular
weekly session tho morning at the
en-negie library. The Alhambra was
di-cussed in several interesting pa-
pers.
Mr. Thomas Bridges. of Wabeeh.
Ind.. who tras the sewer contracts is
in the city today.
- Dr. C. E. Purcell M in Dawson
Strings today attending the smul•
acnual meeting of tne Southwtetern
Kentucky Medien1 society,
C. H. Ogilvie, of the Mlesottri Pa-
elite railway, sad R. W. Morris. of
the Seaboard Air Line were In the
4 :0" today on bubinees connected
with their roads.
Mr. Herman Fziedman was remov-
ed from Riverside hospital in Nance a
ambulance this morning to his home.
Min Ines Lindsey, of Cape nor-
deau, Mo., is the truest of her sister,
Mrs. N. M.. Morris of South Elev-
enth street.
Wade Brown, deputy United Stites
marshal, went to Calfiraway county
this morning to serve summons In
civil actions in the federal court.
Mr. Charles Brown, of the Padu-
Ca st Brewing company, went to
Princeton this morning on business.
Mr. J. Ft. Province went to Mur-
ray Nils morning on business.
Mrs. James Glauber and sister,
Miss J0•!e AlveY, went to Cecilia
this morning to visit.
Attorney A. 1.. Harper returned
from Florence Station this morning.
tieMnt 
.Mrs. W, G. Dycus fa vtetting at
Mrool, B. Turner returned to her
home at Murray yesterday, after vis-
iting Mn. and Mrs. C. B. TIMMS- in
the Buckner flats.
Mrs. Otho Powell, of the Sebeite
fins, has returned from Princeton.
-Err. Arthur V. Crary, of Chicago.
arrived Sunday to attend the Cor-
bett-Thompeon wedding. Shots the
guest-of Mrs. James Campbell, Jr..
of North Seventh.
Miss Lite Farris. of Hickman, Ky.,
has returned home after venting her
sister, Mrs. Roy McKinney.
Colonel Harry C. Rhodes has re-
turned from a flying businem trip to
Se Louis.
Misses Rubye Dunlap and Mable
Hughes are visiting In Morganfield.
Ky.
Miss Caroline Nicholson, of North
Sixth, is visiting in the county.
Mr. John Yancey' alio wife are
home from Orand Rivers.
Capt. John Webb' went to Paris,
Tenn yesterday.
WAR Helen Stone, of Hotel Craig.
„will leame'lhursday mr Booneville,
Ind., to spend several months with
her father.
Colonel Louie A. lagomarsino is
here from Sheffield. Ala., visiting his
friends and family.
Mr. Leo. Wellington mut returned
from visiting his brother. Mr. Ed-
ward Wellington of Colorado.
Attorney Arthur T. Martin went
yesterday El Greeoville, Ky,
I Referee In Bankruptcy E. W. Bag-
wSIR
14 Is In Murray today tin tntainess.
Attorney A. 1'. Martin has return
tel Greeoville, Where le had
been- atteeding court.
Mr. Satll Solomon, of Evansville.
Is in the city.
William Minnich. Jr.. is ill ot
whooping cough at the Munnich apart
meats in the EMPise fiats-
Captain Frank Beatty, of Nash-
ville, formerly manager of the Brad-
ley-Watkine Tie company, ts it the
city,
Mrs. Reuben Rowland is elowie in:
proving at her home on North Seventh
*trees
Master Frank Crembaugh is in: -
proving at the restdenee of his grand.
father, Capt. Ca. C. Crumbaugh, Sev-
enth and Madison streeta. He suf-
fers /rote typhoid fever. The lad AS
from Memphis and is spending the
winter in Paducah.
Sir. Lee Andreae has 'recovered
after a week's illness of malaria.
W. C. Ellis continues to slowly im-
prove at Riverside hospital,
Mrs. Charlee Adems hat removed
to her new home. 2.ft14t Clark street
Ws, Adam Weikert is visiting her
daughter, Mrs. E. J. Lanipe. in Kan
ets Clty.
Police and [Fire Commissioner it
R. Sutherland left yesterday for Los
Angeles, Cal., to attend the bedside
of his daughter, Was Clausie Suthei
land, who is dangerously ill of lung
trouble.
Miss Catherine Flowers. of Colum-
bia, who has been emitting Mr. and
'Mrs. Will Pippin, of south Thir-
teenth street, wi:i heave today for
Woodvele to Melt Mrs. Thorns,: Flo-
wers.
Dr. B. T. IA out after a severa
days' illness.
GOT51'1111/1•11I Wants Teletex/nen.
The governmen . due to the many
improvement being made, is i
need of draftsmen of all kinds, and
no a week has passed that orders
for cari: %et-vitt. examinations for
draft-men have failed to arrive. ThA
latest are for the positions of me-
chanical dtaftsmati. November 21-22
and architeitural and structural steel
draftsman. December 7, and it
Conference With Thaw.
New York, Oct. 1311.-Howard Van
Blarcom of PIttebarg, wno deseribea
himself as "a friend of Harry," ac-
companied Mrs. Wi:liam Thaw and
her daughter-In-1*w on their daily
Visit to Herta K. Thaw In his cell In
the temill- today. The three had a
long conference *lot Thaw, after
which they visited the office of the
Prisoner's attorney
Moir Beata Palmer: Foul.
Landon, Ovt. 30.--A fight for the
heavy weight championship of Eng-
land between Jack Palmer, of New
Castle, present holdet of the title,
and "Ginner" Jim Mor, took place
:act night. Moir beat Palmer on a
foul in the ninth round. Palmer hit
Moir low several times and was dis-
qualified.
Bad man Ile Killed.
Richmond, Ky.. Oct. no -William
Turner, considered one of the meat
dangerous men In this county, was
shot ad toinantty anted last night by
Deputy- Sheriff Hill. who had a war-
rant for Turner. They met RS Tur-
ner emerged front church. Turner
pulled 3 gun and Hill fired apd kIhed
him.
Typhoid Fever EpkItatic.
Wooster. 0. Oct. 7,0 --Orrytile IS
suffering from a typhoid fever epi-
demic. rappoeed to be due to bad
water. Merit being made to locate
welts reeponstMe for the trouble are
without suctese Severs: deaths have
occurred. two last night.
"Why have you been absent from
school?" demanded the teacher.
"Why," repited-the boy, "Mom broke
'or arm Monday." "But HIM IS Wed-
nesday. Why did you stay away two
days?" "Why'-7-er-it was broke in
two places."- Philadelphia Press.
First Where've yen
bees? Haven's seen you In a long
time. Second Ditto- The muff i was
living in was sent to the furrier's and
had to move into a flannel blanket
on the next shelf.-Detroit Free
Press.
Music lessons for a girl make
more noise, but cooking lessonv keep
the peace.
ILLINOIS CENTRAL IL R. EXCUR-
SION BULLETIN.
New Orleans, La.-Biennial meet-
ing Supreme lodge K. of P. Dates
of sale October 12th to 15th, 1906.
Inclusive, limit October 3'41th, 1906.
By' depositing ficket and paying fee
of Si) cents, an extension can be had
to November 30th, 1906. Round
trip rate $12.4O).
Nashville, Tenn-- Southern Con-
ference of Immigration and Quaran-
tine. Dates of sale November 10.
11 and train No. 104 of the 12, 1906.
Return limit November IS, 1908. 31454 Broadway.
Round trip rate $4.77, FOR SALE--A" brand new Oliver
Foe further partic„lars to typewriter, wide measure machine,
.1 T. DONOVAN, Ageat, Paducah. in perfect order. for $115 cash. The
Re. ..
aPP1Y
machine sun be Men The Sun of-
R. 'M. PffiATI.Effi, T. A., Milan De-
POI- • LOST-Lady's gold watch with
HARTS NEW HEATERS I
HEATERS!
Hart's Prices R Right 
OK 0. HART & SONS CO.
IhANICW12162130.1VMANNSWANNIOAN%10.14WCWANSA.S.1.1~00.WA
TIPS.
NOW IS THE accepted time for
sou to look about your fire and torna-
do insurance, as fal: and winter are
:ming. Remember the old and re
lobo Friedman insurance Agency.
Office No. 125 South Third street. Of-
fice telephone No. 940. Residence
phone No. 1581. We represent 00010
of the oldest and best insurance tone
pantos, which are paying their losses
promptly. We protect your interests,
and you better be safe than soul.
Give us a call.
TOR RENT-One side of store
423 Broadway. Phones 1513.
FOR SUE Two sites and high
mitre desk. Apply 640 Broadway
FOR DRY WOOD and kindling
nrig old phone 170t.
FOR SALE-Smail bay horse and
runabout. Apply 64e Broadway.
WANTED--to Buy good fresh
mili•h cow, Old phone 1480.
WANTED-Good boy to do-house
work. A/mix-at The Sun Gape.
FOR drug cloth call 1-1-07old pa
FOR [MST-- Four-room brick cot-
tage. Rent reasonable. Apply 62•1
Kentucky avenue.
FOR SALE-Cheap, a good Aetna
No. it heating stove. Has been used
..olue. E. Farley & Sons.
WE HAVE Fireman's Rubber
Boots at $4.00 the pair. None better.
Rudy. Phillips & Co.
FOR 'Rgrf.---F.ve room cottage,
with bath 1036 Madison street. Ap-
ply Dr. P. IL Stewart.
-FOR HAMBURGERS and Hot Ta-
males go to "Shorty's" 11134 South
Third or 127 North Fourth.
HICKORY WOOD-Phones, Old
412, New 598. Deliveced prompt)?.
IL B. Bell & Sons.
FOR RENT-Forty acre farm In
city limits. Splendid for gardening
purposse--Addeess_ X. care Sun. -
FOR Sioffe-lbasy tams, 3 _saw
houses in North:view addition neat
12th street oar Mae. W. D Greer
627 Broadway.
FOR RENT ---fitionis wIta or with-
out bath, 126 South 4th street, also
furnished rooms. Apply 304 North
Sixth street. Old phone 1114.
Pt -IF PON
Have just reached here. They possess
many points of merit not shown in all
stoves. New ideas of forcing the draft
to the exact point needed to bring quick
and continuous results, producing the
greatest amount of heat from a given
quantity of fuel.
HART'S 
Not only have heat vints in abundance
but are radiators, circulators And de-
flectors of heat. They are also under
complete control of the dampers,
which saves fuel and gives the heat only
when needed.
WANTED-TO purchase bird dog,
leather fob. Picture 'of ;1,1
baby la back. Return to l'sd arab
Water company's oars anti 'swell.,
reward.
11(TittlAN, hi-Magi :Q.t. 4.0)
S. Third. Old phone 457. Superior
work guaranteed. Exclusive agent
for fore stone side wire tires, the
best rubber tires made.
LOST- Large red pocket-book
Containing $90 in lives and tens, also
some cheeks payable to Geo. 0. In-
gram. Finder return to Sun office
anti receive reward. -
CONTRACTOR WEIKEL--Mason
ry and concrete work a specialty.
Ofilee 126 South Fourth. Phone 490.
Residence phone 1237. Prompt at-
tention to all estimates.
medicine- case contain-
ing a lot of instrumento and some
papers containing the name J. C.
Bolton, A 11benia1 reward will be paid
for the return to Dr. J. S. Trontman,
or The Sun
between seven and eighteen months'
old. tra.ned or untrained. Address A.
.1. Hogan, 122 Ky. Are.
wANTED Man to collect.- be-
tween the ages of 20 and 35. Experi-
ence unnecessary. Parlacah Advanc-
ing Co., 202 1-2 Kentucky Ave. -
-"FOR SALE-Bedroom and dining
room furniture. wardrobe and hetet
coal base burner. All new. Old
phone 1412.
FOR li-rOVR STOVES cleaned, pol-
ished and repaired. Brock Hatch,
802 Washington street. New Phone
1130.
It F-ENT-t wo-anory Creme
house, Fifth and Madison. Seven
rooms with bath. Apply E. G. Boone,
NRIFIT SCHOOL.- Bookkeeping.
Shorthand, Typewriting etr., only
$4 a month. Draughon's Practical
Business College. 314 1-2 Broadway.
Phone 1755. Call, phone or write for
oatalogue. It will convince you that
Draughons is the best.
-WANTED. FOR. t . ARMY -
Able-bodied unmarried men between.
ages`of 21 and 35: citizens of United
States, of good character and tern.
petite habits, who can speak, read
sad write English. For information
apply to Recruiting Office, New Rieh-
mond House. Paducah. Ky.
The prices below we: be made till
December 31, 1906:
GOLD SHELL CROWN,. 22k.. $3.50
GOLD FILLINGS  Lae
SILVER FILLINGS  .50
PLATE FILLINGS  .75
Bridge work and all grades of
plate work gearanteed. Painless ex-
traction of teeth.
DR. KING BROOKS, Dentist. Sixth -
and Broadway. -
IS .tCCUSED OF EMBEZZLEMENT.
Indianapolis Insurance Man Arrested
or, Nfetnpisis Indietnuno.
Ind airepolis. Oct. Z 0.e-Ethel bey,
T. Kemper. a will known Indianapo-
lis Insurance man, was arrested here
today and M held awaiting an officer
from Memphis, Tenn., to answer a
charge of embezzlement. An indict-
ment was returned at Memphis early
In 1905, following Kemper's employ-
ment there about two years before by
a plow 'company. According to the
indictment he is charged wit hem-
bezzling $1,221.
Roosevelt Has Oastrreaos.
Washington, Oct. 30.- Postmas-
ter-General Cortelyou, chairman of
the Reptibliean national committee
anti Secretary. Root were today die
cussing the political situation In New
York with the president. 4),Ir. Cor-
telyou declined to be Interviewed an
to contributions In New York or as
to what transpired at his conference
with the president.
Bryan Among Honk` Folks.
Lineoln, Oct. no. - William .1
Bryan entered Nebraska this after-
noon to begin a speaking tour to last
until the eve of election day-. The
Democratic committee expects him
to speak in at least so towns tiering
the five don' tollr.
.ele'10•00,01esteotertlattvetereleet.evakasw.o.•*vraematatataaamomprir..r.r.erf,.
CABINET CHANGE
IS NOT UNUSUAL
C,ortelyon To Be Sixth New
Yorker In Portfolio.
Rowe of the FaBetaek Head". of the
Treasury leepartineut \Anted
14 l'reskient.s,
LIST FROM THE EMPIRE STATE.
Washington, Oct. 30.—When Post-
master eteneral Cortelyou assumes
the dutiee of secretary of the treas-
ure he wilt be the sixth eitisen of
New York to take charge of that de-
partment. The first was Alexander
Hamilton, appointee by Washington
when the office was created in Rep-
timber, 17S9. He served until the
31s1 of January, 1791. Nearly fifty
years clamed before another New
Yorker was called to the reeponelb'.e
petition. President Tyier had a
stormy time with his cabinet and
Made more changes then any other
chief exeeueve. During his term he
had se secretaries of the treasury,
among them bring John C. Speneer.
Of NPIN York. who entered upon the
discharge of his duties March X,
1843, and nerved to May 2. 1814 -
Specter, at the time of his temente
No& was at the head of the war de-
partment, and while secretary of the
treasury was nominated as associate
Justice of the supreme court, hut his
nonenation wen rejected by the sen-
ate. Spencer was the father of
Midshipman Spencer ebo was tried
sod hanged for mutiny on board the
i' S. brig Smilers. by Commodore
Mackenzie.
Buehanan, like Tyler, had a
Moony time with his cab:xi. and it
went to pieces daring the closing
dare of his administration and he
summoned John A, 1141, of New fork,
to take the head of the treesary de-
Vertmente Dix served from Janette
11, 1861. to March afe of the. samtk
year. It was while secretary of the
treasury that Dix sent his (ammo"
telegram to the commander of a rev-
awe cutter at New ()rheas: "If any
man attempts to haul down the Amer-
ican flag shoed him on the sot."
It was nornatil Cleveland took the
*Bee of president In 1S81 that en-
Other citizen of New York was Placed
st the teed of the transom learhat
Cleveland's first term he had two
stitcretariea of the tromure from New
York—Daciel Manning fro mIdarch
6. 1a86. to February II, 110,7 when
he reeigned, and Charles 8. Fairchild
from April 1, 1887, to March 6.1888..
During the Ord administration of
Mr. Line °in. when William Pitt lees-
soothe resigned the treasury port-
folio, March 3, 1861, the president
offered the place to Edwin D. Morgan
of New York. who declined, and the
mominatiun was withdrawn from the
senate. President Arthur, in October,
1881, made the same tender to Mr.
Dorgan, who again deetied.
President Grant. on taking the
Aire to *1 1+69, nominated Alesagger
T. Stewart, the great merchant. of
New York, for secretary of the treas-
ury. Mr. Stewart was an importer,
sad, consequently, ineligible under
the law. lie offered to retire from
business'. turning his store over to
trustees, but tbe feeling was so Petrone
against him that the president with-
drew the nomination. The govern-
ment has been In existence only 117
years, yet the great empire state of
the Union, the thinnest center, has
held control of the treasury depart-
ment but a Little more than nine
relies, and live of these were the nett
Are of the government.
RIDDIFS TtitEK FROM IXTIN
Indications !Show Vrew of Fresich
Ruhmarine Died Instantly.
Bizerte. rue's, Oct. 30.-81.1 bod-
e.** ot the crew of the French
marine boat Leila were removed
from the vessel today. The Lutin
mink off the port on October 16
with 11 men and two oftleers on
hoard. She was commanded by Lien-
tenant Fepoux. The work of remov-
ing the dead probably will not be
completed before tomorrow night.
and r Is planned to hold the funer-
als on Tuesday. The bodies of Lieu-
tenant Fepoux and four men were
found clustered amidahlps, six hi:Kl-
ieg were found In the stern and the
remainder In the bow. All were In a
horrible condition owing to the ac-
tion of acids. The only means of
identeleatlon was by means of ob.
lects found on the corpses,
CURSED GOVERNMENT. "
Steamboat (*plain Threatened U. S.
Marshal.
Pittbburg, Pa.. Oct 30 --Judge
Ewing in the United States district
court today sentenced Captain Hea-
l? R. Kraft, of the eteamer Bessie
Smith, to one hour in Jan as a penal'
ty for.ssylag "to hell with the Pees-
.
,oletbetra'se..s:O.- - • oesweensonitistet-..a.
'ME PADUCAH EVENING SUN
ident of the United Statis "
A.Month ago Vatted States Mar- HALL-MARTIN FEUD
thee Stohe boarded Kraft's boat to
Serve a Legal paper and the captain
threatened to throw hint overboard
The °Meer said he represented the
president and the captain after mak-
ing the remark noted,started toward
the misrelate], who'"ert hurriedly. One of The Martins is
Under Arrest.An Hour Clipped Off.
Another hour has been clipped off
the working day in both locomotive
and ear departments of the local Illi-
nois Central shops, effective Novem-
ber 1. The bulletin was posted today
in all departments of the shops. It Is
the first cut made. In working hours
In the car department and the sec-
ond In the locomotive department
FRANCHISE
RATIFIED BY JOINT BOARDS OF'
GENERAL COUNCIL.
Mayor Called Them in Sfleelal Session
jjeat Nigto-44yektkink or
Peeing.
The board of aldermen and .coul.
center' met Ili 'special join( aession
last evening and ratified the mayor's
male of ehe-:fratichise foe- a &Street
ear line on Broadway betireen Sev-
enteenth and Nineteenth streets.
thence to the Mayfield road on Nine-
teenth Street, and referred to the
committee, on fire and Police the mat-
ter of repairing the pavement in
front of No. 4 fire station. Tenth and
Jones streets. The meeting lasted
but a few minutes, and wag called
at the expense of the Paducah Trac-
tion company, which purchased the
franeeitte at Ii o'd. The aldermen
met first and cettnelluten last.
CITY MARF.41.t1. KILLED.
illoh Forme and Threatens to Lytle*
Ills Sta)er.
Franklin Oct. 3u.--Cleorge Be-
sore, eity marshal, wits shot and in-
stantly killed this morning by Henry
White, a negro, whom he attempted
to arrest on the charge of burglary.
The murderer led but was soon cap-
tured. An attempt was made to take
him from the officers and lynch hit&
but failed. The sheriff took the negro
.0 Lebanon. where he was placed in
the county jai.. The members of the
mob threaten to go to Lebanon and
storm the jail.
Most Artistic of (Mien.
chicago. Oct. 30.—Chicago IS to
be made one of the most artistic cit-
ies In this country, if plans announc-
ed by the Merchants' ciub are car-
ried out. Comprehensive plans for
the development of the city 'along
architectural lines, with beautiful
public places and driveways, a con-
necting north and south boulevard,
an outer parkway extending the en-
tire length of the city along the lake
front, and in time an outer park
system will he- prepared ender the
direction of the ..MerchAte club.
Daniel H. Burneam, who recently
prepared plans for the United States
government freeiTtialelTre C.,
and- for -Manila: and also for The
city of San Francesco, will have gen-
and expendkuraisolite made within a
-reasonable" Onto after the election
TO END IN COURT v,lier441olif theanNortb" hwentw"ga.re eom-
pialieng that they cannot sett the
usual amount of flour and many of I
the eerie mills are running on re-
Now' dueed force The wheat market duel1
trig the mat week was marked by
extreme dullneest, without any great
fluctuations.
Others Must Come Into Court to the.
fend Hine While Enemies
Will Appear.
SUMIDE MADE PREPARATION
Lexington, Oct. 30.—News frOm
Hindman, Knott county, says It is
believed the Hall-Martin feud is in a
fair way of being' ended. Deputy
Sheriff Pittman ceptured Alamender
Martel, one of the leaders of the
Martin faction. Halls are willing .to
tome into court. Other Martins will
have th come to the defense of Ala-
Mader. It is predicted all soon will be
ender arrest.
Arryte( Saved Hie Life.
Making. K).. Oct. 3ti.--Chleited
with ettanking Mary Qualls, of MY-
ton, Jobe Depitey, aged 33, of Appal-
ache, was arrested there yesterday.
thereby -eistitaping Mb infuriated Mob
that had beau organized at Black-
wood to lynch him.
Another Conviction.
Lexington, Ky., Oct. 3oi.— At I
o'clock today the jury in the case
of Daniel M. Adams. charged with
the murder of Fred Ketterer,
brought In a teethe finding the ac-
cused guilty of _assault and battery.
and fixing his punishment at confine-
ment for one year :n the eonety jail.
Somerset's Sig Fire.
Somerset, Ky.. Oct. 30 --One of
the largest tires Somerset has had In
years broke ont in the Newtmis Ho-
tel, the largest building in town, at
2 o'clock this morning, also burned.
The loss aMOUnts to 871,000 or
$104,000. The fire department now
has the fire under control.
MULLIVANIS IN IOWA.
Bryan Intimates That He May Start
Something.
Dee Moines, la., Oct. 30.—Bryan's
address .here last night was 'largely
taken up with state hisuett. Refer-
ring to charges that the situation la
/Owe was similar to the one In ()li-
eges, wherein he declared he could
not consistently agree to Sullivaa's
remaining a national committeemen
from Illinois and at the same date
control the Democratic state ticket.
He said: "If there is a member on
the state committee who occupies, the
position Sullivan does I will Insist be
ought to resign from the committees
sTENSIAND WITNEVII
Will Testify Against cashier Herrieg
In Chicago.
Chicago, Oct. 30.— Paul 0.-Steme
laud. wrecker of the Milwankee Aye-
_______nOP State hank, was brought
rev- toddle- f rota -the- Joliet penitem-
hart' to appear as thief prosecuting
weness against Henry W. Herring.ere! supervision of the work.
HOTEL ARRIVALS.
Palmer: H. J.. S'ewart, Memphis:
J. E. Terry. Chicago. J. B. Harris,
Alton. re; Don Weatherford, Clin-
ton; J. C. Hagan, St. Louis; G. J.
Bretz. Louisville; J. E. Tally, Knox-
ville, Tenn.; C. H. Ogtivie Cairo, Ill.;
Harry Hasfelt, St. Louis; Neill
Johnson Jackson, Tenn.; L. V.Carle-
bedt, Boston: H. G. Wood,' Mem-
phis; F. L. Nod, -k.onisville; to. L.
Peyton, La Center: C..C. Calking,
Buffalo N. Y.; Wits Crooks, Evans-
ville. Ind.; G. B. Montgomery,Frank-
fort.
Belvedere: R. Dears "Kuttaka: W.
M. Maxwdtl, Nashville; I. A. Pettis,
Ironton. O.; J. R Knox, Cincinnati;
D. L. Areher, DuQuoin, III.; S. H.
Hopkles, Indianapolis; 0. H. Davis,
Lonieville: H. L. Husteman, Pontiac,
Mli.h.; E. W. Griffith, Nashville.
Another Perjury charge.
Pittsburg, Pa., Oct. 30.—The trial
of Clifford Hooe. the former negro
coachman of August Hartje, the mi:-
Bonaire peper manufacturer of this
city, charged with perjury in con-
nection with the Hartje divorce case,
had a seneatien today In the arrest
On a charge of perjury of William
DeCosta, a negro tailor, immediate-
ly after he had testified that Mrs.
Hartle had frequently visited kin ee
tablishment for the purpose of meet-
ing Hoer.
ex-cashier of the defunct beak. Her-
ring will he tried on ten indictments,
five for forgery, two for perjury and
three for embeztleinent. !Remised
agreed to eel the story of looting the
bank from start to finish.
Mrs. Hardin in Brookport.
Mrs. haunt Hardin. whose hus-
band, Jnbn Hardin, Is serving a aix
months' jail sentence here for fail-
ure to support her and their chil-
dren, is in Paducah tortay to =pollen
the rernaindes of-the household 'tsf:-
fects Hardin brought with him from
Brookport. Shreele in destitute cir-
cumstances and charity Came to her
assistance in Brookport.
Accideatally Kiln 61614.
Shelbyville, Ind., Oct. 30 --Charles
Alyea, living neer Mountaintown. ac-
cidentally shot and killed his daugh-
ter Martha, three years old, today.
the bullet entered the ehild's face
near the left eye and she fell dead.
The father had a loaded rifle in his
hand and the trigger caught in a
rent in a towel and the gun was die-
charged.
Dentandx Some Figures.
Washington, Oct. 30.—Perry Bel-
mont, as executive chairman of the
publicity bill committee, has issued
a demand upon both the Republican
and Oemocratle congressional cam-
paign committees that a complete
statement of the campaign receipts
Chicago Horne Show Oa.
Chicago, III., Oct. 30.—The sev-
eoth annual home show opened this
afternoon. The first prise for coach
mares wept to the Queen of Dia-
monds exhibited by Truman', pion-
eer stud firm.
RECRUIT
BORN IKTO RANKS OF LOCAL
Skl.V.tTION ATFAIV (N)RI'S. I
Captain and Mrs. D. It. Moreland
Parents of the Newest "Lobate"
in State.
The Salvation Army lin this city
enlisted ri new recruit last Thursday
night when a line girl baby was horn
to Ceptale and Mrs. D. It. Moreland
This new recruit raises the fighting
strength of the army to four persons
now. The bell over No. 126 Broad-
way has been secured for tJto arm)
post and meetings will be held every
night there beginning tonight. There
Is some trouble at present in fescue
lag seats and any aid along this linel rowegfaripia
well be appreciated by the post. The
residence of the members of tile
poet is RIG North Sixth street. Cap-
tain Moreland thinks the prospects
here for good work are excellent.
AletsKA IRKS FOR SELIK-R11.E,
Delegate Cale Says Resident.. Deeire
to Legislate for Thenawelves.
Seattle, Oct. 341.—Delcgste Thomas
Cale, of Feirbaak. Mask* who 11/
in the city on his way to Washington,
said today the'anoe'e.of Meeks vier.
more interested in securing a terri-
torial form of government than any-
thing else. Government assistance
in road constractioa was alto desired.
especially from Valdes or some other
point on the ceast through the Yu-
kou. territory. Hotter school prov -
ion is *Leo dcdffee.
Ditwoorage wind Marriages.
Washington, Oct 'le --Governmetit
control of the mar-sage of persons
deprived of one or more of their
setseea is the latest administration
idea.
133 histappotntment of a commit,
tee an eugenckla Assistant Secretary.
of Agriculture W. M. Hayes has taken
step which, It ist ex/acted, will re-
sult en a, great improvement to the
human race through more favorable
condition,' in the retatlestirtep of the
emcee.
It Is the object of this eotnnettee
to devise A way to prevent the mar-
riage of two blind peewee. should it
be determined that their union wined
restlft.la a trammel-aeon of their de-
Fleet Company Arrives.
The first company of a group of ecie
teachers from Great Britain Is ex-
pected to reach the United Staten
this week to begin a Denies of tours
to the peewees; cities as far west as i
Chicago. The avowed purpose of the
visiting teachers is to study the best
features of the Americen system and
to apply them to the Eh-Irish reboots.
AlteDAT, oefoRTR 10.
- GOT A GOOD START.
Jack: "I was once one of the judges at a baby show.-
eiladys: "Heavens! How did you ~ape?"
teak: "We handed In a sealed verdict."
WHERE IGNORANCE IS BUSS, ETC.
The infant prodia has reacted the middle of an exceedingly difficult pianoforte solo, one ono of theme dra-matic memos cf which the celebrated composer is so fond has occurred.
Kindly but Undiscereltig Old 144: something you know, dearie"- -.
lit; • • l-t- - — ' . " : - .1 7 .. " • ; . tr. .' alis eIfirioe ..6 ... • G.-, .
Magoon to Stop flailing.
Ravine, Oct. 30.—en consequence
of the two duels fought here recent-
ly mad because at rumors that other .
such encounter, are pending, Gover-
nor Magoon has asked for a report
on Cuban laws relative to dueling
with the intention of steeping the
prnellee.
Wkh Carbolic Acid.
Mime Nettle Brown, twenty-live
years of axe, thought to be from Lin-
coln, Neb., ended her life with car-
bolic acid yesterday In the Catholic
cathedral at Kansas City, Mo., She
was without funds, an bad been ask-
ed to leave a hotel where she had
been *topping.
Hot Hiecults.
Beginning todAy we will have
warm biscuits every evening at our
store on Seventh street, and also
fresh Baltimore oysters during the
entire season
JAKE BIEDERMAN ORO. CO.
Men judge deeds by their teeter'.
God by their roots.
STILL SAFE. 41K )
Evelyn: -And you to longer any I am the prettiest girl on cserth'e -Oh, Fred. i am afraid you do-not love meas you used tol"
Fred: "Yes. I do. sic.ir Yeti are the prettiest girl on water 119K "
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